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CONVEYANCE OF LAND TO HUDSON'S BAY COMPANY BY INDIAN TRIBES 

No. 1 

Know all men, We the Chiefs and People of the Teechamitsa 
Tribe who have signed our names and made our marks to this Deed 
on the twenty ninth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and 
fifty do consent to surrender, entirely and for ever, to James 
Douglas, the Agent of the Hudson's Bay Company in Vancouvers 
Island, that is to say, for the Governor, Deputy Governor, and 
Committee of the same, the whole of the lands situate and lying 
between Esquimalt Harbour and Point Albert, including the latter, 
on the Straits of Juan de Fuca, and extending backward from 
thence to the range of mountains on the·sanitch Arm, about ten 
miles di·stant. 

The Condition of or understanding of this Sale, is this, 
that our Village Sites and enclosed Fields are to be kept for our 
own use, for the use of our Ghildren, and for those who may 
follow after us; and the land shall be properly surveyed 
hereafter; it is understood, however, that the land itself, with 
these small exceptions, becomes the Entire property of the White 
people .for ever; it is also understood that we are at liberty to 
hunt over the unoccupied lands, and to carry on our fisheries as 
formerly. 

We have received as payment Twenty seven pounds ten 
Shillings Sterling. 

In token whereof, we have signed our names and made our 
marks at Fort Victoria 29th April 1850. 

1. See-sachasis 

2. Hay-hay-kane 
3. Pee-shaymoot 
4. Kals-ay-mlt • 
s. Leoo-chaps 
6. Phlamie 
7. Chamutstin 
a. Tsatsulluc 
9. Coquymilt 
10. Kamostitchel 
11. Minay-lltuj. 

his 
x 

mark 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x Done in the presence of 

~oderick Finlayson 

Joseph William McKay 
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. . 
Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs, Province of British Columbia 

LJ Douglas Treaties: 1850-1854 

~ By the time the colony of Vancouver Island was established in 1849. British administrators had 
developed a colonial policy that recognized aboriginal possession of la~d. In 1850 the Hudson's Bay 

~ Company. which was responsible for British settlement of Vancouver Island as part of its trading license 
LJ agreement with the Crown. began purchasing lands for colonial settlement and industry from aboriginal 

peoples on Vancouver Island. 

~ B~~een 1850·md 1854. James Douglas. as chief factor of B>rt Victoria anc;l governor of the colony, 
made a series of fourteen land purchases from aboriginal peoples. The Douglas Treaties cover 

;.i approximately 358 square miles of land around Victoria. Saanich, Sooke, Nanaimo and Port Hardy. all 
U on V ancouverlsland. · 

~- Treaty negotiations by Douglas did not continue beyond 1854 due. in part. to a lack of funds and the 
ll slow progress of settlement andind1,1Stry in the 1850s. · 

Douglas' land purchases have consistently been upheld as treaties-by the courts (R v. White and Bob, 
1964; R. v. Bartleman, 1984; Claxton v. Saanichton Marina Ltd, 1989). In 1987 the Tsawout Band 
successfully obtained a permanent injunction restraining the construction of a marina in Saanichton Bay 
on the grounds that the proposed facility would interfer~ with fishing rights promised to them by their 
1852 treaty. 

The following is a list of the signatory tribes and their ·present-day names: 

Saanich, Victoria, Metchosin and Sooke areas 

• Teechamitsa now called Esquimalt Band 
• Kosampson now called Esquimalt Band 
• Whyomilth now called Esquimalt Band 
• Swengwhung now called Songhees Band:::-
• Chilcowitch now called Songhees Jland 
• Che-ko-nein now called S~nghees-Band 
• Ka-ky-aakan now called Becher Bay Band 
• Chewhaytsum now calle~ Becher Bay Band 
• Sooke now called Sooke Band 
• Saanich (South) now called Tsawout and Tsartlip Bands 
• Saanich (North) now called Pauqhachin and Tseycum Bands 

Note: Due to the methodology used to detennine present-day names, it is not definitely detennined 

' " ,,, "'" 
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that the descendants from the three tribes in Esquinzalt territory are present-day Esquinzalt Band 
members. 

Nanaimo 

~ Saalequun now called Nanaimo Band 

Port Hardy Area 

• Queackar now called Kwakiutl (Kwawkelth) Band 
• Quakiolth now called Kwakiutl (Kwawkelth) Band 

Members of the Malahat Band; descendants of the South Saanich, share hunting and fishing rights with 
the Tsawout and Tsartlip Bands. The Nanoose Band has a similar relationship with the Nanaimo Band, 
as do the Nimkish (Nungis) with the Kwakiutl (Kwawkelth). Members of the Comox and Gwa'sala
Nakwaxda'xw Bands are also descendents of the Queackar and Quakiolth. 

[Home I Treaties I History I First Nations I Publications I FAQs I News] 

URL: http://www.aaf.gov.bc.ca/aaf/history/douglas.htm 
Last Update: 1996 Nov 20 by Webmaster 

httn·//u.1'11u1 ......... f nr"' hr ,...'.l./4'.1-;:af/h;<"fn~1lrln11ol":ii<:' htm 1011/00 
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HISTORICAL REPORTS 

THE DOUGLAS RESERVE POLICY 

DISCLAIMER: Paper prepared for the Union of BC Indian Chiefs by Thalassa Research 
Associates. Property of the Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs. This document is 
being made available to the aboriginal and wider research community as a public service. The 
views expressed in this paper are not necessarily those of the Union of British Columbia 
Indian Chiefs. 

Introduction 

Between 1850 and 1864 Sir James Douglas as Governor and Chief Factor for the Hudson's Bay 
Company and later Governor of the Colonies of Vancouver Island and British Columbia developed a broad 
and consistent policy for resolving the Indian Land Question in the colonies. While the earlier aspects of 
this policy, effected mainly under the auspices ofland conveyances for the Hudson's Bay company, are 
easily accessible through official documentation of the so-called Fort Victoria Treaties, Douglas's later 
efforts are frequently ambiguous and difficult to document for a number of reasons. The purpose of this 
memorandum is to outline the consistent, over-arching principles that informed Douglas's approach to 
aboriginal title, settlement problems and political ramifications of early colonial land policy. From 
Douglas's Fort Victoria land conveyances one can infer that his approach to reserves and land pre-emptions 
would have been more rational and less ambiguous had it been within his power. In particular he would 
have extinguished aboriginal title given adequate funds. Most importantly, the reserve policy implemented 
by Governor Douglas in the Fort Victoria treaties, and by extension in the later reserve system, was, insofar 
as he understood it, a consistent extension of both Imperial and later Dominion aboriginal policy. It 
constituted a recognition of the Royal Proclamation of 1763 and its alteration in the years following his 
tenure is illustrative of the development of an anomalous, indigenous British Columbia approach to Indian 
lands that diverged from those principles contained in the Proclamation. 

The Hudson's Bay Company 

The original Royal Charter incorporating the Hudson's Bay Company was granted by King 
Charles in 1670. The original members of the corporation were persons in royal favour. The first Governor, 
Prince Rupert of Bavaria, was a leader for the Stuarts in the English Civil War; the second Governor was 
James, Duke of York, afterwards James II of England, and the third was John Churchill, afterwards Duke 
of Marlborough. The original Hudson's Bay Charter did not include a grant to the company of the territory 
which included Vancouver Island; the Island was granted to the company on 13 January 1849. The 
provisions conveying Vancouver Island to the company were definitive and confirmatory of the Charter of 
1670 and specifically dealt with the matter of colonization. It did not destroy but rather affirmed the 
aboriginal rights inherited from the Proclamation of 1763. As was the case in the Proclamation, the 
protection and welfare of the Indians was stressed. The wording of the Hudson's Bay Company's Charter 
of 1670 and the Royal Grant of 1849 suggested that the Governor, Factors and other officials of the 
company should exercise on behalf of the company all the powers necessary to make treaties with the 
Indians for the attainment of.the objects of the Charter and the Grant. 

And whereas it would greatly conduce to the maintenance of 
peace, justice and good order, and the advancement of 
colonization and the promotion and encouragement of trade 
and commerce in, and also to the protection and welfare of 
the native Indians residing within that portion of our territory 
in North America called Vancouver's Island, if such Island 
were colonized by settlers from the British dominions, and if 
the property in the land of such island were vested for the 
purpose of such colonization in the said Governor and 



Company of Adventurers of England trading into Hudson's 
Bay; ... 

(Hudson's Bay Company, Royal Grant of 1849) 

During the Company's regime it did not presume that the Royal Grant gave it any title on 
Vancouver Island to lands in actual occupation of an Indian tribe, but the Company did assume and 
jealously exercise "the exclusive right of purchasing such lands as the natives were willing to sell." In 
December, 1849, Archibald Barclay, the Secretary of the Hudson's Bay Company, wrote from London 
outlining the general principles that the Govern9r and Committee authorized Douglas to adopt in dealing 
with the Indian tribes. 

With respect to the rights of the natives you will have to confer with the 
Chiefs of the tribes on that subj~t, and in your negotiations with them 
you are to consider the natives as the rightful possessors of such lands 
only as they occupied by cultivation, or had houses built on, at the time 
when the island came under the individual sovereignty of Great Britain 
in 1846. All other land is to be regarded as waste, and applicable to the 
purpose of colonization. Where any annual tribute has been paid by the 
natives to the Chiefs, a fair compensation for such payments is to be 
allowed. 

The natives will be confirmed in the possession of their lands 
as long as they occupy and cultivate them themselves, but will 
not be allowed to sell or dispose of them to any private 
person, the right to the entire soil having been granted to the 
Company by the Crown. The right of hunting and fishing will 
be continued to them, and when their lands are registered, 
and they conform to the same conditions with which other 
settlers are required to corp.ply, they will enjoy the same rights 
and privileges. 

(Barclay to Douglas, December, 1849) 

On March 9, 1849 Richard Blanshard arrived as the first Governor of Vancouver Island, though 
Imperial authority continued in fact to be exercised by James Douglas. Blanshard departed in September, 
1851 and Douglas was appointed Governor of the Vancouver Island Colony, holding for a time positions 
both as Chief Factor and Governor. 

Douglas Policy as Governor of Vancouver Island Colony 

Several factors informed Douglas's policy as Governor of the Colony of Vancouver Island. 
Among these was his desire to avoid unrest among the natives. Douglas wished to avoid antagonism 
between natives and whites which might lead to disturbances and interracial violence such as that 
experienced in the U.S. territories to the South. Particularly, he wished to prevent the need for a continuing 
Imperial military presence on the Island and to avoid curtailment of the lucrative fur-trade. In this early 
period, pressures of settlement posed few problems. Unlike other colonies, Vancouver Island had not been 
founded for the purpose of alleviating overcrowded conditions in Britain. By 1852 as few as 435 
immigrants had .been sent to the colony, only eleven had purchased land, and another nineteen had applied 
for land. In general, Douglas's course of action with regard to the Indians was consistent with his 
understanding of their rights under the Royal Proclamation of 1763. He adopted the same tone and attitude 
toward the Indians as did the Governors and officers in dealing with the Indians in eastern America. 
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paramount consideration for Governor Douglas. As settlement became more widely dispersed in the Island 
Colony and settlers demanded increased protection from real or imaginary Indian aggression, Douglas 
sought to neutralize the problem through accommodation with the natives. Because of their potential 
power, the strain they put on scarce resources of the colony insofar as they increased the need for outlays 
for the maintenance of order, and the general disorder that disturbances between whites and Indians could 
bring, Douglas believed the hostility of the Indians was the worst calamity the infant colony could face: 

I shall nevertheless continue to conciliate the good will of the 
native Indian tribes by treating them with justice and 
forebearance and by rigidly protecting their civil and agrarian 
rights. Many cogent reasons of humanity and sound policy 
recommend that course to our attention and I shall therefore 
rely on your support in carrying suchmeasures into effect. 
Their friendship is useful. Their enmity may become more 
disastrous than any other calamity to which the Colony is 
exposed. 

(12 August 1856, Minutes of the House of Assembly of Vancouver Island) 

In addition to Douglas's personal respect for the natives, a regard well-documented in his personal 
correspondence, he felt it was prudent to foster the natives' goodwill. He saw them as potential allies in the 
event of conflict with Americans over the San Juan Islands: 

As friends and allies the Native races are capable of rendering 
the most valuable assistance to the Colony, while their enmity 
would entail on the settlers a greater amount of wretchedness 
and physical suffering, and more seriously retard the growth 
and material development of the Colony ... 

(Douglas to Lytton, 14 march 1859, Papers Connected ... p. 16) 

Second, James Douglas was first and foremost a fur-trader, reflecting the mentality of that 
occupation. As Chief Factor for the Hudson's Bay Company his primary concern was for the Hudson's 
Bay Company his primary concern was for the uninterrupted operation of the profitable fur-trade economy 
of the Northwest Coast. The Indians were the primary suppliers of furs and the foundation on which the 
profits of the Company were based. To jeopardize this important source of supply would have undermined 
the entire raison d'etre of the Company in this area. Douglas's awareness of the need to compromise with a 
new economic order, however, upon the shift from a fur-trading to a primarily agrarian, settler economy, is 
foreshadowed in the following passage: 

The interests of the Colony, and Fur Trade will never 
harmonize, the former can only flourish through the 
protection of equal laws, the influence of free trade, the 
accession of respectable inhabitants; in short, by establishing 
a new order of things, while the Fur Trade must suffer by 
each innovation. 

(Douglas to Hudson's Bay Company, 18 October 1838, McLoughlin's Letters, 
First Series, p. 242) 

As a man concerned primarily with the fur-trade and less attracted to the development of the new economic 
order of settlement, Douglas was predisposed to treat Indians differently than .those later colonists who saw 
the natives as rivals for possession of good agricultural lands. 



Third, Douglas wished to avoid the presence of an Imperial military force in the Colony. He made 
it a policy (following an earlier episode in which Governor Blanshard had raised the spectre of a military 
force in the colony for the speedy coercion of the natives) to treat Indian violence as the actions of 
individuals rather than sociological symptoms of native or racial flaws. He searched out native criminals 
and punished them according to British legal practices. Above all, Douglas felt the presence of troops in the 
Colony was an evil to be avoided at all costs. 

Fourth, Douglas found the American model of Indian settlement repugnant in several aspects. In a 
Despatch from Douglas to Sir E.B. Lytton, Secretary of State for the Colonies, March 14, 1859, Douglas 
detailed his plan for the settlement of the land question and expressed his objection to following a system 
similar to the American: 

The plan followed by the Government of the United States, in making 
Indian settlements, appears in many respects objectionable; they are 
supported at an enormous expense, by Congress, which for the fiscal 
year ending June 30th, 1856 granted the sum of 358,000 dollars for the 
support and maintenance of the Indians of California alone, and for the 
four years ending with the thirtieth June, 1858, the total expenditure for 
that object came to the large sum of l, 104,000 dollars, and 
notwithstanding the heavy outlay, the Indians in those settlements are 
rapidly degenerating; neither would I recommend the system pursued 
by the founders of the Spanish missions in California. 

(Douglas to Lytton, 14 March 1859, Papers Connected ... , p. 17) 

In addition to his interpretation of the uneconomical results of the American model, Douglas felt 
that the system to the south contributed to interracial violence by unnecessarily breaking down traditional 
order and necessitating the application of large quantities of coercive force on the part of the government. 
In contrast to the consolidated reserve system operative in the United States, Douglas received guidance 
from Lytton suggesting the superiority of the separate villages scheme developed in the Cape colony by Sir 
George Grey (Lytton to Douglas, 30 December, 1858, Papers Connected ... , p. 15). 

The Fort Victoria Treaties 

Between 1850 and 1854 Douglas made fourteen treaties with the Coast Salish natives in the immediate 
vicinity of Victoria, Fort Rupert and Nanaimo. Cash payments in the form of blankets were made for small 
portions of Vancouver Island, with reservation to the Indians of their village sites and enclosed fields. In 
the spring of 1850 Douglas concluded nine agreements covering Victoria, Metchosin and Sooke; in 1851, 
two at Fort Rupert; in 1852, two covering the Saanich peninsula; and in 1854, one at Nanaimo. The limited 
area covered by these treaties was due in large measure to Douglas's decision to conclude agreements only 
as pressures of settlement in various areas made treaties necessary. For instance, the Cowichans wanted 
during this period to sell their lands in the same way as they understood the Songhees to have done, but 
Douglas refused, on the grounds that settlement was not immediately moving into that region (Douglas to 
Barclay, 16 May, 1850, HBCA, A-I In2). As well, a scarcity of funds with which to purchase lands in the 
later period was a limiting factor on the concluding of treaties. It is clear, however, in the content of the 
Fort Victoria treaties, that Douglas and the Colonial Office shared the notion that the aboriginal race 
exercised some form of ownership over the land that needed to be extinguished by colonial power. 

In the Despatch of December 1849, cited above, Barclay instructed Douglas as to the rights of the 
natives and the extent to which they were to be respected. Upon receipt of this Despatch, Douglas 
summoned the Chiefs and other influential men of the Songhees and other tribes to a conference in 
Victoria:. After considerable discussion it was arranged that the whole of the lands should be sold to the 
Company with the exception of village sites and enclosed fields. Hunting and fishing rights were extended 
to natives on unoccupied land. Compensation was offered in the form of remuneration most frequently 
taken from the Bay stores usually in the form of blankets. Douglas was in favour of a series of annual 
payments, but according to his report to Barclay, the Indians pressed him for immediate payment of the 
entire sum, to which he finally agreed (Douglas to Barclay, 16 May, 1850, HBC Letters 1849-1861). 
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The treaties drawn up during this period were practically identical for the fourteen tribes with 
which agreements were concluded. Generally land was paid for in blankets valued at 16 shillings, 8 pence 
during that period. The compensation to the Indians reflected a retail price for the blankets and represented 
a mark-up of approximately 300 per cent over the wholesale price. Despite the apparent lucidity of the Fort 
Victoria treaties, some confusion has arisen over actual boundaries agreed to and the appropriateness of the 
European conception of land ownership to the colonial situation. The assumption that each group owned 
exclusively tracts of land identified by them, failed to take account of shared areas. For example, the 
Chekonein were designated as the owners of Cadboro Bay and therefore the Chilcowitch, who used it to the 
same degree, could not under European ideas of private property be considered owners as well. In addition, 
the fact that the treaties were signed at Fort Victoria, and not "on the ground" means that: 

the boundaries of tribal lands were settled on the basis of 
verbal description. It is doubtful that Douglas had an accurate 
map to work with, and even if he did, it is even more 
doubtful that the Indians could read it. Their mental maps 
and his had to be reconciled, as did any confusion which 
arose over landmarks, directions, and distance. Such 
confusions are apparent in several of the descriptions in the 
treaties, making it impossible to map the territories in 
anything more than a schematic way. 

(Wilson Duff, ''The Fort Victoria Treaties", BC Studies, No. 3, Fall 1969, p. 24) 

Despite these vagaries, Douglas was consistent, with few exceptions in maintaining the boundaries of land 
he had reserved to the natives, suggesting that he believed Indian consent was necessary for alteration of 
land allocated to the tribes. 

On March 25, 1861, Douglas wrote to Newcastle, then Secretary of State for the Colonies, 
"praying for the aid of Her Majesty's Government in extinguishing the Indian title to the public lands in 
this Colony ... " He argued that the natives had "distinct ideas of property in land, and mutually recognized 
their several exclusive rights in certain districts." He warned that failure to extinguish title and ''the 
occupation of such portions of the Colony by white settlers, unless with the full consent of the proprietary 
tribes, "would be perceived as national wrongs, engender feelings of irrigation against the settlers, and 
endanger the peace of the cou_ntry." Douglas estimated that it would cost 3000 pounds sterling to extinguish 
title to the remaining settled districts of the Colony: He asked that the British Government extend a loan in 
the form of a grant to be repaid from the proceeds of consequent sale of public lands in the Colony 
(Douglas to Newcastle, 25 March 1861, Papers Connected ... , p. 19). Newcastle replied: 

I am fully sensible of the great importance of purchasing 
without loss of time the nati~e title to the soil of Vancouver 
Island, bµt the acquisition of the title is a purely colonial 
interest, and the Legislature must not entertain any 
expectation that the British taxpayer will be burthened to 
supply the funds or British credit pledged for the purpose. I 
would earnestly recommend, therefore, to the House of 
Assembly, that they should enable you to procure the 
requisite means, but if they should not think proper to do so, 
Her Majesty's Government cannot undertake to supply the 
money for an object which, whilst it is essential to the 
interests of the people of Vancouver Island, is at the same 
time purely colonial in character, and trifling in the charge 
that it would entail. 



(Newcastle to Douglas, 19 October 1861, Papers Connected ... , p. 20) 

This episode, based on a Petition from Douglas and the Vancouver Island House of Assembly, illustrates 
recognition of aboriginal title by official bodies in the Colony and their understanding of the need to 
collaborate with the Imperial Government on extinguishment of that title. 

From this time forward, his access to the Hudson's Bay Company stores cut off and his funds 
severely limited, Douglas was only able to reserve lands without compensation. No further treaties were 
concluded by Governor Douglas. Without requisite funds he was severely hampered in his plan to 
extinguish title both in the Colony on the Island and later as administrator for British Columbia. Lack of 
adequate funds also forced Douglas to order only the staking out of reserves in lieu of more accurate 
professional surveys. The critical importance of Douglas's financial straits is further illustrated by a letter 
from his secretary to the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works emphasizing that "heavy pressure on the 
resources of the Colony" prevent Douglas from authorizing an outlay to surveyors for Indian reserves 
(William A.G. Young, Colonial Secretary, to MooQ.y;.9 June 1862, Papers Connected ... , p. 24). Inasmuch 
as the Royal Engineers, whose wages were defrayed by the Imperial Government, were usually occupied in 
the laying out of roads, Douglas frequently had to rely on persons unfamiliar with even rudimentary survey 
or land techniques for the allocation of reserves on the site. 

Douglas Reserve Policy: 1858-1864 

Douglas severed his ties with the Hudson's Bay Company in 1858 and took an appointment as 
Governor of both western colonies in the same year. Shortly afterwards, he formulated his general policy 
toward the native people along with a plan for extinguishment of Indian title. Communicated to Lytton in a 
Despatch dated 14 March 1859, Douglas's program provided for the "moral elevation of the native Indian 
races," the settlement of natives in self-supporting villages and the eventual inclusion of them in the 
economic and cultural milieu of the European colonizers. Lord Carnarvon, in the absence of Lytton, 
conveyed to Douglas his approval of the Colonial plan and suggested that "measures of liberality and 
justice may be adopted for compensating them for the surrender of the territory which they had been taught 
to regard as their own"(Carnarvon to Douglas, 11 April.1859, Papers Connected ... , p. 18). Carnarvon's 
Despatch reflected a continuation of the far-reaching latitude and trust extended to James Douglas by both 
the Hudson's Bay Company and the Imperial Government. Virtually single-handedly, and without legal 
assistance, Douglas laid out a plan for the settlement of the Indian land question consistent with the 
principles of the Royal Proclamation and the intentions of Great Britain. 

Despite the financial constraints under which Douglas was forced to operate in the years following 
1858, there is no question that Douglas adopted a policy of "liberality and justice" as suggested to him in 
the Despatch from Carnarvon. Douglas intended that reserves marked out in this period were to give the 
Indians as much land as they wanted. This is a very clear thrust of Douglas's policy and there can be no 
disputing his intentions in this regard. In a letter from Charles Good (on behalf of the Colonial Secretary) to 
R.C. Moody, the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, it is clear that Governor Douglas instructed that 
the Indian reserves were to be "defined as they may be severally pointed out by the Natives themselves" 
(Good to Moody 5 March 1861, Papers Connected ... , p. 21). The position established by the Governor 
with respect to the size of reserves was reaffirmed by Moody in a letter to (Assistant Commissioner of 
Lands) Cox on 6 March 1861: 

With regard to the former, I have received instructions from 
His Excellency to communicate with you on the subject and 
to request that you will mark out distinctly all the Indian 
Reserves in your District, and define their extent as they may 
be severally pointed out by the Indians themselves. 

(Moody to Cox, 6 March 1861, Papers Connected ... , p. 21) 
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Furthermore, when word reached Douglas on several occasions about the inadequacies of reserves 
or native dissatisfaction with land allotted to them, he immediately ordered the re-staking of land to 
conform with their wishes: 

That reserve is so small, not exceeding 50 acres of land, as to be 
altogether insufficient to raise vegetables enough for their own use. 

I beg that you will, therefore, immediately cause the existing 
reserves to be extended in conformity with the wishes of the Natives, 
and to include therein an area so large as to remove from their minds all 
causes of dissatisfaction. 

Notwithstanding my particular instructions to you, 
that in laying out Indian Reserves, the wishes of the Natives 
themselves, with respect to boundaries should in all cases be 
complied with. I hear very general complaints of the 
smallness of the areas set apart for their use. 

(Douglas to Moody, 23 April 1863, Papers Connected ... , pp. 26-7) 

Douglas intended that the natives be treated no differently than British subjects. With respect to pre
emption rights, Douglas supported the right of Indians to pre-empt lands outside reserve boundaries in the 
same manner and by following the same procedures as could be effected by white men: 

With reference to your letter of the 2711t ultimo, on the subject of the 
purchase of a Suburban Lot of Land by an Indian, on the same terms as 
it could be purchased by a white man, I am directed by the Governor to 
inform you that there can be no objection to your selling lands to the 
Natives on the same terms as they are disposed of to any purchasers in 
the colony whether British subjects or aliens. 

(Young to Moody, 18 June 1862, Papers Connected ... , p. 24) 

Furthermore, in a Despatch from Young, the Colonial Secretary to Moody on 5 April, 1861, it is clear that 
Douglas wished to minimize disputes about reserve boundaries by issuing for the publication of the 
position and extent of the reserves: 

His Excellency further directs me to convey to you his 
instructions that the position and extent of all spots of land, 
now set apart as Government OJi lndian Reserves, are to be 
forthwith published in three different places in each district 
where there may be such Reserves, and also in the local 
newspapers, and should it so happen that circumstances may 
afterwards render it expedient to relinquish any such reserve, 
notice of the same is to be likewise published for 2 months at 
least, before any sale or occupation of the reserve lands be 
permitted; and His Excellency requests you will furnish him, 
at your earliest convenience, with a rough general sketch of 
the country, exhibiting the different districts, and also as near 
as may be the land already alienated by the Government. 

(Young to Moody, 5 April 1861, Papers Connected ... , p. 22) 

Douglas was concerned to secure the protection of the Crown for the Indians. Acting under the 
authority and i.nstructions of the Imperial Government, he recognized the Indian title and the tribal 
character of the title, but declared the title vested in the Crown by which he meant that the right of 
reversionary interest was with the Crown. The specifics of Douglas's intent are clearly illustrated in a letter 
written by Douglas in retirement following a dispute over amounts of acreage that arose in a later 



administration. The letter states that "in laying out Indian reserves no specific number of acres was insisted 
on. The principle followed in all cases was to leave the extent and selection of land, entirely optional with 
the Indians who were immediately interested in the Reserve; the surveying officers having instructions to 
meet their wishes in every particular and to include in each reserve the permanent village sites, the fishing 
stations, and Burial grounds, cultivated land and all the favourite resorts of the tribes ... " Douglas states that 
the intention of this procedure was the "securing to each community their natural or acquired rights; of 
removing all cause for complaint on the ground of unjust deprivation of the land indispensable for their 
convenience or support, and to provide against the occurrence of agrarian disputes with the white settlers." 
Douglas assures his questioner on these matters that it was never intended that the Indians were to be 
limited to ten acres per family and that "we were prepared, if such had been their wish, to have made for 
their use much more extensive grants." 

Moreover as a safeguard and protection to these Indian communities 
who might, in their primal state of ignorance and natural improvidence 
have made away with the land, it was provided that these reserves 
should be the common property of the tribes and that the title should 
remain vested in the Crown, so as to be unalienable by any of their own 
acts. 

Douglas wisely added that "This letter may be regarded and trusted as an official communication." 
However, for reasons unknown, Douglas's important letter, written in October 1874, was not included in 
the Papers Connected to the Indian Lmui Question, appended to the Minutes of the Legislative Assembly, 
1875. 

Instructions for laying out the Douglas Reserves 

The general background, then, to the Douglas reserve policy was that the Indians were to have as 
much land as they wanted, that the Indians themselves were to point out the position and extent of their 
lands, and that, in order to minimize disputes over pre-emption, reserve boundaries were to be published 
before settlement could take place. 

The details of the Douglas reserve policy are f"1rther illustrated upon examination of the 
Governor's instructions to the individuals involved in marking out the reserves. In a letter from Parsons, of 
the Royal Engineers, instructing Sapper Turnbull as to the procedures to be followed in laying out reserves, 
it is stated that: 

You will take an early opportunity of staking and marking out 
in the District you are now stationed, all Indian villages, burial 
places, reserves, etc., as they may be pointed out to you by 
the Indians themselves, subject, however, to the decision of 
the District Magistrate as to the extent of the land so claimed 
by them. Make sketches of the locality and give dimensions 
of claim, sending them to this office after acquainting the 
Magistrate of what you have done. Be very careful to satisfy 
the Indians so long as their claims are reasonable, and do not 
mark out any disputed lands between whites and Indians 
before the matter is settled by the Magistrate, who is 
requested to give you every assistance. 

(Parsons to.Turnbull, I May 1861, Papers Connected ... , p. 22) 

Another set of instructions issued by Douglas provided that the Indians were to have as much land as they 
wished and in no case was a reserve of less than 100 acres to be laid out (Mr. William McColl's Report, 16 
May 1864, Papers Connected ... , p. 43). 
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On occasion, complaints reached Douglas that reserves along the Fraser River were not extensive 
enough for cultivation of land to an adequate level. Without delay, Douglas ordered that the reserve be 
immediately enlarged: 

I beg that you will, therefore, immediately cause the existing 
reserve to be extended in conformity with the wishes of the 
Natives, and to include therein an area so large as to remove 
from their minds all causes of dissatisfaction. 

(Douglas to Moody, 23 April 1863, Papers Connected ... , pp. 26-27) 

It is virtually impossible to reconstruct from available historical records a comprehensive list of 
reserves laid out during the later years of the Douglas administration. In some cases, reserves were 
inadequately staked out due to adverse weather conditions, limited resources, and the pressure to complete 
the allocation of reserves in order that roads might be built to facilitate transportation to the gold fields of 
the Interior. Were they readily accessible, files from the Department of Lands, Parks and Housing might 
provide summary information regarding government reserves established during this period. In instances 
where sketches were made, they are of primarily artistic or historical interest. 

In the years following Douglas's retirement, the policy established during his administration, was 
altered substantially. The effect of the failure to establish a self-perpetuating policy soon became apparent. 
Because his land policy had not been established by statute, it was subject to misinterpretation and 
manipulation when individuals less favourably disposed towards the Indians came to power. 

Indian Land Policy in Transition 

In 1864, James Douglas retired from the governorship and Joseph Trutch was appointed Chief 
Commissioner of Lands and Works. His appointment marked the beginning of profound shift in policy 
concerning Indian lands. With Douglas's retirement, the administration of the colonies was dominated by 
individuals who were much less favourably disposed towards the Indians than Douglas had been. Trutch 
was the leading figure among them. 

In contrast with Douglas, Trutch held a pejorative view of North American Indians. AS early as 
1850, while living in the United States, Trutch had described Indians as "the ugliest and laziest creatures I 
ever saw & we shod. as soon think of being afraid of our dogs as of them" (Trutch to Charlotte Trutch, 23 
June 1850, Trutch Papers, folder Al.b). Douglas had most often referred to indigenous peoples as "Native 
Indians", but Trutch rarely described them as anything other than "savages" and was skeptical about their 
capacity for "improvement". "I have not yet met with a single Indian of pure blood whom I consider to 
have attained even the most glimmering perception of the Christian creed" (Trutch to Secretary of State for 
the Provinces, 26 September 1871, Papers Connected ... , p. 101). Again, in 1872, after having been 
appointed the first Lieutenant Governor of the Province of British Columbia, Trutch told the Prime 
Minister of Canada that most of the British Columbia Indians were "utter Savages living along the coast, 
frequently committing murder and robbery amongst themselves, one tribe upon another, and on white 
people who go amongst them for the purpose of trade" (Trutch to Macdonald, 14 October 1872, Sir John A. 
Macdonald Papers, vol. 28, National Archives of Canada). 

The appointment of Trutch as Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works in 1864 also parallels a 
shift form the dominance of the fur trade economy to that of a settler society. The number of settlers was 
increasing substantially a_nd Trutch saw the Indians as obstacles in the way of development of the colonies 
by Europeans. His views on development closely reflected the needs of the settler population. Trutch 
believed that the future of the colonies lay in agriculture and he was determined that Indian claims to land 
could not be allowed to hinder land grants to settlers which would lay the foundation for agricultural 
development. 

The actions ofTrutch during his tenure constituted a repudiation of the Imperial policy that had 
been followed by Douglas. Imperial policy had recognized aboriginal title to territory that was occupied in 



a regular way and then sought to extinguish Indian title prior to settlement. Douglas, who was aware that 
the Indians held concepts of territorial boundaries or ownership of specific areas, had implemented this 
policy in his dealings with the native population. Trutch, on the other hand, held a radically different view 
and went so far as to claim that the Indians did not have any right to the lands they occupied. The editor of 
the British Columbian, writing at the time that Governor Seymour assumed office in 1864, complained that 
many in the colony of British Columbia ignored altogether the rights of the Indian, that they held the 
American doctrine of "manifest destiny" and maintained that the native treaties were due to make way for 
the Anglo-Saxon race (New Westminster, British Columbian 21 May 1864). Trutch, who had spent a 
number of years in the United States as a surveyor and farmer, was influenced by the American experience 
in dealing with the Indian question. This may explain, to some extent, the policies he so aggressively 
pursued as Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works. 

It is also true that Trutch filled something of a political vacuum that was left by Douglas's 
retirement. Douglas was succeeded by two men, Frederick Seymour in the Mainland Colony of British 
Columbia and Arthur Kennedy in Vancouver Island Colony, neither of whom had much interest or 
influence in Indian affairs. Although Kennedy believed that Indians should be "secured in the possession of 
their lands and prohibited from alienating them except for fair consideration" (Kennedy to Cardwell, 1 
October 1864, Despatches to London, March 1864-November 1866), his view was not shared by the House 
of Assembly of Vancouver Island Colony and a stalemate on the question of Indian land policy marked 
Kennedy's administration. In 1866, with the union of the two colonies, Seymour became the first Governor. 
As had been the case in the Mainland Colony of British Columbia after 1864, Seymour entrusted Trutch 
with settling the Indian land question. Seymour seems to have been completely under the influence of 
Trutch in these matters and supported the actions of his Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works. Seymour 
stated openly that "the Indians have no right to any land beyond what may be necessary for their actual 
requirements" and that "they can have no claim whatever to any compensation for any of the land so 
excluded, for they really have never actually possessed it .... " (Young to Trutch, 6 November 1867, Papers 
Connected ... , p. 45). 

Trutch's Indian Land Policy 

Joseph Trutch denied that the Indians had any rights to land at all. In a key statement of his views 
written in 1867, Trutch argued that: 

The Indians have really no right to the lands they claim, nor 
are they of any actual value or utility to them ... It seems to 
me, therefore, both just and politic that they should be 
confirmed in the possession of such extents of lands only as 
are sufficient for their probable requirements for purposes of 
cultivation and pasturage, and that the remainder of the land 
now shut up in these reserves should be thrown open to pre
emption. 

(Trutch to Acting Colonial Secretary, 28 August 1867, Papers Connected ... , p. 
42) 

This non-recognition of Indian title is a fundamental principle which formed the basis for Trutch's actions 
in this area and stands in distinct contrast with the policy followed by Douglas until his retirement. Trutch 

- also attempted to distort Douglas's reserve policy with claims that those responsible for marking out the 
original reserves had either exceeded or misunderstood their instructions. In his letter to the Acting 
Colonial Secretary on 28 August 1867, Trutch stated that "verbal instructions" given by Governor Douglas 
personally to Mr. McColl constituted "indefinite authority" and that, accordingly, 

These figures, therefore, cannot be relied on, but it is certain 
that the extent of some of the reserves staked out by McColl 
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D is out of all proportion to the numbers or requirements of the 
tribes to which they were assigned. 

(Trutch to Acting Colonial Secretary, 28 August 1867, Papers 
Connected ... , p. 42) 

Trutch also stated that, with respect to Douglas's reserve policy, "there are no written directions on this 
subject in the correspondence on record in this office". Trutch chose to overlook written instructions to 
both McColl and Cox, for example, and was engaged in a deliberate falsification of the record to suit his 
own policy. When challenged on this important point, Mr. McColl made it clear that Trutch's assertion was 
untrue and that he had received both written and verbal instructions from Governor Douglas: 

I beg to inform you that, in addition to the written 
instructions, I had further verbal orders given to me by Sir 
James Douglas, to the effecrt that all lands claimed by the 
Indians were to be included in the reserve; the Indians were 
to have as much land as they wished, and in no cases to lay 
off a reserve under 100 acres. 

(Mr. McColl's Report, 16 May 1864, Papers Connected ... , p. 43) 

Trutch explicitly denied that the Fort Victoria treaties signed by Douglas provided a precedent for the 
purchase of Indian lands in B.C. Writing in 1870, Trutch stated that the treaties signed by Douglas were 
made "for the purpose of securing friendly relations between those Indians and the settlement of Victoria, 
then in its infancy, and certainly not in acknowledgement of any general title of the Indians to the land they 
occupy" (Trutch, Memorandum on a letter treating of conditions of the Indians in Vancouver Island, 
addressed to the Secretary of the Aboriginees Protection Society, by Mr. William Sebright Green, enclosure 
in Musgrave to Granville, 29 January 1870, Papers Connected ... , p. 11). This understanding of the Fort 
Victoria treaties is a further example ofTrutch's distortion of the Douglas policy. There is no question that 
Douglas was providing compensation to the Indians who signed the treaties for extinguishment of title. 

The Trutch Reductions 

Given his views on the issue of Indian land rights, and supported in his actions by Governor 
Seymour, Joseph Trutch set in motion a systematic reduction of Indian reserves that had been laid out 
according to the reserve policy of the Imperial Government acting through James Douglas. 

The first step in the process of reducing reserv$!s was taken in 1865 with respect to Indians of the 
Thompson ~iver area. In response to an inquiry made by Phillip Nind, the Gold Commissioner at Lytton, 
Trutch wrote that: 

I am satisfied from my own observation that the claims of 
Indians over tracts of land, on which they assume to exercise 
ownership, but of which they make no real use, operate very materially 
to prevent settlement and cultivation, in many instances besides that to 
which attention has been directed by Mr. Nind, and I should advise that 
these claims should be as soon as practicable enquired into and defined. 

(Trutch to Good, 20 September, 1865, Papers Connected ... , p. 30) 

This was followed a few months later by a statement from Trutch that the reserves in question "are entirely 
disproportionate to the numbers or requirements of the Indian Tribes" (Trutch to Good, 17 January 1866, 
Papers Connected ... , p. 32). It is interesting to note that Trutch made this assessment without any accurate 
census information. By October, 1866, a notice appeared in the Government Gazette indicating that the 
reserves of the Kamloops and Shuswap Indians had been redefined. This "adjustment" meant that out of a 
forty mile stretch of the Thompson River the Indians were left with three reserves, each of between three 
and four square miles. The remainder of the land previously reserved for them was to be thrown open for 
pre-emption on 1January1867. 



The Kamloops reductions provided Trutch with a precedent that he applied to Indian reserves in 
the lower Fraser River area. Again, he advanced the argument that the Indians were holding good land that 
they were not using productively. The reserves should, therefore, be reduced and the land made available to 
settlers. Trutch suggested two methods of carrying out the reductions: 

Two methods of effecting this reduction may be suggested -
either (1) to disavow absolutely McColl's authority to make 
these reserves of the extravagant extent laid out by him, and 
instead to survey off the reserves afresh, either on the basis of 
Mr. Brew's letter of instructions to McColl, namely, ten acres 
to each grown man, or of such extent as may, on 
investigation, be determined to be proportionate to the 
requirements of each tribe, or- (2) to negotiate with the 
Indians for the relinquishment of the greater portion of these 
lands, which they now consider their own, on terms of 
compensation, in fact to buy the lands back from them. 

(Trutch to Acting Colonial Secretary, 28 August 1867, Papers Connected ... , p. 
42) 

Having adopted the view that the "Indians really have no right to the land they claim", Trutch chose a 
simple resurvey of the lower Fraser reserves, without any compensation to the Indians. 

Another major reversal of Douglas's policy initiated by Trutch came in regard to pre-emption 
rights. Under Douglas, Indians had the right to be treated as British subjects insofar as pre-emption was 
concerned. In 1866, this right was denied them. A Land Ordinance issued in that year prevented Indians 
from pre-empting land without the written permission of the Governor. Subsequently, there was only a 
single case of an Indian pre-empting land under this condition. 

Another feature of the Trutch reduction policy, which once again provides a striking contrast with 
Douglas's policy, pertains to the controversy surrounding the size ofreserves. Douglas had included in his 
directions to those individuals laying out reserves that if the area demanded by the Indians did not equal ten 
acres per family then the reserve was to be enlarged to that extent However, Trutch used the ten acre figure 
as a maximum allotment. 

The extent of the land to be included in each of these 
reservations must be determined by you on the spot, with due 
regard to the numbers and industrial habits of the Indians 
living permanently on the land, and to the quality of the land 
itself, but as a general rule it is considered that an allotment of 
about ten acres of good land should be made to each family 
in the tribe. 

(Trutch to O'Reilly, 5 August 1868, Papers Connected ... , p. 50) 

That this policy initiated by Trutch was never intended by Douglas was documented in a letter from 
Douglas to Powell in 1874: 

It was however never intended that they should be restricted 
or limited to the possession of 10 acres of land, on the 
contrary, we were prepared, if such had been their wish to 
have made for their use much more extensive grants. 

(Douglas to Powell, 14 October I 874) 
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As it developed under Trutch, British Columbia's land policy was striking in two fundamental 
respects. First, non-recognition of aboriginal title and, second, the comparatively small amounts of land 
finally allocated to the Indians. This policy represented a dramatic reversal of Imperial policy as understood 
and implemented by Douglas and proved to be a source of discontent for the Indians of the province and 
cause for dispute between the federal and provincial governments. 

A Note about Sources cited in this Report: 

Most references are from Papers Connected to the Indian Land Question, 1850-1875, Richard Wolfenden, 
Government Printer, 1875. Other sources of information from this period include Hudson's Bay Company 
records and Colonial Correspondence and Colonial Office Correspondence from record groups at the BC 
Archives. 

http://www.ubcic.bc.ca/docs/DonglasReservePolicy.doc 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purposes of this paper are to discuss the nature of the treaty rights of the North 

Saanich Peoples to fish and hunt for commercial purposes, the reasons why those treaty rights 

have never been implemented by the Province of British Columbia and the Government of 

Canada, and how international law relates to treaties with First Nations. 

Section 27(5) of the British Columbia Fisheries (General) Regulations made pursuant to 

the Fisheries Act.1 prohibits the exercise of the treaty right to fish for commercial purposes. 

Section 23 of the Wildlife Acf proluoits the exercise of the treaty right to hunt for commercial 

purposes. The affected Treaty Indians are thereby denied an economic base in their own 

·communities and in accordance with their own tribal laws and customs. 

One Treaty Indian from the Prairies spoke eloquently of the need for an economic base in 

the following words: 

" ... many of the non-Native people who have come and talked to us will always tell 
us, if you Indians and you half-breeds would begin to go to work and earn some 
money, you would be like us. They say, we came here and we had nothing when 
we came here, but look at us now. But my answer back to those people is always 
yes, you had nothing, and many of you people came from countries where there 
was oppression, where you were forced to leave because you did not like the 
system. And when you came to this country, you came with nothing. So where did 
you find the riches? You found them right here, right here in Canada. The 
resources that made people rich are right here in Canada. We feel those resources 

1 R.S.C. 1985, c.F-14. 

2 S.B.C. 1982, c57. 
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are ours. and we want to share in those resources. We are not asking for 
everything. We want to share in those resources, so we can participate in the 
economy of this country. And you cannot tell me that democracy works if you do 
not have some sort of economic back-up in terms of our people being self
supporting. 3 

THREE FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES AND THE NORTH SAANICH TREATY OF 1852 

There are three basic points oflaw upon which this paper is based. 

The first point is that treaties entered into between indigenous peoples and a foreign 

power are the embodiment of customary international law and as such they are international 

treaties4
• Although this point is disputed by the municipal courts of Canada, s it is submitted that 

3 From a speech by Jim Sinclair, Saskatchewan Treaty Indian, to the Special Joint 
Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons on the 1987 Constitutional Accord. Ottawa, 
1987 as quoted by Binnie. fu. 49, above. 

4 See Article 1 of the International Covenant on Economic. Social and Cultural Rights 
(l 966), U.N. Doc. A/6316, p. 49 and more particularly the International Labour Conference 
(ILO) Convention 169. Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent 
Countries, Adopted by the Conference at its Seventy-Sixth Session, Geneva, 27 June 1989. 

s Simon v. The Queen, (1985] 2 S.C.R. 387 at p.404:,Jt. v. White and Bob (1964), SO 
D.L.R. (2d) 613 (B.C.C.A.). at pp. 617-18, aff'd (1965] S.C.R. vi. 52 D.L.R. (2d) 481; Francis v. 
The Oueen. (1965] S.C.R. 618 at p.631; Pawis v. The Queen, [1980] 2 F.C. 18, (1979), 102 
D.L.R. (3d) 602 at p. 607. 
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the municipal courts of Canada are bound by customary intern_ational law as that law is adopted as 

part of Canadian law.6 

In addition., the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights provides that: 

1 (1) All peoples have the right of self-determination. By virtue of that right they 
freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and 
cultural development. 

(2) All peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of the natural wealth and 
resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international 
economic co-operation., based upon the priniciple of mutual benefit, and 
international law. In no case may a people be deprived ofits own subsistence. 7 

As Canada has ratified the Covenant, it is binding on her. The Optional Protocol, 11 which 

was declared in force.in Canada in 1979 ensures that the-Covenant itselfis binding on the 

provinces as well. 

Furthermore, a reading of the common law authorities which deny that a First Nation's 

treaty is subject to _international law rdveals that the rationale behind each decision is unduly 

6 Williams and de Mestral in An Introduction to /11tematio11al Law (1979), p. 30. Since 
customary international law is a customary rule that must be "in accordance with a constant and 
uniform usage practised by the states in· question", it follows that indigenous laws, customs, 
traditions and rights which predate settlement since time immemorial and which continue today as 
expressed in treaties are classic examples of customary international law. 

7 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Adopted and opened for signature, 
ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 2200 A (XXI) of 16 December· 1966. 

8 Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Adopted 
and opened for signature, ratification and accession by General Assembly resolution 200 A (XXI) 
of 16 December 1966. 
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flawed. It is a. case of successive courts rep~ting a principle even though the genesis of the 

original dicta is without sufficient authority and without due reason. 

The Supreme Court of Canada in Guerin v. The Queen 9, for example, referred to the 

aboriginal interest in land as sui generis or unique. Such language is used to justify discrimination 

on the basis of race and only incidentally as a "reason" to keep treaties away from international 

law. It is racist because no other segment· of Canadian society is denied the right of ownership of 

his or her own property. 

As a member of the United Nations, Canada and the municipal courts of Canada are also 

bound by Article 17 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: 

17(1). Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others. 
(2) No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property.10 

The assumption that "ownership" in precisely the same sense as fee simple was not a First 

Nations concept pre-settlement is self-serving. First Nations speak of the concept of"belonging" 

which means the same thing as ownership but lacks the neat trappings of a tenure system. First 

Nations peoples speak of ownership in terms of responsibility and how we are not separate from 

9 [1985] 1 C.N.L.R. 120 at p.136. 

10 Universal Declaration of Hyman Rights, Adopted and ProClaimed by General Assembly 
Resolution 217 A (III) of 10 December 1949. 
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our land and our land is not separate from us. Although tenure may not be recorded on paper, it is 

universally understood as a sacred trust from the Creator. How is that system less valuable then 

the Torrens System? 

l. The second point is that international law on treaties, treaty-making and the 

implementation of treaties are political matters not legal issues. This is· particularly relevant to 

Canada where municipal courts are frequently called upon to enforce treaties while the real 

mischief is the political failure to implement the treaties.11 Notwithstanding the reality that Indian 

treaties are political, ·they are still justiciable and enforceable in the municipal courts contwy to 

the rule in~ v .. Sprigg.12 The rule must accommodate a federal system in which First Nations 

sovereignty is .sustained and where sovereignty is a divisible concept. The federal government is 

negotiating self-government with a number of First Nations across Canada. The Province of 

British Columbia has recently conceded that it recognizes the First Nations peoples inherent right 

of self-government. As the municipal courts of Canada are foreign to the governments of First 

Nations, the rule in CQQk v. Sprigg is not offended as the First Nations treaty is not being 

enforced in a First Nations' municipal court. -

11 Evidence of this state of affairs is the fact that the Province of British Columbia has 
utterly failed to develop any policy or guidelines on how to honour and respect the Douglas 
treaties for over 150 years! Nor has the Government of Canada done anything to recognize or 
honour these treaties during the same period oftime. 

12 (1899] A.C. 572 at 578-579 wherein the rule states that treaties do not create rights 
enforceable in municipal courts. 
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Yet the municipal cou~s are often called upon to negotiate or adjudicate political issues in 

the guise of quasi-criminal proceedings. The result is that these instruments of international law 

are either reduced to pawns for the federal government to barter with the provinces over 

resources 13 or once a court of law has pronounced the treaty as being effective against a 

province, the province ignores the law!14 

~ The third point is that the indigenous peoples of North America, like all peoples of the 

world, have their own laws~ customs, languages, traditions and institutions. It is known and 

recognized within that body of law known as customary international law as the inherent right of 

self•govemment.15 

13 See..R. v. Horseman (1990), 1 S.C.R. 901. 

14 See &_v. White and Bob (1964), 50 D.L.R. (2d) 481, where the Supreme Court of 
Canada decided that the Douglas treaties were binding treaties on the Crown. See also Bartleman, 
(1984] 3 C.N.L.R. 114. These cases illustrate how ineffective municipal courts are in enforcing or 
implementing treaties. The politics of treaty-making and implementation is the business of nations, 
not courts oflaw. Relying upon the courts to do their business is an abdication of state 
responsibility and simple avoidance. 

15 As noted above regarding Canada's international obligations including The Charter of 
the United Nations, October 25, 1945; and the Helsinki Accords of 1975. The federal and 
provincial governments of Canada not only recognize the inherent right of self-government but 
also claim to be negotiating a number of self-government arrangements with various First Nations 
throughout Canada. 
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Customary international law is said to derive from two conditions. The first is "the 

material aspect of the actual performance or behaviour of the state" and, secondly, "the 

psychological aspect or subjective conviction with which the state views its own behaviour". 16 

Hunting and fishing practices among indigenous peoples are spiritually and temporally . 

based on complex rules devoted to the supply of food-and other necessaries, the replenishment of 

the resources and cultural and social considerations (e.g. the importance of "gift giving"). These 

aspects of self-determination or self-governance have survived 100 years of interference and still 

floUrish. Sacred ceremonies and celebrations evidence the conviction. It is on this basis that we 

must refer to the law of First Nations as part of customary international law. 

One school of thought on the nature· of international law is known as naturalist. In this 

theocy, laws are found, they are not man-made. It is in the naturalist sense that indigenous laws 

are customary international law. Indigenous laws are natural law.17 

. This is particularly relevant in the context of treaty hunting and fishing rights. 

16 Williams and de Mestral, p.16. 

17 Akehurst, A Modern Introduction to lnternatio11al Law (3rd ed., 1977), p.20, on the 
two schools of thought concerning the nature of international law. One theocy is known as 
positivist, that is, laws are man-made. The other theory and the one which is most akin to the 
indigenous understanding of law is known as the naturalist theory~ 
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When the treaties were signed, it was understood that the treaty right included not only 

the right to extract the resource but, more importantly, the right to do so in accordance with the 

laws of those peoples. All treaties between First Nations and the Crown are ·understood to include 

the right of the signatories to conduct their affairs including exercising or honouring treaty rights 

in accordance with customary international law. 18 

The customary international law is both the law of First Nations and any other customary 

law which defines relations between First Nations and other states or powers. The signatories to 

every trea.tY signed between a First Nation and the Crown in Canada specifically understood those 

treaty-contracts as incorporating the right of the First Nation and the Crown to conduct their 

. affairs in accordance with the rules set out in the treaty. In the case of the North SMnich Treaty of 

ll,ll, those First Nations were expected to exercise their treaty hunting and fishing rights ".~ 

formerly". 

On February 11, 1852, Governor James Douglas on behalf of the English Crown signed 

·---treaty with the North Saanich tribes of Vancouver Island. The North Saanich peoples, 

descendants of the signatories to that treaty, referred to in this paper as the Saailich tribes are 

composed of four First Nations at present. They are the X~ Say' Q' ~M Village, Tsawout, 

Tsartlip and Pauquachin First Nations. Among other promises, the treaty of 1852 provides that "it 

is.also understood that we are at liberty to hunt over the unoccupied lands, and to carry on our 

18 According to Williams and de Mestral, supra, at p.15, where treaties are entered into 
between to or more states on a limited subject, such treaties are referred to as treaty-contracts. 
Furthermore, such treaties often provide evidence of the rules of customary international law. 
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fisheries as fonnerly". The North Saanich Treaty of I 852 was never completed. The document 

does not include an amount or description of what the tribes received as consideration for signing 

the treaty. 

There is· a central and fundamental issue of whether the Douglas treaties actually amount 

to the extinguishment of aboriginal title. Some treaties have that effect but others are only peace 

and fiieridship treaties as in the case of some of the Micmac on the East Coast or the Huron at 

Lorette (Quebec). 

·The Colony received vast amounts of land and resources while the Indians ultimately 

received only a small Indian reserve and a few blankets. The treaty signed by the North Saanich 

tribes was a blank piece of paper which Governor Douglas-later filled in. No one from.Douglas's' ' 

time bothered to enter the amount paid for the North Saanich territory. It is almost as if they 

knew that the amount paid was a trifling and no one seriously believed that it was a real bargain 

except maybe the Indians and therefore there was no reason to record any amount. 

We kriow that the treaty means far more to the,Saanich tribes than it does to government 

by virtue of the oral history passed down through generations: In government, a researcher is hard_ 

pressed to find anyone who knows anything about the Douglas treaties. 

It is difficult to imagine any Chief agreeing to sell his traditional lands and all of the 

resources in it by signing a blank piece of paper. The Saanich tribes knew that the settlers were 
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there already and that any agreement by the Chiefs was only an agreement to let the settlers stay 

on and to avoid hostilities. In other words, what was really being said in the words of the Chiefs 

was nothing more than - we'll agree that you and your settlers are moving in all around us and . 

we'll agree that we need land on which to live and finally we11 agree that we are at liberty to hunt 

over the unoccupied lands, and to cany on our fisheries as formerly. 

In that sense, the Douglas treaties may be properly characterized as peace and friendship 

treaties which include hunting and fishing rights. These rights are customary rules that in 

·accordance with constant and uniform usage as practised by the Saanich tribes are set out in the 

North Saanich Treaty of 1852. 

DEFINITIONS - THE CRITICAL FIRST STEP .. ' ...... . 

There are some terms in law which require clarification. Although the premise of this 

paper is that.treaties are political affairs, the fact remains that the federal and provincial 

-- governments often rely upon the municipal courts in order to avoid the implementation of a treaty 

or the exercise of treaty rights. It is in this context that some terms of law must be clearly 

articulated. For example, section 91(24) of the Canadian Constitution refers to "Indians, and lands 

reserved for Indiansffl9
• This is the section referred to as the basis of Canada's responsibility for 

Indians and lands reserved for Indians. 

19 Constitution Act. 1867. 
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The very definition of ~Indians" is controversial and therefore it is not surprising that the 

tenn "lands reserved for Indians" is confusing. 

Some people think that it means reserv~tions~20 In fact, the tenn refers to.Jill lands reserved 

for Indians. 

For example, the Royal Proclamation of 176321 reserved all of the country west of the 

settlements in Lower Canada; Those are "lands reserved for Indians". Whether the Proclamation 

applies to British Columbia is immaterial. The fact of the matter is that any land not ceded to the 

Crown is "land reserved for Indians". That was the intention of the Crown in 1763 and it is the 

common law today. 

It is important to understand that the term "lands ·reserved for Indiam" in this paper means 

all lands not ceded by treaty, including reservations? unoccupied Crown lands and other lands in 

which a particular First Nation may have a claim. 

According to common law, there are several ways in which a treaty can be interpreted. 

The Ontario Court of Appeal ·in R y. Taylor and Williams, said that "If there is evidence by 

conduct or otherwise as to how the parties understood the terms of the treaty, then such 

20 The Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (Canada) and more 
importantly Th~ Department of Justice (Canada) both sh~e this view'. 

21 [reprinted RS.C., 1985, App. 11, No. I] 
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understanding and practice is of assistance in giving context to the tenn or tenns"22
• That rule of 

interpretation has been applied in a large number of decisions since then. It is considered settled 

law now. 

A second rule of interpretation from the Supreme Court of Canada in Nowegijick y. The 

Queen , is that "treaties and statutes relating to Indians should be liberally cbnstrued and doubtful 

expressions resolved.in favour of the Indian"23
• As those principles and others equally guide the 

municipal courts in interpreting treaties, this paper will be guided by those same principles. 

Furthermore, as Douglas himself wrote in 1850 concerning an identical treaty with the 

Songhees: 

"I informed th~ natives that they would not be disturbed in the possession of their 
Vtllage sites and enclosed fields, which are of small extent, and that they were at 
liberty to hunt over the unoccupied lands, and to cany on their fisheries with the 
same freedom as when they were the sole occupants of the country". 24 (emphasis 
added) 

It is this evidence by conduct or otherwise as to how the parties understood the treaty in 

1852 that confirms our understanding ofindigenous laws as customary international law. 

22 (1981), 62 c.c.c. (2d) 227. 

23 (1983), 144 D.L.R (3d) 193. 

24 In a letter Douglas wrote'to Barclay, Secretary for the Hudson's Bay Company dated 
May 16, 1850. Cited in an article by Wilson Duff entitled The Fort Victoria Treaties, BC Studies. 
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COMMERCIAL RIGHTS IN GENERAL 

Commercial rights in the context of treaty hunting and fishing rights simply r:efers to the 

right to engage in the sale or trade of the catch or the product of the hunt. Hist~rically, all First 

Nations traded a part of their catch in order to sutvive. Bartering as afonn of trade may pale in 

comparison to Dow Jones, but it is today and always has been a commercial activity. 

As Mr. Justice Lambert writes in Regina v. Bartleman: 

"The Crown also accepts that, at the time of the treaties, it was a concern of the 
Colonial government not to disturb the Indian people in their traditional food
gathering activities. It was in the interest of the :government of the Colony of " 
Vancouver Island, and of the Indians, that the Indians should be able to support 
themselves in their traditional waysn .2S ~ · 

Bartleman was a-British Columbia Court of Appeal decision in which the North Saanich 

treaty was held to be effective against any charg~ !aid under the Wildlife Act. The Bartleman 

case is an important decision in considering North Saanich treaty rights because it reiterated a 

standard which the state, in this case, the-Province of British Columbia, failed to meet. That 

standard proVides that "according to the Vienna Convention, article 26, treaties are binding upon 
, 

the parties and their obligations must be _performed in good faith. "26 

is (1984), 12 D.L.R. (4th) 73 at page 85. 

26 Williams and de Mestral, p. 270-271. 
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Simon v. The Queen, 27
, a treaty hunting rights decision of the Supreme Court of Canada 

deals with a Micmac treaty in Nova Scotia where the wording of the treaty specifically includes 

commercial references. The Supreme Court of Canada had no difficulty in concluding that the 

treaty does include the commercial aspect. This case is in stark contrast to the myriad of other 

cases, treaty and non-treaty, in which the municipal courts not only deny the ~xistence of a treaty 

commercial right, but indeed deny the existence of any commercial activity in the history of the 

relevant First Nation. 

R. y. Horseman28
, was a decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in which commercial 

hunting rights were considered in respect of Treaty 829·in Alberta. The Court found that the treaty 

· did in fact include commercial hunting rights and the Treaty 8 Indians did in fact practice · ·;:. :/;. 

commercial hunting in historical or pre-settlement times. 

The Court, however, decided that the Natural Resource Agreement of 193<>3°, signed 

between Canada and Alberta. without any consultation with the Treaty 8 Indians, modified the 

treaty right to the extent that it was no longer a hunting right for commercial purposes but only 

one for food. That Agreement is part of our Constitution. The critical point in this case is that 

27 (1985] 2 S.C.R. 387. 

28 fn. 13, above. 

29 Treaty No 8 (1899) 

30 [confirmed by the Constitution Act. 1930], para. 12. 
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commercial hunting was recognized as a treaty right until Canada and Alberta entered into the 

1930 agreement. Whether that right could be affected by the 1930 agreement is still.a question. 

. ,. 

COMMERCIAL FISHING RIGHTS UNDER TREATY 

"Conservation" is a popular word in the enforcement of government regulations. It is 

assumed that treaty Indians need to be told how many fish to take, where to take them from and 

how to take them because if they are not told, the stocks will disappear and there will no longer 

be any fish! There has been a failure to recognize and concede that the First Nations of British 

Coluinbia have successfully practised conservation long before Europeans arrived. If the First 

Nations of the West Coast had not practised conservation, it is unlikely that they would have 

thrived as they did prior to the arri~ of Europeans. Notwithstanding the history which . 

Government conveniently ignores, the First Nations of British Columbia and in particular the 

treaty Indians on Vancouver Island have never argued that their treaty rights are exempt from 

conservation rules. What they have objected to is arbitrary infringements of those treaty rights in 

the guise of conservation measures, when all interested parties know better. Treaty rights are 

exercised with the understanding that bona fide conservation measures continue to attach. 

An earlier court decision in which treaty fishing rights were held to include commercial 

purposes is & v. Penasse and McLeod 31
• The 1850 Robinson Treaty32 provided the treaty Indians 

31 (1971), 8 C.C.C. (2d) 569 (Ontario Provincial Court). 
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with the "full and free priyilege to hunt over the territory and to fish as they had heretofore been 

in the habit of doing". The comparison with.the North Saanich Treaty of 1852 is obvious, where 

"it is also understood that we are at liberty to hunt over the unoccupied lands, and to carry on our 

fisheries as formerly". 

More recently..It. v. Van der Peet ffi.M.)33
, R v~ Gladstone (W.) et al.34

, Ry. N.T.C, 

Smokehouse Ltd.3s, R. v. !&Es 36 and R.. v. Nikal37 are five non-treaty British Columbia Court of 

Appeal decisions dealing with commercial fisheries, the territorial boundaries of the reserves for 

the purpose of fisheries and whether the licenee requirements of the Fisheries Act constitutes an 

infringement ofthe aboriginal right to fish. None of these cases dealt with treaty rights. They are 

all concerned with aboriginal rights. The British Columbia Court of Appeal has ruled against the .... ; ~ 

First Nations in every case. qn the issue of commercial fisheries, the Court of Appeal. refus¢ to :!'.i" 

·,accept the historical evidence of the First Nations, preferring to rely on government evidence. On··: 

: the issue of territorial boundaries, the Court of Appeal construed the evidence and the 

presumption ad medium filum aque (meaning to the middle of the river or stream) in such a way 

32 1850 Robinson Treaty, No. 61, Volume I, Indian Treaties and Surrenders, Ottawa, 
1891, at p, 149. 

33 (1993), 29 B.C.A.C. 211. 

34 (1993), 29 B.C.A.C. 263. 

3s (1993), 29 B.C.A.C. 299. 

36 [1993] 4 C.N.L.R. 98. 

37 [1993] 4 C.N.L.R. 117. 
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that reseive lands are suddenly altered to exclude the river and the river beds. On the issue of 

whether licensing requirements of the Fisheries Act constitute an unjustified infringement. the 

Court of Appeal failed to seriously consider this issue as if the notion of self-regulation was 

beyond their catnprehension. 

In Yan der Peet, the accused argued that the Upper Sto:lo Nation had an aboriginal right 

to sell or barter fish. There was sufficient evidence before the court to find that such a right 

existed. 

t In a historic non-treaty case, the Supreme Court of Canada in R.. v. Sparrow 38 recognized 

an abOriginal right to fish for food but specifically left open the question ofwhether an aboriginal 

right for commercial purposes ·existed. That issue was left for 'future litigation and therefore the · 

British Columbia. Court of Appeal was free to decide the matter on the evidence before it. Instead, . · 

the Court ofAppeal decided to ignore·the evidence and to rewrite the history oftheSto:lo 

Nation. 

As none·of these cases were based on existing treaties, their relevance is limited to the law 

of aboriginal rights outside of treaty and to the process in which legal issues are decided by 

municipal courts. 

38 (1990), I S.C.R 1075. 
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Only Mr. Justice Lambert in the British Columbia Court of Appeal during the recent 

fishing appeal cases seemed to recognize the fact that the Supreme Court of Canada in Sparrow 

very clearly decided that treaty and aboriginal rights to hunt and fish were nQ1 simply rights to_ 

hunt by bow and arrow, but were rights that would evolve to take advantage of the progress of 

technology39
• As Hogg points out in his text on the Constitutional Law of Canada: "a right to 

trade in the form of barter would in modem times extend to the use.of currency, credit and normal 

commercial facilities of distribution and exchange. "40 

If that is the law of Canada, why does the majority of the British Columbia Court of 

Appeal insist that the because the Sto:lo Nation bartering or selling in historical times was not on 

the scale of the fish markets today, it cannot be recognized as an aboriginal right?. The answer is :,,: :·,c 

that cases like Yan der Peet are not decided on the basis of law alone. _Any case in which First , -, ·. 

Nations successfully claim a piece of the economic pie as an aboriginal right or as a treaty right 

involves displacements or reallocations to be followed by political consequences. Treaty claimants 

can point to the treaty and ideally negotiate implementation. The Government can defend itself 

against critics by pointing to legal obligations in the treaty. Non-treaty Indians are left to prove 

their claim in a municipal court where indigenous laws and customs are routinely disregarded. 

Where the muncipal courts waffle on the scope of aboriginal rights to fish commercially in 

non-treaty cases, it will not be so easy in the context of a treaty right. 

39 Gladstone at p.269; Van der Peet at p. 242 and Smokehouse at p. 318. 

40 Hogg, Constitutional Law of Canada, Third Edition, 1992, at p. 690. 
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Horseman41 is a unique case in which commercial rights were denied not because of what 

the treaty contained or even because the history of the treaty ·Indians lacked commerce. All of that 

.. 
was proven. 

The problem in Horseman is external to the treaty. It is a case of the federal government 

and the Province of Alberta renegotiating Treaty 8 rights on behalf of the Treaty 8 Indians 

without inviting Treaty 8 Indians to those discussions. It is perhaps one of the most serious 

breaches of a treaty responsibility in Canadian history and the Supreme Court of Canada was 

oblivious to it. It is unlikely that such a profound breach of.treaty rights could happen again42
• 

·,_ First ofall, Horseman should be distinguished on its facts. The 1930 Transfer Agreement 

was designed "to modify the division of powers originally set out in the Constitution Act, 1867 

(fonnerly the British North America Act, 1867). Section 1 of the Constitution Act, 1930 is 

unambiguous in this regard: "The agreements .... shall have the force oflaw notwithstanding 

anything in the Constitution Act, 1867 .... "" Secondly, some municipal courts act as ifthey create 

aboriginal rights. The trial decision ofPelgamuukw et al. v. British Columbia et al.43 is a good 

41 (1990), I S.C.R 901. 

42 see R.. v. Badger.(1993] 3 C.N.L.R. 143 at p. 147-153 wherein Mr. Justice Kerans of 
the Alberta Court of Appeal discloses his own disquiet with .the decision of the Supreme Court of 
Canada in Horseman. Kerans J. referS to the loss of honour and respect paid to Treaty 8 Indians 
by the unilateral abrogation of Treaty ·8 by the federal government. Such improprieties could not 
happen with the North Saanich Treaty of 1852 because the federal and the provincial government 
have barely conceded the existence of the North Saanich Treaty of 1852 much less attempting to 
dilute its affect by constitutional amendments. 

43 Delgammukw [1991] 3 W.W.R 97 
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example where the trial judge rewrote history and 200 years of common law in order to arrive at a 

novel concept, his concept: that the Province of British Columbia owes.the First Nations of 

British Columbia a fiduciary duty in exchange for title to British Columbia. 44 Apart from a 

constitutional incident as in Horseman, treaties are not easily rewritten. 45 

Treaty rights are not judge-made. The treaty embodies the customary international laws of 

the tribe in the sense that individual treaty Indians exercise their treaty rights in accordance with 

tribal laws, laws that :have existed long before the common Jaw appeared in British Columbia. 

Anyone can pick up a treaty and read it. But unlike an aboriginal right which pertains to the 

customs and traditions of a First Nation, the treaty reaches out to the courts, the governments and 

the world as a reminder of the promise. Treaties in Canada are almost universally in ·b.reach. by 
. ,·:·~ " .... ~ . 

government and yet they.are still held in high regard by First Nations who are .descendants. of ,,\ , -: . . 

those who signed them or in the case of modem treaties, by the signatories themselves~ It is the .. · 

honour and respect paid to reciprocating nations and the SQlemnity of treaty.making which 

44 This new rule of law was based on the.premise that aboriginal title to British Columbia 
was extinquished by operation of colonial legislation without any reference to Fifst Nations or 
extinquishment and without any consultation-with. First Nations. In return, the Province was 
bound, in an odd sort of fiduciary relationship, to protect the First Nations in meeting their 
sustenance needs but only if the Province was not predisposed to use those lands or resources for 
another purpose. 

45 A disturbing precedent is Attorney-General of Quebec v. Eastmain Band et al ( 1993 ), 
99 D.L.R. (4th) 16, (Federal Court of Appeai) where a modem treaty and respective treaty rights 
are pitted against federal and provincial laws. The Court is convinced that Fir5t Nations and 
governments are now operating on a level playing field simply because both. parties are now 
negotiating treaties with their own set of experts. It is a disturbing precedent beCause this is a 
modem treaty which, like the historical treaties, is being honoured more in the breach. Leave to 
appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada was recently denied. 
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commands such respect amon~ First Nations. Some municipal courts are beginning to 

acknowledge that honour, resi}ect and solemnity in ·treaty making. R. v. White and Bob, Simon 

v The Queen, Saanichton Marina v Isawout Indian Band46 and R. v Sjoui, 47 are cases in 

which treaty rights are recognized. In fact, the treaties speak for themselves. 

The legal argument to support the treaty right to fishing for modem commercial purposes 

in Saanich is clear. The opposition, however, to the recognition of commercial treaty rights is 

based on political and economic reasons which unduly influence the judiciary, not legal argument. 

This state of affairs illustrates once again the nature of treaty-making and implementation as 

political ·matters not legal arguments. 

terms: 

One writer describes the opposition to the expansion of aboriginal rights in the following 

"The fundamental obstacle to expanding the catalogue of activities that could be 
characterized as aboriginal rights is that such an expansion cannot now sit easily · 
with the reality of constitutional entrenchment as interpreted by Sparrow. There. 
are too many overlapping or coriflicting mterests (both political and economic) 
among communities of diverse origins across the country for the courts to pennit 
broadly .interpreted aboriginal rights to remam beyond the reach of other-wise 
competent federal and provincial legislation enacted, the courts will presume, in 
~he interest of the population as a whole. The fact that Parliament in exercising its 
legislative power in relation to "Indians and land resetved for Indians". now does so 
limited by a fiduciary duty to aboriginal peoples merely underlines the potential 

46 (1989), 57 D.L.R. (4th) 161. 

47 [1990] 1 S.C.R. 1025. 
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constitutional gridlock that an expansive catalogue of s. 35 rights48 could create. 
The Supreme Court, which seems to feel most comfortable when it is in a position 
to "balance rights", will not likely permit such a situation to develop. "49 

That type of a "gridlock" is similar to the reaction witnessed in the State of Washington 

when the...futldt decision came down. 

In the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Washington State in State of 

Washington v. Washington State Commercial. Passenger. and Fishing Vessel Association, so 

(known as the Boldt decision), Mr. Justice Boldt decided that two treaties between the federal 

government and the Northwest Coast Indians meant that those tribes were entitled to 500/o of the 

fisheries and that right included the right to engage in fisheries for commercial purposes. 

Mr. Justice Boldt was then viciously attacked by politicians, big business and the general 

public for his decision and yet on appeal, he was vindicated. 

There is no doubt that displacements occur when human rights or treaty rights are 

properly implemented, recognized and enforced. Those displacements are necessary if 

governments and other interested parties are ever to progress beyond the admonishment of the 

48 Constitution Act. 1982 

49 W.I.C. Binnie, The Sparrow Doctrine: Beginning of the End or End of the Beginning?, 
Toronto, (n.d.), p.18. 

so 443 U.S. 658 (1979). 
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Supreme Court of Canada in Spanmv where the Court said "there can be no doubt that over the 

years the rights of the indians were often honoured in the breach. "s1 

Sparrow is Canada's version of the H.Q1.dt. decision. Just as in HQld1 , where the court 

imposed an allocation of the fisheries on the parties including the treaty Indians, Sparrow 

allocated top priority to the aboriginal right to fish for food subject to bona fide conservation 

measures. In theory, it is arguable that Sparrow is a more powerful rule than BQldt because top 

priority could easily exCeed 50% when stocks are depleted or when certain species are low and 

the competing fisheries are proluoited from fishiilg~ 

It is importarit to recognize that the decision in Sparrow iS based on the recognition that 

every First Nation needs an economic base as does every other segment of S<>ciety. Treaties are 

signed for that very purpose. Treaty rights provide an economic base when no other opportunities 

arise. Treaty rights are the rights of First Nations peoples as they practised those rights since time 

immemorial. 

Customary international law, as set out in the treaty, is binding on the goveniments and on 

the municipal courts as it is incorporated into the eommon law as well as the constitutional law. 

Treaty rights are neither judge-made orlegally defined. They simply exist as defined by the treaty. 

To argue, as Binnie argues, that the competing interests are too great or too powerful is not an 

'
1 Sparrow, p. 1103; see also Sparrow at p. 1109 where the Supreme Court of Canada 

suggests that its justificatory scheme is in keeping with the Court's "concept of holding the Crown 
to a high standard of honourable dealing with respect to the aboriginal peoples of Canada." 
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argument against honouring the treaty. Rather, it is an argument for political solutions that include 

respect for treaties and treaty Indians and respect for those competing interests who may suffer 

displacement when a treaty is actually implemented. 

Sparrow decided that the Fisheries Act and the regulatory regime under that Act failed to 

extinguish the aboriginal right to fish· for food. 

Saanichton Marina decided that the North Saanich treaty provided protection against the 

impairment of fishing rights by provincially approved development projects. 

Horseman (a treaty hunting case) decided that Treaty 8 included the commercial hunting 

right, but that right had been modified by the Natural Resource Transfer Agreement of 1930 ... ' : ;:- ,_ ,, ; 

The North Saanich treaty has no such modification and yet the treaty fishing right for 

commercial purposes therein is prohibited without any evidence of extinguishment. 

Based on Sparrow , it cannot be said that any North Saanich treaty rights have been 

extinguished. There is no clear and plain intention to extinguish in any instrument affecting that 

treaty. As in Bartleman (a treaty hunting case) by analogy, the North Saanich treaty is an effective 

bar against the Fisheries Act notwithstanding the fact that the Fisheries Act is a federal Act and 

therefore competent to deal with Indians under section 91 (24) of the Constitution. 
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In effect, Saanichton Marina and Bartleman (treaty cases) are reinforced by section 35 of 

the Constitution because now the federal government is compelled to justify any modification or 

extinguishment of an existing treaty right in accordance with the Supreme Court of Canada's 

decision in Sparrow. 52 

Sparrow defined the word "existing" as it is used in section 35 of the Constitution: 

"35(1) The existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada 
are hereby recognized and affirmed". 

The court wrote that the word "existing" means "unextinguished rather that exercisable at 

a certain time in history". S3 Therefore. neither fishing nor hunting are defined as rights regulated 
--: 

--

by the Wddlife Act or the Fisheries Act . They are defined by the history, culture and customs of 
.. . -~-· -

the relevant First Nation. This is an important distinction because governments are forever 

arguing that an aboriginal or treaty right is defined by the regulations imposed on First Nations by 

the Province or the federal government. That is incorrect. 

Aboriginal and treaty rights ·are to ·be identified and protected by section 35 through the 

justificatory scheme set out by Sparrow. 54 The First Nation alleging an infiingement must first 

establish a prima facie infringement of the treaty fishing right for commercial purposes: 

52 see fn. 56, above. 

53 Sparrow, p.1092. 

54 Sparrow. pp.1111-1115. 
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"If an infringement were found, the onus would shift to the Crown which would 

have to demonstrate that the regulation is justifiable. To that end, the Crown 

would have to show that there is no underlying unconstitutional objective such as 

shifting more of the resource to a user group that ranks below the Musquearn. 

Further, it would have to show that the regulation sought to be imposed is 

required to accomplish the needed limitation. In trying to show that the restriction 

is necessary in the circumstances of the Fraser River fishery, the Crown could use 

facts pertaining to fishing by other Fraser River Indians. "ss 

The Saanich tnoes are situated on coastal waters and have occupied these lands and fished 

these waters sinee time immemorial. Historically, the survival of these indigenous peoples 

depended on the extraction and trade of the fisheries. The fact that commercial or trade uses 

combined with sustained sustenance from the fisheries have been in existence since time 

immemorial leads to the conclusion that the Saanich tribes were also engaged in conservation. 

They would not have survived otherwise. The elements of trade during the pre-settlement period 

included but were not limited to established trade routes throughout Vancouver Island, the Gulf 

Islands and to the mainland. In the post-Settlement period, trade increased with the Hudson's Bay 

Company and with the limited number of settlers. It was not until settlement reached much larger 

numbers, some writers claim in the l 920's, that the Saanich tribes were gradually stripped of their 

ability to trade on a large scale. 

55 Sparrow, pp.1120-21. 
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In Yan der Peet, Mr. Justice Macfarlane described the commercial interest in the 

following words: 

"it is about an asserted Indian right to sell fish allocated for food purposes on a 
commercial basis. The result would be to give Indian fishers a preference or 
priority over other Canadians to seek a livelihood from commercial fishing". 56 

Though Yan der Peet is a non-treaty case, this statement illustrates again how the issue 

regarding treaty fishing rights for commercial purposes is not a legal issue at all. As pointed out 

earlier, in the context of the North Saanich Treaty of 1852, it is a matter for the politicians to 

implement the treaty. It is an economic and political issue for which the courts are ill-equipped to 

negotiate a political solution. Instead, they must impute dishonest motives on the part of the 

aboriginal litigant as in the example quoted above when the Justice refers to the fish as being 

allocated for one purpose and then used for another. He utterly fails to note that ifthe aboriginal 

fisher believed that the right of a commercial fishery existed, any allocation was for that purpose. 

When one considers the commercial .issue in this light, it is easily compared with the 

colonial attitudes of people like Joseph Trutch who worked tirelessly to deny the existence of any 

aboriginal rights but in particular the right to land. Land barons, farmers, speculators and 

politicians successfully urged Trutch to pursue and defeat Native interests in land so that they 

could acquire the land themselves. It was racist then and it is racist now. 

S6 Yan der Peet, p. 215. 
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In the recent British Columbia Court of Appeal decision ofDelgamuukW57
• another non-

treaty case, Mr. Justice Macfarlane was very careful to ensure that aboriginal rights are contained. 

He decided that a right which became prevalent as a result of European influences would not 

qualify for protection as an aboriginal right58
• Why is European influence the highwater mark for 

aboriginal rights? The courts seem to think that Indians were tripping all over themselves trying to 

imitate Europeans. The fact that Europeans spent their first two or three hundred years in North 

America imitating the Indians in order to survive and eventually prosper is conveniently 

overlooked. Whatever means an aboriginat person or First Nation found or created to survive the 

invasion of Europeans should be an aboriginal right whether it existed before the Europ~s 

anived or after. In fact. the definition of aboriginal rights should be defined in consultation with 

aboriginal people and not by the courts. Again, that is the business of treaty-making or 
• l ·~" ••• 

implementation. 

As Sparrow makes it clear. the test of whether a law offends section 35 depends in part on 

the extent of the infringement. 59 Where the right is absolutely prohibited and not simply regulated 

and where that right is explicitly included in a treaty as it is in the North Saanich Treaty of 1852, 

the prohibition is an unconstitutional attempt to extinguish a treaty right. To refer to such 

governmental action as an infringement is an understatement. 

57 (1993), 30 B.C.A.C. 1. 

58 Delgammuukw, (BCCA). p. 22. 

59 Sparrow, p.1119 where the question is "whether there has been as little infiingement as 
possible in order to effect the desired result." 
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As the Fisheries Act prohibits exercising the treaty right in any form, it is clearly 

inconsistent with section 3 5 of the Constitution and therefore, of no legal force or effect in 

accordance with section 52 of the Constitution. 

Although there can be no doubt that the treaty right to fish for commercial 

purposes has never been extinguished, there is concern that the treaty right may yet be redefined 

by the municipal courts. It is a theme repeated throughout this paper: the customary international 

law and the common law may protect treaty rights as they are written but the muncipal courts 

may resist ruling in favour of those rights. The ·reasons for this abuse of justice are related to 

economics, power and fear. 

The "pu~lic interest"60 should not be the criterion for interpreting treaties or aborignal 

rights. Fundamental or constitutional rights should be respected accordingly and not subjected to 

a balancing of the rights of business and local governments. It is not only a vague test. It is also 

unjust in the sense that business and local governments have never been excluded from 

participating in the mainstream economy through the denial of their right of ownership and the 

corresponding right of self-determination. Whereas the treaty Indians of North Saanich point to 

nearly a century of unfulfilled promises; business and local governments complain that if the treaty 

is implemented, there are adjustments to be made. 

60 In Sparrow, p.1113, the Supreme Court of Canada wrote: "We find the "public 
interest" justification to be so vague as to provide no meaningful guidance and so broad as to be 
unworkable as a test for the justification of a limitatiOn on constitutional rights." 
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Notwithstanding the opinions of writers like Binnie and decisions like Horseman, there are 

persuasive arguments which support the proposition that treaty fishing rights for commercial 

purposes have never been extinguished and that the honourable course for governments is to 

promote the exercise of those rights. The forum in which those arguments should unfold however, 

is not in a court oflaw. They are political matters to be discussed and decided upon by politicians, 

First Nations politicians, provincial and federal politicians. This is the business of treaty 

implementation. 

COMMERCIAL HUNTING RIGHTS UNDER TREATY 

It is my submission that the Province of British <;olumbia lacks jurisdiction over wildlife. 

In fact. it lacks jurisdiction over all land and resources as long as the issue of aboriginal title is 
• ' • • • - • ~ • J_ 

unr~lved. As the Douglas treaties cannot be taken as dealirig with title, Vancouver Island is 

similar to other parts of the Province where treaties to surrender any rights in the land and -

resources do not exist. It is important to remember that provincial legislative powers including 

ownership are run an inherent rights or powers. The Province must derive its powers from some 

instrument or source in legislation or in the common law. This is where the First Nations of 

British Columbia part company with the Province. 

In Horseman. the Supreme ·Court of Canada decided that, in Alberta, the transformation of 

Treaty 8 rights from commercial to food only was a quid pro quo: 
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"In addition, there was in fact a quid pro quo granted by the Crown for the 
reduction in the hunting right. Although the Agreement did take away the right to 
hunt commercially, the nature of the right to hunt for food was substantially 
enlarged. The geographical areas in which the Indian people could hunt was widely 
extended. Further, the means employed by them in hunting for their food was 
placed beyond the reach of provincial governments. For example, they may hunt 
deerwith night lights and with dogs, methods which are or may be prohibited for 
others. Nor are the Indians subject to seasonal limitations as are all other hunters. 
That is to say, they can hunt ducks and geese in the spring as well as the fall, just 
-as they may hunt deer at any time of the year. Indians are not limited with regard 
to the type of game they may kill. That is to say, while others may be restricted as · 
to the species or sex of the game they may kill, the Indians may kill for food both 
does and bucks; cock pheasants and hen pheasants; drakes and hen ducks. It can 
be seen that the quid pro quo was substantial. Both the area of hunting and way in 
which the hunting cauld be conducted was extended and removed from the 
jurisdiction of provincial governments. "61 

'· 

It is an odd sort of quid pro quo when the party whose benefit is transformed substantially 

is left out of the negotiations. It is also curious how the Supreme Court of Canada assumes that 

an enlargement of the hunting grounds for food only i~ comparable to the establishment of an 

economic base. It is unfortunate that the Supreme Court of Canada resorts to_ an artificial rule of 
. . . 

law62 in order to prop up a treaty brea~h masquerading as a constitutional amendment. The 

customary international law, as articulated in the 1899 treaty known as Treat}' 8, was binding on 

the Crown in 1899 when they· signed it and in 1930 when they purported to unilaterally amend it 

contrary to the treaty and contrary to custonuuy international law. In accordance with article 26 

ofthe Vienna Convention, the events of 1930 and 1990 when the Supreme Court ofCanada 

61 Horseman, p.933. 

62 The term "arti,ficial" refers _to the Court's gratuitous notion of quid pro quo when the · 
Court is fully aware of the fact that one of the parties to that bilateral treaty was never privy to the 
negotiations which led to those mooifications of Treaty 8. 
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endorsed those events as "lawful" constitute at least two contraventions by Canada of 

international law. 

Many foreign governments and indigenous peoples look to Canada as a Nation which has 

demonstrated honour and respect in its treatment of the indigenous peoples of Canada. One of the 

reasons for this perspective may be that our municipal courts have iarely denied all remedies. 

Even the infamous trial decision in Delgamuukw left the First Nations concerned and in fact all 

First Nations of British Columbia with a fiduciaiy duty owed to them by the Province.63 This 

perspective has led foreign courts to cite Canadian authority as a basis for extending indigenous 

rights in a foreign land. The recent artd historic decision of the High Court of Australia is an 

example. 
.'!-. ·.;;: ·;, ' 

Malm v. Queensland64 is a 1992 case of the High Court of Australia where one of the 

issues was the source and identity of the Crown's interest in the traditional lands of the Miriam 

peoples. The High Court of Australia is comparable to our Supreme Court of Canada. 

Queensland, a state within Australia, argued that it held sovereignty and proprietary rights over 

the traditional lands of the Meriam peoples. Sovereignty is also referred to as the radical or root 

title which permits the Crown to grant tenure to others. The High Court of Australia wrote that 

63 Delgammukw, [1991] 3 W.W.R 97 (B.C.S.C.) 

64 Mabo and Others v. The State of Queensland (1992), 107 AL.R 1, (H.C.); [1992], 5 
C.N.L.R. I. 
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the Crown may acquire sovereignty and proprietary rights over unalienated lands but where the 

lands are occupied by indigenous peoples, the Crown acquires only sovereignty: 

"By attributing to the Crown a radical title to all land within a territory over which 
the Crown has assumed sovereignty, the common law enabled the Crown, in 
exercise of its sovereign power, to grant an interest in land to to be held of the 
Crown or to acquire land for the Crown's demesne. The notion of radical title 
enabled the Crown to become Paramount Lord of all who hold tenure granted by 
the Crown and _to become absolute beneficial owner of unalienated land required 
for the Crown's purposes. But it is not a corollacy of the Crown's acquistion of 
radical title to land in an occupied territory that the Crown acquired absolute 
beneficial ownership of that land to the exclusion of the Indigenous inhabitants. If 
the land were desert and uninhabited, truly terra 11ullius, the Crown would take an 
absolute beneficial title (an allodial title) to the land for the reason given by 
Stephen C.J. in Attorney-General v. Brown: there would be no other proprietor. 
But if the land were occupied by the Indige~ous inhabitants and their rights and 
interests in the land are recognized by the common law, the radical title· which is 
acquired with the acquisition Qf s<>vereignty cannot itself be taken to confer an 
absolute beneficial title to 'the occupied land. Nor is it necessary to the structure of 
our legal system to refuse recognition to the rights and interests in land of the 
Indigenous inhabitants. The doctrine of tenure applies 'to every Crown grant of an 
interest in land, but not to rights and interests which do not owe their existence to 
a Crown grant. The English legal system accommodated the recognition of rights 
and interests derived from occupation of land in a territory over which sovereignty 
was acquired by conquest without the necessity of a Crown grant. "65 

· 

If the-Province lacks a proprietary interest in unoccupied Crown land because the 

indigenous peoples rights and interests are unextinguished and recognized by common _law, it 

follows that the Province lacks jurisdiction to regulate the wildlife on those lands as long as the 

unextinguished rights and interests are not dealt with by treaty. More importantly, where the 

Crown has entered into a solemn peace treaty promising that "it is also understood that we are at 

65 M.aho_, (1992], 5 C.N.L.R. l, pp.40-41. 
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liberty to hunt over the uno~pied lands and to carry on our fisheries as formerly". the Province 

is faced with a positive duty to refrain from impairing those treaty rights· apart from its total lack 

of jurisdiction. 

It is necessary to discuss jurisdiction as the Province purports to legally regulate wildlife 

under the Wtldlife Act .• the regulations thereunder and the related policies. The only possible 

sot,J;rce of jurisdiction for the Province to regulate treaty hunting of wildlife is section 88 of the 

Indian Act:66 

"88. Subject to the terms of any treaty and any other Act of the· 
Parliament of Canada, all laws of general application from time to . :':. ~;'d 
time in force in any proviD.ce are applicable to and in respect of. .. ,, , . . . , . _ . 
Indians in the.province, except to the ~xtent that such I~~ are:L. ;·:·,, _~r· '..-:;.·· ,:..;;:'.~~£ 
inconsistent with this Act or any order, rule. regulation or by-law .. , ·< .~ ... -~"~'' 
made thereunder, and except to the extent that such lawS ~ake: , .... :.:·'.; _ · - ·:.,·.~;;~ 
provision for any matter for which provision is made by or under-·. . ' .. ·~:.:·:,\:11!'. 
the Act." -· -·· -.· 

In Dick v. The Queea 67 the Supreme Court of Canada decided that section 88 of the 

Indian Act has nothing to do with provincial laws which apply to Indians and Indian lands of their 

own force. The Court said that that section is only concerned with those provincial laws which 

affect the "Indianness" by frustrating the status or capacity of Indians. 

66 Indian Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. 1-S. 

67 (1985] 2 S.C.R. 309 at pages 326-327. 
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. In Kruger and Manuel v. The Queen. while the Supreme Court of Canada decided that the 

British Columbia Wddlife Act was a law of general application, that is, it did not ofitself affect 

the "lndianness" by frustrating the status or capacity of Indians, the court added that: 

"Section 88 of the Indian Act appears to be plain in purpose and effect. In the 
absence of treaty protection or statutory protection Indians are brought within 
provincial regulatory legislation". (emphasis added)68 

Section 88 of the Indian Act, which first appeared in 1951, is a legal form of the practice 

known as federal off-loading. The federal government created section 88 in order to establish a 

provincial presence in what was perceived to be a legal vacuum. In fact, it was a series of political 

decisions which amounted to a form of genocide69 and while families and communities were being 

fractured; the Government of Canada decided against providing relief. The federal government 

had the constitutional power to address these wrongs but lacked the commitment or political . 

interest to do anything about it. Section 88 was created so that the provinces might step in and 

manage the "Indian problem". 

The·provinces jumped at the:bait even though they resent being fingered for dealing with 

reserve Indians when the federal government is constitutionally responsible and when the federal 

government conveniently refuses to fund the provinces adequately. Eventually, the provinces 

68 (1978] I S.C.R. 104atpage 112. 

69 Residential schools, the apprehension of Native children and their subsequent adoption 
into non-Native homes, inadequate or non-existent medical services on reserves and laws 
stripping Native women of the right to live among their people, and laws prohibiting potlatches 
are just some of the political decisions which continue to have a genocidal impact on the First 
Nations of British Columbia. 
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embraced section 88 because it purport~ to give them power over First ~ations and in particular 

over the traditional lands.of First Nations. The provinces have consistently employed section 88 to 

oppress First Nations, to take their children under the guise of the best interest of the child, to 

decimate traditional hunting and trapping grounds and to control and deny treaty and aboriginal 

hunting rights by arbitrary restrictions or prohibitions. An example of the arbitrariness of 

provincial regulation is the Wildlife Act and its application to treaty hunting rights for commercial 

p,4rposes. 

R. v. Al~se (W.) 70 and]t v. Dick WT.) 71 are two recent decisions of the British 

Columbia Court of Appeal in which section 27(J)(c) of the Wddlife Act was found to discriminate . 

against ab()riginal peoples right to hunt because it affects the core of their "fudianness" ~ These ·;.;.t> ,·" 

non-treaty decisions are based on section ~5 of the Constitution and on the justification test seLt '.-.: < 

p~t in Sparrow72 
• As noted above, the. Supreme Court of Canada established a jµstificatory."" ; ") ·,, . · · 

scheme to be employed when a treaty or aboriginal right is alleged to have.been infringed by law. 

Although the court was careful to ·caution against boiler plate analysis, the justificatory scheme as 

set out in SparrQw has been.applied in almost every subsequent case dealing with section 35 

rights. 

70 (1993), 29 B.C.A.C. 184. 

71 (1993), 29 B.C.A.C. 201. 

72 see pp. 22 and 23 above. 
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In the case of a hypothetical treaty hunter who is charged with hunting out of season, the 

hunter would have the burden of first proving that the regulation constituted a prima facie 

infiingement of the treaty hunting right. If the charge is selling or bartering wildlife, the hunter 

would need to prove that hunting for commercial purposes was a treaty right. 

The Province would argue that a commercial treaty hunting right could not exist because 

the Province has always regulated wildlife to exclude such rights. The Province would introduce 

evidence of conservation officers harassing Indians in the nineteenth century and argue that that 

proves the provincial intention of restricting treaty Indians to hunting for food. The Province 

would argue that the Douglas treaties could never have included commercial hunting rights 

because ,the former Colony made that treaty specifically for the purpose of large scale settlement 

in the treaty area which was quickly realized. From the perspective of the Province's regulatory 

capacity under the Wildlife Act • commercial hunting by treaty Indians is simply infeasible on the 

Saanich Peninsula. 

The short answer to the Province is what the Supreme Court of Canada wrote in Sparrow: 

"historical policy on the part of the Crown is not only incapable of extinguishing 
the existing aboriginal right without clear intention, but is also incapable ot: in 
itself, delirieating that right". 73 

73 Sparrow. p.1101. 
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Once that treaty right is acknowledged, the absolute prohibition of exercising that right 

would constitute at a minimum, a prima facie infringement of the treaty right. The onus then shifts 

to the Crown which then must prove that the regulation (absolute prohibition) is justified: 

The Court wrote: 

"To that end, the Crown would have to show that there is no underlying 
unconstitutional objective such as shifting more of the resource to a user group 
that ranks below the Musqueam". 74 

At the core of the justificatory scheme lies the government's fiduciary duty to Indians as 

articulated in R._ V. Guerin.7
S This ineans that th~ government cannot On the one hancf allocate a 

commercial hunting right to selected groups and ihen on the oth~r hand tell treaty fudi~· tha~ ''r : ':,:- - ') 

- . i: . , .. ,~,· - , r . 
they only qualify for hunting for food. If the honour of the Crown means anything, it means the 

treaty must be honoured as it is written and as it is understood. 

CONCLUSION 

The existing treaty rights of hunting and fishing including for commercial purposes have 

never been extinguished in law. The treaty rights of hunting and fishing at a minimum means that 

the treaty Indian receives top priority in the allocation of wildlife and fisheries subject only to 

conservation. The treaty rights of hunting and fishing for commercial purposes is the law of the 

74 Sparrow, p.1121. 

7s [1984] 2 S.C.R. 335 at pp.348-49. 
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North Saanich tn'bes or put another way, customary international law as articulated in the North 

Saanich Treaty of 1852. It is binding on Canada and the Province of British Columbia as it is 

- incorporated into the common law. The concept of a First Nations' priority comes from Sparrow 

which although it was not a treaty case, it did define the parameters of section 3 5 of the 

Constitution for the purpose of protecting treaty and aboriginal rights. There is every reason to 

expect the municipal courts to be more sensitive to the inftingement of treaty rights as opposed to 

aboriginal rights and yet that sensitivity is long overdue in the context of commercial treaty· rights 

in North Saanich. 

Canada will continue to resist recognition of the treaty fishing right for commercial 

purposes because of the economic problems concerning the commercial fishing industry ·and the 

communities who depend on the industry to survive. This is particularly difficult to understand in 

light of what the Supreme Court of Canada had to say in Sparrow: 

"By giving aboriginal rights· constitutional status and priority, Parliament and the 
provinces have sanctioned challenges to social and economic policy objectives 
embodied in legislation to the extent that aboriginal rights are affected. "76 

The municipal courts including the Supreme Court of Canada are bound by international 

standards ratified by Canada as well as the customary international law which complements the 

common law. These courts should not be permitted to rewrite aboriginal history in order to justify 

ruling against a legally enforceable treaty right to fish or hunt for commercial purposes. Racist 

76 Sparrow, p.1110. 
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precepts such as sui generis should be overruled77
• Proprietorship should lie where it belongs and 

sovereignty continued to be shared among the federal government, the provinces and the First 

Nations. 

According to the law governing municipal courts, the federal and provincial governments 

are in clear violation of section 35 of the Constitution and as a result, any law, order or other 

instrument created or used to prohibit, obstruct or deny the treaty fishing or hunting right for 

commercial purposes is of no force and ~ffect in accordance with section 52 of the Canadian 

Constitution. 

. But there are political matters which must be addressed. These matters are ownership of. :.·· , ..... ~ . . . . . -

the lands and resources and secondly the need for an economic base wi~ First Nations. .,., · · ... , ·'·;;~ ·: 

Arguably, the ownership issue may be resolved in British Columbia once treaty negotiations are 

resolved in respect of most of the Province's land mass. However, in reality, the negotiations are 

moving so slow now, it is more likely-that many First Nations of British Columbia will be waiting 

another generation or two before the ownership issue is addressed. Despite that time frame, the 

ownership issue and the need for an economic base are not being addressed by the municipal 

courts and certainly not by the provinces or the Government of Canada. A new international 

77 The High Court of Australia overruled authority which supported the racist concep~ of 
terra nullius; see Malm [1992], 5 C.N.L.R. 1, p.48. 
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instrument is required to speed the Government of Canada and the Province of British Columbia 

toward honourable treaty-making and toward the implementation of existing treaties. 78 

Many independent states and some indigenous peoples of the world including many from 

Canada 79 have worked for years towards the development of the new International Labour 

Conference (JLQ) Convention J 69, Convention Concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in 

Independent Countries.'° It is an interesting Convention because it is not particularly concerned 

with labour matters but rather with the rights of indigenous peoples. Canada has not ratified this 

Convention though consultations with the provinces are completed. 81 As the Convention relates to 

a number of issues over which the provinces are said to be sovereign. Canada claims to be unable 

to ratify this convention without the agreement of the provinces and territories. The provinces 

may resist ratification on the basis of the ownership issue being unresolved and their inability or 

unwillingness to promote an economic base for First Nations. 

78 The Government ofCan~da and the Province of British Columbia often refer to "interim 
measures" as initiatives or opportunities which tend to assure the relevant First Nations that some 
of the land and some of the resources will be left by the time a treaty is signed. One of the 
problems with these initiatives or opportunities is that they are often foreign to the aboriginal 
culture and they are imposed on First Nations as opposed to recognizing the institutions and laws 
of the First Nation. It is in this sense that an economic base is critical and how commercial fishing 
and hunting treaty rights are the natural means of creating that base. 

. 
79 See Indigenous Peoples Response to the Proposed Revised Convention on Indigenous 

and Tribal Populations Convention, 1957 (N0.107), Indigenous Peoples Working Group 
(Canada), November, 1988. 

80 see fu. 4, above. 

11 From a telephone conversation on September 27, 1994 with Allan J. Torobin, Senior 
International Officer, Human Resource Development, International Affairs, Human Resources 
Development Canada. 
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Article 23. for example, provides that: 

23(1) Handicrafts. rural and community-based industries, and subsistence economy 
and traditional activities of the peoples concerned, such as hunting, fishing, 
trapping and gathering. shall be recognized as important factors in the 
maintenance of their cultures and in their economic self-reliance and 
development. Government shall, with the participation of these people and 

... whenever appropriate, ensure that these activiti~e strengthened and promoted. 

(2) Upon the request of the peoples concerned, appropriate technical and financial 
assistance shall be provided wherever possible, taking into account the traditional 
technologies and cultural characteristics of these peoples, as well as the importance 
of sustainable and equitable development. (emphasis added) 

Part 1 of the Convention provides that indigenous peoples must have the right to sustain 

or establish their own cultural or legal institutions, to decide their own priorities and to have the ' 
, • ' .• •• .; • • ·~. • • ·~_·, ! ~ ':. ;-: ·;' • '• 

necessary resources provided by governments. Part II deals with traditional land where indigenous 

peoples have the right of ownership in addition to the right of possession. In British Columbia, 

where almost the entire province is uncedoo and in which, the indigenous peoples of British 

Columbia have the right Qf ownership, there should be no problem with concurrence. As the 
. . . 

Province of British Columbia owns nothing, they have nothing over which to exercise jurisdiction. 

It is submitted that neither the provinces nor the federal government are prepared to ratify 

ILO Convention 169 because it specifically provides that indigenous peoples have a right of 

ownership over their lands. It should be recalled that the common law, customary international 

law. and Canadian constitutional law support the right of indigenous peoples to own their own 
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lands. those lands which have never been ceded by treaty. First Nations, provincial, territorial and 

federal politicians have a responsibility to resolve this issue and to ratify ILO Convention 169. 

In the meantime, it is submitted that the implementation of the North Saanich Treaty of 

1852 in relation to the exercise of those treaty rights ofhunting and fishing for commercial 

purposes is somewhat overdue. As a respected Treaty elder from North Saanich once said. "you 

guys are all asleep". 

.·l '. ' __ ._; __ ·, 

/ - . 
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Judgment (ALMER PCJ) 

17 November 1989 
Victoria., a.c. 

THE CLERK: Joseph Edward Ellsworth, John Joseph Sampson, 
Craig Sampson, on J:nforaation 49395-C. 

MR. HALL: Scott Hall tor· the Crown Federal, Your Honour. 
THE COURT: Thank you. . 
MR. MacLEAHa I H• John Sampson here. -1--•11 ju~t make sure 

the other two are present, Your Honour. 
All thr•• are presant now, Your Honour. 

THE COURT: Thank you. 
Th• utter betore the court i• for deci•ion today. 

folloving two days ot ·extremely interesting evidence in 
this parti~ular matter which va~e led previously. Durin9 
the l•adin9 ot that evidence and during the arguments in 
this particular matter, several issues vars identified . 
which I think ahould b• dealt with one after the other. 

The tirat issue is a tactual issue: Has the Crown 
placed •uttioien~ evidence before the court to prove 
beyond a rea•onable doubt that the acoused were ~ishin9 
on the evening in qu•s~ion as alleged in the information 
before the Court? It i• my view on this issue the only 
interenc• that can be drawn troa all ot the tacts proven 
is that th• three per•ona observed in the river over 
several houra• ·ri•hing were the three accused parsons who 
ware appr•h•rid•d and are today before the court. 
· Th•.•acond -i••u• is whether th• Douglas treaty ot 

1852 gives Nativ~ people who are deacendanta ot the 
signatories ot that treaty a riqht to fish unimpeded by 
raqulation ·•uoh a• the one upon which the.present charge 
is based. The facts herein show that in the 1850& 
Governor Dougla•, then an employee of th•'Hudson•s Bay 
Company, waa .. pow•r•d ~a.enter into aqreements with 
Native_per•ons present on the saanich Peninsula and in 
other area& to purchase whatever title thosa people 
possesaed in th• land •o that tha area ot southern 
Vancouver I•land·and adjacent areas could be settled. 
It is clear that the Native people had rights to those 
lands because ••veral •xample• were led in evidence of 
the settler• requestinq the use of land and/or products, 
to wit, tilDber thorefrom, tor tha settl•r&' uses and the 
settler• obtained tho•• particuJar rights or products 
from th• Native leaders. 

It i• also clear the areas purchased wer• set-out in 
the agreo~entc that ware arrived at and compensation was 
paid therefor. Further, the Native people's right to 
hunt on unoccupied land and to "carry on tisheries as 
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Judgment (Al.MER PCJ) 

1:• ....... 

fonaally• var• expr .. aly reserved within those 
ac;ireemants. .,,,,,. 

-=~~- ~-- i~:-~. '}-~~#.i ·~:~'-{-' 
believe th• annar to~that arCJWis•nt1.-i"contaiiied-!n 
Begin& y, •iaon, a decision of th• supreme Court of 
Canada, (1985) 2.-s.c.R. 387, and in a deciaion __ of th• 
Britiah Colwlhia Court of Appeal vhioh I Shall ret•r to 
a• the s11uif'tRp_K1ripa ca••, ita nwabar beinq vo00613, 
Victoria R•f atty. 

In Bea »• y. liwon. Chiet Juatice Dickson make• it 
clear that h• vaa not prepared to accept an argument that 
the aicptatori•• to the Micmac treaty in Hova Scotia 
lacked -capacity to anter into an anfor~able treaty. He 
hald the treaty vaa J1ad• for th• l>•n•tit ot the 
cignatori•• and acted upon by ·the parties to it. • 

I 

·~ •• - 0. • • - - ....___ ' -d"" ft "..ft.. .. • ...&. •J___, ____ • ___ • u•_W_,. ____ .. , 

H . ·1·--·-·· . 
~--------~-~------~~~----·- __ ____ e a so held th• 

d•oision 1n Mdn• y, lylil>Q;r, ·(1929) 1 D.C.R. 307, ·1n 
th• Nova Scotia County Court repr•••ntad the type of 
reasoninq that 1• not·appropriata in th• present era, 
~here a ••n91t1vity to Native rights in C&nada i• 
nec••sary. . · 

Xn the latplqbton K9rin1 ca••• the·B.C. court o~ 
Appeal, •Pealdl\9 through Hr. Justice Hinkson, d.aalt with 
eaaentially th• •••• treaty relied upon in thi• matter. 
In my view, it-is unnecessary to reiterate the tacts 
relied .. upon-:1by.-that Juatica in hi• decision because·-they 
are essentially identical with the facts in th• case at 
bar. It 1• turther Unnecessary ~o reit•rate the law 
relied upon in that d•ciaion in this matter because it is 

~~ ~- ;:-.:~ .. ;~·~.·;~·: \ -~ .. ·: .. ·t .... ; ~~:~ ~=-~ ::.._. ·: ·:- ---,,;::-: ··.! :~ ~~::s~ i~-;\: ...... i .... ~ fully canva•••d and leads to 
··---------- · That i• held by" Kr. Justice :_};;": :;;·: (.1 .. ~ ; .. -~ "~~- ~..,.: i. t:::-~ ~ .. ::_";_ ;~ :;.- "?. ~ ;--:_:/.;~~ 

Hinkson at page 6 of his judq111ent. 
Mr. Jutice Hi~on thereattar interprets thQ said 

treaty and the meaning ot th• word ;;;,.~:; ~,.-.,.,,,~.!>·;;:·.~· • H• --- -· 

concludes th• aqreelllent now treaty, __ _ "s. -'~ .. ~· •• ;)~~(· ::. ~---:~t ,".;~ ~:-~-:"~I,.~~· .e~ ~;:;~~";'?-;1: &:-.: 

~11uaiWiiilip as it dic1 the rlqht to hunt. 
He also say• at page 16 or that judgment: 

I conclude that the right 9ranted to the 
Indiana by treaty is uniqu~ in the ••nae that 
it i• difficult to describe it within the 
!ra.mework Of U!~~Olf'Vnl. 
~- . . ----=~ 

lRIAL. (Conduelon) 
11Novemb«10M \ 
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Judgment (Al.MER PCJ) 

*-

....... 

MR. 
MR. 

-- and in that caaa in th• shelter of the saanichton 
Bay. 

In thi• .. w.atter, I find that the Saanich Indians at 
th• ti.Ile of th• 1852 treaty f ishad in tha Goldatraam 
River and ~d done •o for as long as anyone could 
remember. They u9ed apear., qaff•, nats, and weir• to do 
ao. It is clear the aettlars recognized that traditional 
tishing becauaa a spacial area at the mouth of the river 
was reserved to th• Indiana for that use by the Joint 
Federal/Provincial Indian Re••rv• Comaisaion of 1877. --";:i.·f·:;::.:a·;,.·-;_..·i '?w~~," 

~:: .:: .. ~· -·< ..... :_: :·:.:i ~ ~~ ·~:: 

·~.!t ~...::.~~=!:.~~!_t t":. ~-=~j 

Gentlemen, I therefore find you all not 9uilty of 
tho char'Cle• that have been laid. 

Ma.cLEAN: Thank you very lD.UOh, Your Honour. 
HUNT: Thank you, Your Honour. That complQtes those 
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Judgment (RI.MER PCJ) 

JL!ltterc \lhioh I have batora Your Honour this afternoon. 
THE COURT; Thank you, Kr. Hall. 

(Pl«>CEEDXNGS CONCLUDED) 
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BETWEEN: • .A 

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN 

APPELLANT 

ANO: 

JOSEPH EDWARD ELLSWORTH, 
JOHN JOSEPH SAMPSON and 
CRAIG SAMPSON 

RESPONDENTS 

Kelly R. Doerksen 

Malcolm o. Maclean 

Date and Place of Hearing 

COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

) 
)· 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT 

OF THE HONOURABLE 

MR. JUSTICE MURPHY 

Counsel £or the appell~nt 

Counsel for the respondents 

February 9, 1992 
Victoria, B .. c. 

This is an appeal by the Crown from the acqui tta1 by His 

Honour Judge Filmer on 17 November 1989 of the respondents on a 

charge on or about 26 October 1988 at or near Victoria in the 

Province of British Columbia, they did unlawfully fish without the 

authority of a license or permit contrary to s. 4(1) of the British 

Columbia Fishe;y (GeneralJ Regulatio~s. 

The respondents are native Indians, members of the Tsartl~p 

village. They are direct descendants of the signatories of the 

Douglas Treaties of 1852 as so found by Judge Filmer. The relevant 

portion of the treaty in question provides: 
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The tria1 judge found that the respondents were f~shing at the· 

relevant time in the Goldstream River which is at the head of the 

Saariich Inlet. At the time in question the Goldstream River was 

closed for the catching of coho and Chinook salmon by any method 

and by any user group. 

in 1988, the year in which the offence occurred, a total of 

only nineteen chinook salmon and two hundred and ninety-f.ive coho 

had returned to the Goldstream River to spawn. There "'as an 

abundance of chum salmon, a species different from coho and 

chinook, returning to the Goldstream River to spawn. Indian food 

fish licenses were available to native Indians to harvest chum 

salmon from the Goldstream River during the closure period. 

At page 3 of his judgment, Judge F~lmer stated: 

In this matter, I £ind that the saanich 
Indians at the time of the 1852 treaty fished 
in the Goldstream River and had done so for as 
long as anyone could remember. They used 
spears, gaffs, nets, and weirs to do so. It 
is clear the settlers recognized that 
traditional fishing because a special area at 
the mouth of the river was reserved to the 
I.ndians for that use by the Joint Federal/ 
Provincial I.ndian Reserve Commission of 1877. 

I.t ~s further my view that the right to fish 
"as formerly" clearly ~ncompasses the 
Goldstream River and the fishing can be 
carried on by the descendants of the Saanich 
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Indians as represented by the Tsartlip Band 
who reside in Central Saan.ich. 

It is further my view that the right.to £ish 
"as formerly" includes ·the right to fish 
unimpeded by regu1ation such as are relied 
upon by the Crown in this case. It is·ciear 
no such seheme of regulations and permits 
existed in 1852, and they are an impediment 
inconsistent with the intent of the agreement, 
now treatyi entered" into at that time. 

• • • 

On all of the evidence herein, I £ind -the 
defendants, and all of them, are direct 
descendants of the Saanich Indians, are 
entitled to the benefit of the 1852 treaty~ 
and are therefore entitled to fish in the 
Goldstream River unimpeded by regulation. 

Following are the by the Crown as set out in 

its amended notice of appeal: 

l. That the learned trial. judge erred in. l.aw 
·in holding 

· by the crown in 

2. That the learned trial judge· erred in law 
in finding that 

There is no doubt that with respect to the meagre number of -

chinook and coho returning to the Goldstream River to spawn that 

conservation measures were necessary. Judge Filmer's decision was 

delivered, however, prior to the decision of the Supreme Court of 

Canada in Regina v. Sparrow (1990). 56 C.C.C. (3d) 263. 
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The decision in Sparrow related to the.aborigina1 rights of 

native Indians as opposed to treaty rights as in this case. 

However, even with respect to ·the la_tter I do not think it is 

correct to say that the native Indians, and particularly th~ 

respondents in this case, have. the right to £ish unimpeded nor that 

the treaty gives them this.absolute right. On the one hand, it is 

the position of the respondents that the Ooug1as Treaty of 1852 is 

their license to fish and that no other 1icense is required. on 

the other hand, the Indian people themselves i.mpeded their right in 

that they practised conservation in Goldstream by the use 0£ 8 

weir. Chief David Paul., the adndnistrator and chief of the 

Tsartlip Band, testified (page 52 of the transcript): 

O Could you tell the court.how those fish 
were caught before the white man came? 

A Yes, with a weir. 

O ~ow big was a weir? 
\ 

A Depending on what you were doing with the 
fish, whether you were letting them up, 
or whether you· were catching them, 
depending on what type pf weir you wanted 
to use. I mean, there was four di.£ferent 
types of weirs. 

0 

A 

0 

And what were they made of? 

They were made out of the trees cut right 
from the area there, and they were poked 
into the ground and you could sort out 
the different sizes of fish through the 
weirs. It was a form of conservation. 

How -- how was it a form of conservation? 
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Well, the -- the ones that you would let 
up were the ones .that were e better 
species of fish. 

Did you say "better"? 

Yep. 

And -- and is it fair to assume from that 
that you would trap ·the ones that were 
not petter species? Or do X miss what 
you're· saying? 

Yes, l: ~nk you do. When -- it's like 
anything else if you do a -- when you're 
breeding you take the better ones for 
breeding. 

Then what would happen to the ones that 
couldn't get up? 

Well, we'd use them. 

All right~ So they would be ·trapped or 
caught or·eaten? 

x don• t think we ever. used. the word 
"trapped". I think that we used the 
word, for conservation purposes: that we 
would let the ones up and take the ones. 
We never used the word "trapped"· though. 
I don't know if you know what a weir is. 
It's not a trap .. 

Well, perhaps you could explain it. 

It's a -- i·t•s a thing that you put down 
l:i.ke that in the water and -- and it's 
not a trap. You -- i. t allows the fish to 
go through. 

Dr. Barbara Lane, an anthropologist having special expertise 
• 

with respect to the culture of the Saanich people of which the 

Tsartl1.p :Ls a part, gave evidence i.n the court below. She 

described a weir as follows (page 10 to 11 of the transcript): 
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qenerally speaking, apd again there are a 
number of ways of constructing weirs and 
di~ferent materials can be used, but in 
general a weir is simply a structure 
which is usually built fro~ bank to bank 
acres~ a stream or a river. And 1. t 's 
more like a £ence than a dam; although 
the term "dam" is sometimes used, I: think 
inappropriately, because, unlike a dam, 
the weir-does not obstruct the passage_of 
water. The water flows freely through, 
and depending upon how the dam is 
constructed it either can stop almost all 
fish or it can be built so as ta sel.ect 
by size and allow small fish to pass 
through but larger ones ta be stopped. 
And al.l the weir does is either impede or 
slow down the passage of fish. Xt's a 
kind of a fence, if you will. To take 
the fish you then have ta have something 
else, either traps built into the weir, 
which is sometimes done, or set down next 
to the weir, which is sometimes done, ·or· 
you have to take the fish which ere 
stopped at the weir by some other means, 
such as spearing them or gaffing them or 
taking them out with a dip net or l.-J.ft 
net, two dif £erent terms used to ~dicate 
the same thing, a net at the end of a 
long pale which is dipped down into the 
water and then lifted out with the fish 
in it. Or you can. take them with other 
devices, such as a leister (phonet1c) or 
a harpoon, whatever. But generally 
speaking in this area, and if you'd l.ike 
me ta speak about Goldstream, gaffing and 
dip-netting would have been the two most 
likely or most common ways of taking the 
.fish when they were stopped at a weir, if 
there was a weir there. 

Given the foregoing, it is my opinion that the right, " ... dlt1 

--~~ea~~ilW~~~-
~a·~~-.a.~~ret,_ ~~--~mm~•Jta 

~ 
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In addition, it seems to me that, to carry on our D 

£isheries·as former1y" involves an examination of the purpose on 

which the fisheries were carried on. 

The respondents did not testify in the court be1ow; 

consequently, there is no clirect evidence as to why they were 

£ishing. There is some indirect evidence £rom which I can 1.nf er 

that the fish in this case were taken for food. Mr. Tom Sampson, 0 
a member of the Tsartlip Indian Band, and chairman of a group 

called the Saanich Tribal Fishery council, testified as fol1ows: 

Q All right. I'm going to gi~e you a 
si. tuation, then, where there are nineteen 
.-chinook that ere returning to the 
Coldstream. Should one of those chi nook 
be taken? 

A 

Q 

A 

Chinook or coho? 

Chinook. 

How many did you say there wer~, 
ni.neteen? 

Nineteen. 

A Nineteen chinook? 

Q 

A 

Q 

Yes. 

Knowing 
vi:llage; 
one of 
family," 
yes. 

what our situation is in our 
if someone said, "I want to take 
those for my to feed my 
I would say yes. I would say 

Do you think more than one chinook could 
be taken out of the nineteen? 
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If -- because of what I know about my 
village and our families r I would 
p;obably say, "Yes, take one or two more, 
but be reasonable about that." Because 
our village -- our village is in tough 
shape. All of our people, at least 
nine-tr percent of them are on· welfare, 
and usually we don't take that unless we 
really have to. 

What about coho then?~ .. .I'm going. to pose 
the sam.e question. 1.£ there are 
approximately three hundred coho 
returni.ng; would you say that seven would 
be a reasonable number to take in one 
night? 

If the situations are the same, I wou1d 
probably agree with a pe~son going there 
to get food for hi.s £ami.1y, but·we would 
be very careful about what would happen 
after that, because we .do -- we do try to 
police ourselves, even though we can't 
afford to do it. We do try to do 
everything within our power to police or 
to try· to make sure that what everyone -
anyone takes has got to be solely for the. 
purpose of their family. 

In actual fact, the respondents had seven coho and one chinook in 

their possession when accosted by the fisheries officer. 

With res{.)eCt to the us~ made of the fish by the I:ndian people, 

Dr. Lane testified as follows: 

Q Now, at the time of the signing of the 
treaty with the North and -- or the 
signing of the North and South saani.ch 
treaties, what was the status of the 
fishery in this area. Essentially, who 
was fishing in this area? 

A The Indians were the people who were 
fishing. 
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., . .. They also 
salted and barrelled fish and exported it 

· to other places, actini as middlemen to -
- ·in a miM~llJ!~Mllanu The 
Indians were the £~shermen, and the 
Hudson Bay Company had·. entered into a 
commerce in f.1..sh. In fact 1 al though Fort 
Langley had been set up as a fur post. it 
rapidly derived more income from export 
of fish than it did £rom furs. 

Now ••• 

Fort Victoria, when it became established 
a little bit later, served as the depot, 
and fish from the Fraser River and from 
the island were shipped out from Fort 
Victoria on the company's vessels. 

r- • .LICI 

I infer from the high.unemp1oyment rate testified to by Mr. Sampson 

that the fish taken were to be used for food. 

J: conclude therefore that when the Indian people by the 

Douglas Treaty were given a right, " ••• 

~~~~-~
~---~~~Q;gdft 

One of these purposes was for 

£ood obviously. 
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While the treaty does not purport to pre-empt other users of 

fish the interpretation given to Indian treati.es must be looked at. 

I.n Claxton et al v. Saanichton Marina. Ltd. et al ( 1989 ) , 36 

s.c.L.R. (2d) 79 (B.c.c.A.), Hinkson J.A., .at pages 84 - 85, 

indicated the approach to the.interpretation of Indian treaties as 

follows: 

Ill.II The treaty should be given a fair, large 
and 11.berel construction J.n favour cf the 
Znd.ians; 

llllJ Treaties must be construed not accox-ding 
to the technical meaning of their words, but 
in the sense that they would naturally be 
unde~stood by the Indians; 

• As ·the honour of the Crown 1.s al.ways 
Uivolved, no appearance of "sharp dea11.ng" 
should be sanctioned; 

f.l\S Any ambiguity ,in wording should be 
interpreted as against the drafters and.should 
not be J.nterpreted to the prejudice of the 
Xndians if another construction is reasonably 
possib:le. 

1191 Evidence by conduct or otherwise as to 
how the pal:'.ties understood the treaty is of 
assistance in giving it content. 

Although not specifically ~£erred to, Dr. Lane gave the 

fol lowi~g evidence which would apply to subparagraphs ( b) and ( e) : 

0 Can you state what the Indian oral 
history is as it relates the treaties and 
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what they perceived the treaties to 
1.mport? 

r • .L.t:: 

In this respect on May 16,. ·1aso Governor Doug_las reported back to 

England: 

i .informed the Natives that they would not be 
distu~bed in possession of their village sites 
and enclosed f.ields·, which are of small 
extent, that they were at liberty to hunt over 
the unoccupied lands, 
iWIW6¥W IBJW4i¥iWJM 

· (my emphasis) 

Al. though Sparrow dealt with aboriginal rights, I think it goes 

without saying that even with respect to treaty rights conservation 

is necessary to protect the resource for the benefit of the Indian 

people if for no other reason. And as well, the Indian peopl~ 

themse.l ves practised conservat1.on as previously mentioned by use of 

a wei.r and latterly by widening the channels in the Goldstrearn 
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04 River ~n orde~ to allow more fish to go upstream. Such measures 

are ineffectual if there are no fish left to go up the Goldstream 

River to spawn as a result o£ ,interception of Chinook and coho 

destined for Goldstream River by the sports and-commercial fishery. 

In this respect I. quote from the testimony of Stefan Ba-ckmann, 

fisheries officer· (pages 24 to 26 of the transcript): 

Q And the sports fisherman catch, .or are 
permitted to catch coho and chinook in 
the Inlet, correct? 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

0 

A 

0 

A 

In most of the Inlet, yes. There 1.s a 
boundary which 1.s in ef feet -- I don't 
know if you are familiar with the area, 
from Chri.stmas Point, it closes off the 
southern half of Finlayson Arm, giving a 
sanctuary to the coho and chinook. 

All right. 
closed off? 

So part of the ·I.n1et is 

For sports fishing. 

But the rest of the Inlet is open £or 
sports f ish~g of chinook and coho? 

That'.s correct. 

And of course, there is a commercial 
fishery for chinook and coho further out 
in the strait, correct? 

Uh -- no, that's not correct. 

All right. 

Well, partially, they do f~sh for coho. 

Where? 

There's a troll fishery that takes place 
in the Strait of Georgia. 
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.Yes? 

Then there .is -- there is net fishi.ng 
that goes on in.Johnson Strait, Juan de 
Fuca Strait, and there is interception of 
various coho and chinooks, although the 
primary target usually is chum and 
sockeye. 

And the interception of those coho and 
Chinook by the commercial fishermen would 
have to .include some of the coho and 
Chinook dest~ned for the Goldstream, 
correct? · 

That wou1d be correct, yes. 

And some of the coho and Chinook that are 
caught by the sports £ishermen ere coho 
end Chinook that are destined for the 
Goldstre8Jt\, correct? 

Correct. 

And with that interception by the 
commercial. fishery and the sports 
fishery, that .belps in reducing tbe 
numbers of fish returning to the 
Goldstream, correct? · 

Yeah, it's a partial cause, yes. There's· 
also Indian Food Fishing that· also take~ 
place up and down the coast which also 
causes interception of those stocks. 

Would you have any idea, Officer, and if 
it's beyo~d your area of expertise, 
please say so, but do you have· any idea 
how many say pieces of coho· and chinook 
are caught by the commercial fleet in the 
Strait of Geo~gia, Johnson Strait? 

I wouldn't· know. May Ron Kehl might be 
able to answer your question. 

It would be in the thousands though? 

Oh, yes. 

Would it be in the tens of thousands? 
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Uh -- you're talking coho or Chinook? 

Coho and chinook combined. 

combined. The intercept~on of al1 the 
stocks of 

Yes. 

I'm sure it will be over -- oh, yes. But 
I mean, those might be U.S. £ish as well. 

Yeah, because you can't .tell because the 
stocks haven't broken off at that point, 
correct? It would be very difficult. to 

·determine w~ere the fish are going7 

Yes. 

Yes. 

Zt' s very difficult to tell. We have 
various tagging progr~ms that help us 
estimate, but the mixing of· stoeks is 
very, very sever~ and it's difficult to 
manage. · And only through extensive 
record keeping and tagging programs has 
it been £ound out where certain fish 
stocks move about, and based on our 
knowledge of where the fish move that'$ 
where we would have a commercial fishery 
with intent of t~rgeting only on that 
species of fish that is destined to a 
river that is·expecting a surplus. The 
aim of commereial fisheries is. to harvest 
surplus only and mi.n.imize any other 
interception fishing~ 

Now, the sports fishery that takes place 
in the Inlet, we know that that (sic) 
there is some restriction as to the area. 
Is there a restriction per fisherman? 

Yes. 

Of coho and chinook? 

Yes. 

And is there a restri.ction as to the 
nUmber of fishermen out there? 
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A No .. 

0 So we could have an unlimited number of 
fishermen and each one would have the 
same limit on the number ~£ fish to be 
caught? 

A That's correct. 

Q How many fish o:r:e the spar~~$ fishermen 
-,. allowed each of coho? 

A Four coho salmon per person per day. But 
the Regulations state four salmon per 
day. So if they were lucky enough ta 
catch or.·hoak into four coho, that would 
be.their lJ.m.it. 

O Or they could have a Chinook thrown in? 

A Yeah, two· of those £our sa1mon might be 
chinook. 

. ' 

Q Zs that the limit on the chinook ~n the 
· ·Inlet, is two? 

A . Yes. But maybe I should poi.nt out that 
chinook sa1mon and coho that are headed 
back ·to the Coldstream. lose their feeding 
instinct. · 

0 Yes? 

A The closer they get to the river, 
therefore fishermen who are fishing as 
such for Goldstream chinooJc or coho would 
i1kely not have all that mueh success the 
lower they get into Saanich Inlet 
anyways. 

With respect to conservation, the Supreme Court of Canada in 

Sparrow ~tated et page 31: 

The constitutional nature of the Musqueam £ood 
£ishing rights means that any allocation of 
priorit~es after valid co~servat~on measures 
have been implemented must give top priority 
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to Indian food fishing. If the objective 
pertained to conservation, the conservation 
plan would be scrutinized to assess 
pri.ori ties. Whi.le the detailed allocations of 
maritime resources is a task that must be 1eft 
to those having expertise 1.n the area, the 
Indians' food requirement$ must be met first 
when that allocation is established. The 
significance of giving the ·aboriginal right ·to 
fish for food top priority can be described as 
fo11ows. I£, in e given year, conservation 
needs required a reduction in number of fish 
to be caught such that the number equalled the 
number required for food by the Indians. then 
al1 the fish available after conservation 
would go to the Indians according to the 
constitutional nature of their fishing right. 
If. .more realistically, there were s"t;:ill fish 
af·ter the Indian food requirements were met, 
then the brunt of the conservation measures 
would be borne by tbe practices of · sport 
fishing and commercial ·fishing. 

. .. i' 

To carry the foregoing to its logical conclusion, if no fish were 

available at all beyond the .numbers required for spawning there 

would be no f iso to allocate to the Indian people · which would 

appear to be the case with respect to coho and Chinook at the time 

of.the taking of the chinook and coho by the respondents. 
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Although the Gol-dstreain chinook and coho lose their feeding 
. . 

instinct as they approach Coldstream, and the number ~f f~sh that 

may be taken in any one day by sports fishermen ~s restricted, the 
. ' . 

lack of any restriction on the number of licenses issued creates a 

somewhat negative impact on the.daily restriction.· The dwindling 

number of coho and chinook returning to the Coldstream River in 

1988 would seem to confirm this. The measure taken, therefore, 

fail to take into account rights of the Tsartlip Band under the 

Douglas Treaty. To do so 

~MEIBW'~Wi~ Thi.s, of course, is no easy 

. task and could spell ruination for -both the sports fishing industry 

and commercial fishing and would be unwarranted if there was a 

surplus of Chinook and coho from other streams and rivers. 

However, , 

As mentioned prev.iously, there was an abundance of chum salmon 

which was available to the Tsartlip people (leaving aside for the 

moment the question of whether the¥ were required to obtain a 

l.icense). ln addition-,_ the ancestors of the Tsartlip people fished 

outs.ide of thei.r territory for other species. e.g. sockeye and 

pink. In addition they also fished 1.n the Inlet and still do. 1llJlfl 
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However, the treaty gave the Indian people the right to carry on 

their fisheries as formerly. That-included the right to fish for 

coho and chi.nook in Goldstream as well as a right to take other 

~pecies and ~o fish el~ewhere. ~fiiC&fi!MHiW~iijf--

--~e . . 

- . -To do so would :be j,n violation of paragraphs (a) and ( b-) of 

the approach referred to in Claxton. 

Xn addition to the foregoing, with respect to chum salmon, l 

quote from the test~mony of Chief Paul: 

A 

Q 

A 

Q 

A 

a 

A 

Chief Pau1, ·· does your band still rely 
_upon the . various species of salmon to 
provide food £or your people? 

Yes, we do. 

And you have observed the fish in the 
river, in the Goldstream River? 

Yes, we have. 

C~n you tell His·. Honour the condition 
that the chum salmon, for example, when 
they reach the .point. of the bridge ~n ·the 
river, in this area here, what condition 
are t!'ley in? 

They're not in very good condition. 

How do they compare, say, with the coho 
or chinook? 

The chinook and coho are in better shape 
on that side farther up. 
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Do your people rely upon the coho and 
chinook for food? 

Sure: do. 

Mr. Sampson testified: 

O And from the in the river, would you 
parts - -of that ·river., :;;t;; · fish .in ell 

traditi.onally? 

A 

Q 

A 

0 

A 

Yes, we fished th~ whole river, because 
when.you're doing fish there're certain 
things we know about the certain species, 
specially the chum salmon. 'l'he chum was 
the easiest to take, and he was probably 
the best to smoke., because. they didn't 
have too much fat in them. And .it would 
last longer. 'l'he other species of. fi.sh 
we took for immediate eating purposes, 
although --

And -- sorry. 

Al though we did smoke. the chinook and the 
coho, but it -- because they're too fat., 
yc)u know, ordinarily we wouldn't do as 
much as we would do the chum salmon. 

so the coho and the Chinook or the spring 
would be used for i~ediate eating 
purposes? 

Yes. 

P.20 

Mr. Tom Sampson agreed that I.ndian fisheries should be 

regulated but not until such time as some agreement has been 

reached between the Indian people and the ~ederal Government in 

that respect. I. quote from his test~mony: 

0 It's fair to say, then, that both sport 
and commercial f isher,y should be 
regulated, as far as· you're concerned? 

0 

0 

~o 

_O 

D 
[] 

0 
0 
0 
D 
0 
D 
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For the reasons I gave. 

Yes. But that the Indian fishery in any 
way, shape, and form should not be 
regulated? -

Oh, I never said that. 

Oh, do you believe that the Indian 
fishery should be regulated? 

Of course it should be, but you have a 
treaty in place that has to be talked 
about. -

And who is going to regul.ate that treaty? 

We11, it's with the Federal government, 
the government of Canada. 

Is it 
Federal 
fishing 
treaty? 

your evidence. the; that the 
government should regulate your 
rights _ as Indians under the 

No, ·no, what I said was we have a treaty 
in place that gives us the right to f1sh 
out there, and until such time as we -
until such time as we sit down with the 
Federal government Fisher.ies or -- en 
arrive at some reasonable agreement of 
some k:i.nd, then obviously the treaty can 
get regulated, but not before that. 

I •'-.&. 

I confirm the acquittal but not on the basis of the trial 

judge's decision, if what he is saying is that since no such scheme 

of regulations and permits existed in 1852, they are therefore an 

impediment inconsistent with the treaty. 

-'*~· ... -in~~~~~~~!il""'~~ ... ~""~fM~a""~~~~~ ' ..... · ~ ~~-~\.~:1~ ... '·~~~~~ir'!~~f.,~~~---~t&~~il:-..'&Q.~ 
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Provincial Court file 124£5 

Nana.im::> ~istty 
criminal divisirn 

IN THE PROVINCIAL COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

I 

REGINA 

VS 

Anthony Clark SEWARD, McCardy Charles JONES, 
Mervin Bennet SEWARD, Rodney Dwayne SEWARD, 
Gregory Wayne S&.WARD & Randolf Keith SEWARD 

:::·'.- -

Reasons for Judgment 

These six Ac~used, Anthony Clark Seward, McCardy·Charles 

Jones, Mervin Bennet Seward, Rodney Dwayne Seward, Gregory Wayne 

Seward and Randolf Keith-Seward,who are all native Indians, are 

charged with two offences against the B.C. Fisheries Regulations 

which-are made pursuant to the "Fisheries Act" of Canada. 

T~ese offences, one of fishing by means of a set salmon 

ne~, and of fishing by means· of a net without a valid licence, are 

LJ alleged to have occurred on or about the 22nd day of September, 1983 

at or near a place known as the 'Bore Hole' on the.Nanaimo River, 

D 

LJ 

LJ 

in the County of Nanai~o, Province of British Columbia. 

The Accused, through their counsel, admit the Crowrt's case. 

Their defence is that ·they all being nati;e Indians, and 

members of the Nanaimo Indi~n Band, have the benefit of a Treaty 

made by their ancestors with the Hudson's Bay Company, which 
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preserved their right to fish in the area where ~ey were found. 

It is their view that the Regulations they are alleged to have 

breached do not apply to them because of the special status 

accorded to them by the Crown through these treaties. They also 

argue that their treaty rights have been confirmed and 

re-established by the ·enactment of the Constitution Act of 1982, 

and that the parliament of Canada had no right to abrogate or 

inf)finge upon those rights by· enacting the.'Regulations under the 

Fisheries Act. 

The Crown's argument put simply, as I understand it, is 

that.-while recognizing the treaty rights of these Accused persons • 

that these rights are subject to regulations lawfully enacted by ·the 

Parliament of Canada. That legal jurisprudence has affirmed that 

position, and that Special rights have been afforded to native 

:Indians in the Regulations for the food fishery permits.~'· 

Tbe very same treaty that we are dealing with '·in the 

case at bar was first con~idered in 1964 by the British Colwnbia 

Court of Appeal. Mr. Justice Norris, in reviewing the background 
. 

to the ·Treaty, started with the Royal Proclamation of 1763 at 

page 218 of the 52 Western Weekly Reports: 

.. "The royal proclamation of 1763 was declaratory 
and confirmatory of the aboriginal .rights and 
applied to Vancouver Island. For the British, 
·the proclamation of 1763 dealt with a new 
situatiqn arising from the war with the French 
in North America, in which Indians to a greater 
or less degree .took an active part on both sides, 
and, incidentally, from the Treaty of Paris of 
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. 
1763 which concluded that war. The problem 
which then faced the British was the 
management of a continent by a power, the 
interests of which had theretofore been 
confined to the sea coast. As exploration 
advanced, the natives of the interior and 
western reaches must be pacified, trade 
promoted, sovereignty exercised and justice 
administered even if only in a general way, 
until such time as British settlement .could 
be established. It was a-situation which was 
to face the Imperial po~er incvarying degree 
and in various parts of the continent until 
almost the close of the 19'th century.· In the· 
circumstances, it was vital that aboriginal 
rights be declared and the policy pertaining 
thereto defined. This was the purpose and the 
substance of the royal proclamation of 1763. 
The principles there laid down ·continued to 
be a charter of Indian rights through the 
succeeding years to the present time -
recognized in the various treaties with the 
United States in which Indian rights were 
involved and in successive land treaties made 
between the crown cµid the Hudson's Bay Company 
with the Indians." 

The Royal proclarnati~n has been recognized for many ye~~s 

as having the effect of a statute, and so far as·the rights of the 

Indians are concerned, it has. never been repealed. (see Rex v. 

McMaster (1926) 'EX CR. 

The effect of the proclamation is that it not only gave 

recognition to the Indians as a separate nation, but it also was an 

acknowledgem~nt of the protectorate obligation the crown felt that it 

owed toward the Indians. It furtherrn~re recognized that the .lands 

possessed by the Indians anywhere in North .America are reserved to 

them unless and until ceded to the Crown. At the time of the Royal 

~reclamation, the separate territory of Vancouver Island was not·even 

known to exist. 

D 

D 

D 

LJ 

LJ 

D 

LJ 

LJ 
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The colony of Vancouver Island was granted to the 

Hudson's Bay Company by a charter dated January 13th, 1849. 

Again, this charter recognizes the Indians as a separate and 

distinct nation and gives, as one of the reasons for the colonizat~on 

of the Island, "the protection and welfare of the .native Indians 

residing on Vancouver Island." Sir James Douglas was appointed 

Governor of this new colony, and granted Letters Patent by the . 

monarch on May 16th, 1851. These de~ail his power and authority 

to colonize Vancouver Island. In it he is given, "the power and 

authority to make such laws and ordinances as may from-time to time 

be .required for the peace,· order and good government of the Colony'~· 

Prior to the enactment by the British Parliament of the 

Act authorizing tlle colonization .of Vancouver Island by Sir James 

Douglas, his immediate superior, E.B. Lytton, the. Colonial Secretary 

in London wrote to Governor Douglas on July "31, lSSO, outlining in 

some detaii the policies he hoped and expected the Governor would 

car~y into effect in the process of ·colonization. In particular, 

Governor Douglas was enjoined: 

"to. consider the best and most humane means of 
dealing with the Native Indians. The feelings 
of thi·s country (he goes .on to say) would be 
strongly opposed to the adoption of any arbitrary 
or oppressive measures toward them. I am reluctant 
(he adds) at this distance and with the imperfect · 

_means of knowledge I possess, to offer as yet any 
suggestion as to the prevention of affrays between 
the Indians and the i.Inmigran ts. This que·stion is 
of such a local character that it must be solved by 
your knowledge and experience and· I commit it to you 
in the full persuasion that· you ·will pay every regard 
to the interests of the natives which enlightened 
humanity can suggest. Let me not omit to observe that 
it should be an invariable condition in all bargains 
or treaties wit~ the natives for the cessation of 
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lands possessed by them that subsistence should 
be supplied to them in some other shape, and 
above all that it is the earnest desire of Her 
Majesty's Government that your early attention 
should be given to the best means of diffusing 
the blessings of the Christian Religion and of 
'civilization among the natives,'" 

A similar view is expressed almost a year later, on April 

11th, 1859, in a letter from Lord Carnarvon, Assistant Colonial 

Secretary to Governor Douglas. He says, in part: 

•I am glad to perceive that you have directed the 
attention of the House to that interesting and 
important subject, the relations of Her Majesty's 
Government and of .the Colony to the Indian race. 
Proofs are unhappily still too· frequent o.f the 
·neglect which Indians experience when the white man 
obtains possession of their country, and their claims 
to consideration are forgotten at the moment when 
equity most demands that the hand of the protector 
should be extended to help them. In the case of the 
Indians of Vancouver Island and British Columbia,.Her 
Majesty's Government earnestly wish that when the 
advancing requirements of colonization preys upon the 
lands occupied.by members of that race, measures of 
liberality and justice be adopted for compensating 
them for the surrender of the Territory which they have 
been taught to regard as their own." 

Some two years later, on March 25, 1861, Governor Douglas 

in a letter forwarding a petition· from the Legisla.ture to the Colonial . . . . 
Secretary in London asking for more money to pay the Indians for their 

land, had this to say:· 

"as ·the native Indian popul.ation on Vancouver Island 
have distinct ideas- of' property in land, and mutually 
recognize their several exclusive possessory rights 
in .. certain districts, they would not fail to regard the 
occupation of such portions of the Colony by white · 
settlers, unless with the full consent of the proprietary 
tribes, as national wrongs; and the .sense of injury · 
might produce a feeling of irritation against the settlers, 
and perhaps disaffection to the Government that would 
endanger the p~ac~ of the country." 

Sir James Douglas negotiated some 14 treaties on Vancouver 

Island and .they have become to be known as the ·"Douglas ~reaties." 

LJ 

LJ 

CJ 

u 

LJ 

LJ 

LJ 

LJ 

LJ 

LJ 
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Eleven of these were made at Fort Victoria, two at Fort Rupert, 

and. ~ne at Nanaimo. These were negotiated between 1850 and 1875. 

Apart from the description of the lands surrendered by the tribes 

to the Hudson's Bay Company, and the amount of money paid, each 

treaty contains the same conditions, namely: 

"the condition of, or understandina of 
this sale is this, that our village .... sites 
and enclosed fields are to be kept for our 
own use; and for the use of our children, 
and for those who follow after ·us; and the 
land shall be properly surveyed hereafter. 
It is understood, however, that the land 
itself,- with these small exceptions, becomes 
the entire property of the white people for~ver; 
it is.also understood that we are at liberty 
to hunt over the unoccupied lands, and to 
carry on our fisheries as formerly.• · 

In the .case of the Nanaimo Indian Band, the land 

surrendered and conveyed .was •the country extending.from Commercial 

Inlet twelve mile~ up the Nanaimo River.a 

To compare the wording-.in the Douglas Treaties quoted 

aforesaid, there has been ent~red~in evidence, Treaty ta, made on 
-

June 21, 1899. It was made as to land in the North Easterly section 

of B.C. This Treaty, it should be borne in mind, was made almost 

~ twenty-five years after the Do~glas Treaties. In this treaty, Her 

Majesty agreed with "the Indians that they shall have the right to pursue 

their usual vocations of hunting, trapping and fishing throughout the . 

tract surrendered, 'subject to such regulations as may from time to time 

be made by the Government of the Country.'" 

.. 
There was. a significant paragraph in the report sent by 

the Indian Treaty Commissioner to the S_uperintendent of Indian Affairs 
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in Ottawa on September 22, 1899. In this report, they outline in 
. . 

some.considerable detail, the negotiations they carried on with the 

Indians before the treaties we~e signed: 

"Our chief difficulty was the apprehension 
that the hunting and fishing privileges were 
to be curtailed. The provision in the treaty 
under which ammunition and twine is to be 
furnished went far in the direction of quieting 
the fears of the Indians, for they admitted that 
it would ·be unreasonable to f~rn~sh the means of 
h\inting and fishing if laws were to be enacted 
which· would make hunting and fishing so restricted 
as to render it impossible· to make a livelihood 
by such pursuits.· But over and above the provision, 
we had to solemnly assure them that only such laws 
as to hunting and fishing as were in the interest of 
the Indians and were found necessary in order to 
protect the fish and fur-bearing animals would be 
made, and that they would be as free to hunt and 
fish after the treaty as they would be if they 
never entered into it." 

LJ 

LJ 

u 
u 
LJ 

The chief significance of this Treaty is, of course, that LJ 
there has now been inserted, _twenty-£ i ve years after the Douglas 

Treaties had been concluded, the words "subject·to such regulations 

as may from time to time_ be made by the Government." No such 
LJ 

reservation is contained in the Douglas Treaties, or the one negotiated 

witli the Nanai.mo Indians.· 

In contrast, how did the Americans deal with the~r natives~ 

The Treaty concluded in 1855 in Whatcom County in the State of 

Washington wa~ entered as an exhibit in this case. It was quite 

different than the British Columbia treaties insofar as fishing is 

concerned. Article 111 says, in part: 

"the right of taking fish at all usual 
and accustomed grounds and stations is 
further secured to said Indians in conunon 
with all the citizens of the Territory, 
and of erecting temporary houses f ~r the 
purpose of curing, together with the 

LJ 

LJ 

.u 
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privilege of hunting, gathering roots 
and berries and pasturing their horses 
in open.and unclaimed lands;ft 

Governor Douglas, in ·a letter dated May 16, 1850, 

wrote to Archibald Barclay, the Hudson's Bay Company secretary in 

London. In this letter, he advises that.he has informed the Indians 

on the Island 

"that they would not be disturbed in the 
possession of their village sites and enclosed 
fields, which are of small extent, and they were 
at liberty to hunt over the unoccupied lands, and· 
to carry on their fisheries with the same free
d6m as.when they were the sole occupants of the 
country" 

Finally, we have in evidence an extract from the Journals 

of ~e Legislature of Vancouver lsland for Tuesday, February 8, 1859. 

·An ·enquiry ·had .~en made by one of the members to Governor Douglas as 

to whether certain ~ndians could be removed from a piece of land 

inside Victoria Barbour. Governor D~uglas, in his -reply, referred 

to the reservations set aside for the Indians, and also described the 

rights reserved to them in the following language: 

"They (the Ind·iaris) were to be protected 
in their original right of fishing in the 
Coasts and.in the· Bays of the Colony, and of 
hunting over all unoccupied lands;" 

~he expert called ·by Counsel _for the defence, Mr. David 

Henry Gottesman, who has done conpiderable work and research on 

historical land material and on the Douglas Treaties, expressed his 

opinion that the fishing rights enjoyed by~the Nanaimo Indian Band were 

unrestricted and that they have the right to fish as· they did prior to 

~e conclusion of the Treaty with Governor ·Douglas. 
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I also heard viva voce evidence from members of the Band. 

One.of the elders described their system of government and explained 

that the traditions, customs and usages of the tribe have bee.n handed 

down orally from father to child. That their oral traditions have 

always maintained that they have the right to fish in the area of 

the Nanaimo River because this was within the .area surrendered by 

tQ.~jr treaty. They also fished in the salt water in the vicinity of 

Nanaimo, such as Nanoose Bay, Five Fingers and Snake Island. The 

methods of fishing have changed little from the olden days. With the 

advent of modern materials, cotton and hemp have given away to nylon, 

etc. T,he Nanaimo Band consists of four different reserves, all 

D 

0 
clustered around the Nanaimo River because it has alwavs been considered 

one of the greatest and abundant salmon rivers iilvthe ~rovince. More D 
than fifty percent of the diet of the Indians in the Band consists of o 
fish, even to this day. A good percentage·of the Band rely upon social·· 

assistance as their only source of income, and to be able to fish·and 

hunt for food is very important to maintai~ their diet. In addition, 

they also find that fish occupies an important part of their cultural 

activities, such as the potlach. We also learned through one of the 

elders that they can now obtain from the Fisheries Department, a permit 
. . . 

to catch ~ish for food during certain months of the year. In addition, 

a seiner is made available· to allow them to obtain more fish for food 

if they wish to avail themselves to it. The Band Assistant Manager 

told us that there were six·hundred and forty-five members in the Band, 

of wh~ch four hundred and nine actually live on reserves in the Nanaimo 

.area. 

There is no question in my mind that the Douglas Treaties, 

of which the Treaty in the case at bar is on~, takes precedence over 

D 
D 
D 
0 
·D 
0 
0 
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LJ Provincial Laws and Regulations., The principle was first established 

~ in th!' White and Bob c'ase quoted earlier. 

most recently in our British Columbia Court of Appeal in the case of 

It has also been enunciated 

LJ Regina v. Bartleman (1984) 13CCC (3d) 488. The.chief obstacle to be 

~ 
supnounted by. the Accused is that, on the basis of jurisprud~nce thus 

far, it would appear that the weight of judicial opinion has favoured 

~ 
the· interpretation that treaties may be abrogated·' or at least made 

subject to the terms of any Federal Statutes or Regulations made by 

~ authority of an Act of the Parliamee_t of Canada. Several cases dealing 

~ 

~ 

with the "Migratory Birds Conven~i9n Act", aft ~ct of the latter 

cat~gory-have decided that it has precedence over Treaty rights possessed 

by Indians in the territory affected. 

Section 88 of the Indian Act provides: 

"Subject to the terms of any treaty and 
any other Act of the Parliament o~ Canada, 
all laws of general application from time 
to time in force in any Province are 
applicable to and in respect of Indians 
in the Province, except to the ext~n.t that 
such laws are inconsistent with this Act or 
any order, rule, regulation or by-law made 
thereunder, and except to the extent that 
such laws make provisipn for any matter for 
which provision is mad~ by or under tl)is Act." 

The.Treaty that we are dealing with in this case, is a 

treaty within the meaning of Section 88 quoted above. (see White & Bob 

LJ (1964) SO .DLR .. (2d) 613.) For some period of time after the above section 

was ,enacted in 1951, there was a body of opinion that the words, "all 

laws of general application from time to time in force in any Province" 

could include acts c:;>f the Parliament of Canada •. Indeed, Professor (as 
.. 

he then was) K. Lysyk, in an article entitled "Indian Hunting Rights" 

(1966) 2 UBC Law Rev. 401 said of that.section at pg. 409: 
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"It may be noted that by the terms of 
Section 87 (as it then was) the laws which 
are stated to be subject to the terms of 
any trea"ty are described not as· 'all 
provincial laws of general application', 
but as 'all laws of general application 

D 
from time to time in force in any province.'ft 0 

The words actually used in the section are capable of 

0 being construed to include more than just provincial laws in the sense 

of enactments of the provincial legislature since entry into _Confeder~tio~D 

••• Further, until very recently, it was; arguable that the phrase, 

"All laws ••• in force in any Province" should be read so as to.include~ 
federal laws in force in the Province, • • i.e •• enactments of the 

Parliament of Canada.ft 

The argument has now been put to rest as a result of the 

decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Regina v. George (1966) ·scR 

267. In that case, _Mr. Ju~tice Martland, speaking for the majority of 

the Court held that this section was not intended to be· a declaration of 

D 

D 
0 

the paramouncy of treaties .over Federal legislation. He was of the v~ew 

that the reference to treaties was incorporated in a section, the purpose D 
of .which was to make provincial laws applicable to Indians so as to preclu!J 

any interference with rights ~der. ~e.aties resulting from the impac_t -sf 

---provincial iegislation. This decision has been the subject of some . _ D 
controversy and criticism. (see Annotation entitled, ftthe Unilateral 

Abrogation of Indian and Eskimo Treaty Rights" {1966) 47 CR 395 by 0 
C.A.G. ·Palmer). The dissenting judgment of Mr. Justice Cartwright in this 0 case has also.been quoted with approval by many scholars who disagree.with 

the conclusions reached by the majority. At page 393 of the 47 CR report,·o 

he reaches these conclusions: 

"We ·should, ·I think, endeavour to construe the 
.treaty.. • •. and those ·Acts. pf Parliament which 
bear upon the question before us in such a 

0 
0 
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manner that the honour of the Sovereign 
may be upheld and Parliament not subject 
to the reproach of having taken away by 
unilateral action and without consideration, 
the rights solemnly assured to the Indians 
and their posterity by treaty. Johnson, J.A. 
with obvious regret, felt bound to hold that 
Parliament had taken away those rights, but 
I am now satisfied that on its true construction, 
section 87 of the Indian Act shews that Parliament 
was careful to preserve them. At the risk of 
repetition, I think it is clear that the effect 
of section 87 is two-fold. It makes Indians 
subject to the laws oft general application in . 
force in the Province in which they reside but 
at the same time it preserves inviolate to the 
Indians whatever rights they have under the 
terms of any treaty so that in the case of 
conflict between the provisions of the law and 
the terms of the treaty, the latter shall prevail." 

The cases of Regina v. Cooper, George and Geor9e, decided 

D in the British Columbia Supr~e Court by Mr. Justice Brown in 1968, and 

D reported in (1969) 1 DLR (3d) 113, involved offences committed against 

the Fisheries Act, the same statute as we are considering in the case at 

D bar. The Treaty involved was one of the Douglas Treaties concluded with 

the Sooke Tribe on Vancouver Island. It is identical to the Treaty in 

D this case. Mr. Justice Brown felt bound to follow the majority judgment 

0 
D 
D 

of th.e Supreme Court of Canada.in the George case, and held that the 

Fisheries Act and Regulations may impinge on treaty.rights. He noted, 

with regret, that he was unable to distinguish that case merely on the 

ground that it dealt with the Migratory Birds Convention Act and Regulatio1 

Counsel for the Accused, while recognizing that the foregoing 

o cases clearly seem to establish that Federal legislation can cut down or 

modify treaty rights, argue .that there has, as yet, been no clear decision 

D deciding under what circumstances can such a curtailment take plac~. 

D 
Also since the enactment of the Constitution Act 1982, 

D 
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which ~ecognizes and affirms existing treaty and aboriginal rights, 

quest~ons are now arising as to two matters, viz. (a) what is the 

definition of treaty rights? 
·u 

Are they rights which are, by their very 

definition, subject to Federal legislation? and (b) If Federal legis- LJ 
lation had the capacity prior to 1982 of curtailing treaty rights, 

treaty rights exist now and are protected by the Charter? 

The Constitution Act 1982 was enacted into law o~ April 

27, 1982. It consists of several parts. 't>art I is· the Charter of Rights · 

and Freedoms which provides: 

Section 25 The guarantee in this Charter of certain 
rights and freedoms shall not be construed 
so as to abrogate or derogate from any 
aboriginal, treaty or o.ther rights or 
freedoms tha.t pertain to the aboriginal 
peoples of Canada including 

(a) any rights or free~oms that have been 
recognized by the Royal Proclamation 
of October 7, 1763; and 

(b) any rights or freedoms that may be acquired 
by the aboriginal peoples of Canada by way 
of land claim settlement. ·· 

n 

.LJ 

Part II of the Act deals with ~he rights of the Aboriginal n 
Peop~es of Canada 

Section 35(1): The existing aboriginal and treaty rights 
of the aboriginal peoples· of Canada are 
hereby recognized and affirmed. 

(2): In this Act, "aboriginal peoples of Canada" 
includes the Indian, Inuit and Metis peoples 
of Canada. 

Part VII of the Act contains Section 52, which provides: 

n 
.LJ 

- Section 52 (1) : The Constitution of Canada is the supreme law. ,-,. 
of Canada, and any law that is inconsistent withlJ 
the provisions of the Constitution is, to the 
extent of the inconsistency, of no force and ~ 
effect. LJ 

Counsel for the Accused relies upon the case'of Regina v. 

· Bare· and Deba-ss·ige, a decision of His Honour Judge C. T. Murphy of the 
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0 District Court of Manitoulin pronounced on September 9, 19B3r and 

0 
reported at (1983) 8 CCC (3d) 541 as the correct way to analyze and 

determine the rights of the Accused in this case. This case has 

D been decided since the enactment of the Constitution Act. There were 

involved in that case, two native Indians who were charged with breaches 

D 
0 
D 
D 
D 

D 

D 
D·. 

D 
D 
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of the Ontario Fishing Regulations made pursuant to the Fisheries Act 

of Canada, as are the Accused in this case. The fish were taken on 

lands covered by the Manitoulin Treaty of 1862. This gave the Indians 

the same right to take fish over the a+ea as the white settlers had. 

At the trial, the Judge held that the rights possessed by.the Indians 

varied as the regulations changed so as to affect them as the white 

settler was affected. 

His Honour Judge Murphy concluded that the Treaty of 1862 

gave the forefathers of the Accused, and therefore the Accused as well, 

the right to take fish from the Lake by using a g_ill net. He then 

proceeded to determine whether or not that right had been extinguished ox 

over-ridden by subsequent legislation. He considered the George and 

.Sikyea cases and found that they established three things beyond a doubt: 

(1) th~ opening words of section 88 of the Indian Act 

are not to be construed as a-declaration of the 

paramountcy of treaties over f~deral legislei:tion; 

nor do they mci.ke any legislation of the Parliament 

of Canada subject to. the terms of any tre_aty; 

(2) Parliament has the power to breach Indian treaties 

if it so wills; 

(3) Parliament did, in fact, breach some hunting rights 

contained in Indian Treaties when it passed the 

Migrato~y Birds Convention Act and Regulations. 

Judge Murphy distinguished both the George and Sikyea cases 
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because his case did not involve the application of the opening words 

of Section 88 of the In~ian Act or the Migratory Birds Convention Act. 

He, therefore, restricted his considerations to the second proposition, 

viz., Parliament has the power to breach Indian Treaties if it wishes. 

He thought that the two questions to be addressed were: 

(a) by what means may such treaties be breached or 

the rights granted thereunder be abrogated or 

varied1 and 

(b) does the Fisheries Act and regulations passed 

thereunder comply with any such requirements? 

Judge Murphy went on to consiger bow Parliament could 

exercise its right to abrogate or breach the Tr~aty of 186~. 

He concluded that Indian Treaties have gained considerable 

stature since 1897 when Lord Watson said that they were nothing more than 

a personal obligation by the. Governor of the old Province. Be stated 

that while the majority judgment of Mr. ·Justice Martland in the George 

case found that Parliament did abrogate certain treaty rights by passing 

0 

D 
0 
_O 

TI 

TI 

_O 

. the Migratory Birds Convention Act and Regulations, he _(Mr. Justice M~tJ;aU 

did not deal with the observations of Chief Justice McRuer as set out in 

the ~issenting Judgment of Cartwright, ~- to the effect that if it is 
·ri 
Li 

within. the power of Parliament to abrogate the treaty right (a point which_ 

he left open and aia not ·decide) .that power could o~ly be exercised by .0 
legislation exp~essly and directly extinguishing the right and that it o 
certainly could not be extinguished by Order-in-Council. 

Judge Murphy says at page·ss3: 

•that while there may have been some doubts 
in the minds of jurists regarding the extent 
and validity of the treaty rights of Indians 
as they-were called upon to interpret them 
in earlier years, there can.be no such. doubt 
in the mind of anyone called upon to deal with 
these rights today in the light of ·section 35(1) 

0 
D 
0 
0 
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of the-Constitution Act which. while not 
creating·any new rights for the Indian 
people. recognizes and affirms existing 
rights. 

In my view, those treaties should be 
treated with the same solemnity and 
seriousness as are treaties entered into 
with foreign sovereign states and as being 
as valid and binding as an Act of the 
Parliament of Canada. (In fact, s. 88 of 
the Indian Act in effect gives the treaties 
equal status with Acts of Parliament vis-a-vis 
Acts of the provincial Legislature~.) There 
is no doubt that Parliament can unilaterally 
abrogate any such treaty, just as it can 
unilaterally abrogate qny t~eaty with a foreign 
country or repeal on·e of ·.its own statutes. It 
is equally clear that Parli.ament can unilaterally 
vary any such treaty just as it can amend one of 
its own statutes. 

However, it is my opinion that any abrogation, 
derogation or variance of treaty rights must be 
accomplished by legislation which is (a) clear 
and unequivocal in its terms; (b) gives some 
indication that Parliament was aware of the 
existence of the rights upon which it seeks to 
infringei and (c) reflects an intention on the 
part of Parliament to exercise its power of 
abrogation, derogation or variation." 

(b) Does the Fisheries Act and regulations made 
thereunder conform with.the above requirements? 

Judge Murphy was unable to xind anything in the Fisheries 

D~t or ~he Regulations.which indicated to him that Parliament even 

~motely considered in any way the treaty right bestowed upon_ various 

uands of Native people in Canada. ·At the bottom of page 554, he says, 

D 
D 
0 
D 
D 

" There is nothing in the Act or regulations that 
indicates to me either that Parliament or the 
~overnor in Council even recognized the existence 
of such treaty rights, much less that they intended 
to unilaterally abrogate or derogate from those 
rights when the Act was passed and amended or when 
the amending regulations were promulgated." 
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"To. illu$trate, let us assume the Treaty of 
1862 had been signed with the Government of 
the United States of America. I believe it 
highly unlikely that the Government of Canada 
could legally enact legislation which would 
have the effect of unilaterally derogating 
from or varying American fishing rights under 
such a treaty without specifically and · 
unequivpcally spelling out that intent in the 
relevant statute. When one considers the true 
meaning of the word "treaty" and the 
recognition that Indian treaties have been 
accorded ~·the Constitution Act, 1982, one 
would be hard pressed to hold that a treaty 
entered into by the -representatives of the 
Government of Canada with representatives ·of 
Canada's native peoples should be considered 
less seriously and with ·1ess respect or 
concern than a treaty entered ihto with a 
foreign government." 

Judge Murphy found that the Crown in bis case had failed to 

satisfy the onus it had to satisfy him.beyond a reasonable doub~ that 

the fishing rights which he found had been given the forefathers of 

the Accused in the 1862 Treaty bad been abrogated or varied by the 

Parliamene of Canada. 

In the result,· -?"udge Murphy found that while the Accused, in 

this case, were violating the Fisheries Regulations at the time and 

place referred to in the Informations,. they were exempted from these 

regulations by the rights and benefits conferred on .them under the 

Treaty and aquitted the Accused. 

As persuasive as the reasoning is in this case, I am unable to 

reach the conclusion as His Honour Judge MurphY: did as to the binding 

effect of the case of Regina v Cooper et al decided by Mr. Justice 

Brown in the Supreme Court of ·British Columbia. · 

He did not feel constrained to follow this decision inasmuch as 

it was reached after considering the majority decision of the Supreme 

D 
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D 
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Court of Canada in R~gina v. George. 

In my opinion, despite a strong inclination to be able 

to rule otherwise, I consider that I am bound by the case of Regina 

v Coooer et al because: 

(a) It dealt with a treaty identical in 

form and content to the Nanaimo Treaty; 

(b) It dealt with ck~ges laid under the 

Regulations made pursuant to·the Fisheries 

Act of Canada·~ as does the case at bar; 

As to the effect of section 35(1) of the "Constitution Act 

1982", the reasoning of Mr. Justice Gerein of the Saskatchewan Court of 

Queen's Bench in the case of Regina y. Eninew reported in (1983) 7 CCC 

(3d) 443 is persuasive. Although the case d~alt with the aMigratory 

Birds Convention Act" and_ considered a treaty which in itself was subjec 

to such regulations as the Government might from time to time have 

passed, the grammatical analysis made of Section 35 (1) therein, 

" To begin, the word 'existing' must 
relate to the e~tire phrase 'aboriginal 
and treaty.rights' and not, as submitted 
on behalf. of the appellant, only the 
word "aboriginal".· Section 35 deals 
with the rights of the aboriginal peoples 
of Canada. The whole reason for the section 
is to safeguard certain rights. Howe.v.:er, · · 
the section-is not intended to safeguard any 
and all rights whatsoever of the aboriginal 
peoples but only certain rights, namely, 
aboriginal rights and treaty rights. The 
word 'rights', as used in the section is 
9ualified by the word 'aboi::iginal' and 
'treaty' •. To divorce -the word 'aboriginal' 

.·from the word 'rights' would bring about a 
nonsensical result. ·one would be left with 
the question -- aboriginal what? Thus, the 
words 'aboriginal and treaty rights' must be 
viewed as one phrase in which the prime word 
is 'rights' as qualified and described by the 
words 'aboriginal arid treaty'. This being so, 
the word.'existing' must relate to the entire 
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phrase as a whole. In fact, in my 
mind, the word 'existing• has 
reference to the word 'rights•, 
albeit as qua~ified by the words 
'aboriginal' and 'treaty'. 

What then is the effect of the 
word 'existing'? In my opinion, it 
circumscribe_s the rights of the 
aboriginal peoples of Canada. It 
limits the rights of those peoples to 
those rights which were in being or 
which were in actuality at the time 
when the Constitution Act, 1982 came 
into effect'- namely, April 17, 1982. 
Were it to be otherwise, Parliament 
would have used the word 'original' or 
some like word or would have utilized 
some other d~vice- such as a- ·aate." 

The Crown's final argument is based on the principle that 

the Fisheries Act and Regulations are enacted for the·pu~pose of 

conservation and management of the fishery. That the need to 
. 

IJ 
u 
~o 
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.o 
conserve the fishery is obvious and to limit the right of even 

Indians to fish whenever they wish without restriction makes no sense.O 

Furthermore, as I understand their· argument, ·~e limitati~~~.o 

and prohibitions in the Fish~ries ·Act and· Regulations come under the ; 

subject clause of Section 1 of the Charter of ~ghts and Free~oms as ~ 
"a reasonable limit prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justifieb 

in a free and democratic society". 

In conclusion, and with a lar9e measure of reg~et and 

reluctance, I have concluded that the defence put forward by the 

Accused cannot succeed. 

While it is quite evident that the treaty rights given 

D 

the Douglas Treaties are the widest of any which have been consi~eredO 

0 
··:·O 
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during the arguments in this case, the inevitable conclusion 

is that based on the jurisprudence thus far, which is binding 

authority upon this Court, those rights may be abrogated by 

Parliament. 

If there is to be any change in this rule of law, in my 

view, Parliament must do so. Perhaps one might hope it will do so 

now that further constitutional conferences seem to be in the offing. 

In the result, I must find each of the Accused guilty as 

charged. 

Judgment accordingly. 

January 30, 1985 

" I 

(Judge p.M. Greer) 
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IX THE SCPRE:.VIE COURT OF BRITISH COLU:VIBIA 

BETWEEN: 

DAVID PAUL, CHIEF OF THE TSARTLIP INDIAN BA.ND. 
LOUIS CLAXTON. CHIEF OF THE TSAWOUT INDIAN 
BA.ND. TOM HARRY. CHIEF OF THE ~IALAHAT INDIAN 
SAND. ED :VIITCHELL. CHIEF OF THE PAUQUACHIN 
!)lDIA~{ BA~D. D~VID BILL, CHIE? OF THE TSEYCU:\1 
I~DIA~ BAND. each on their own behalf and on behalf of 
each of the membe!"s of their" respective bands 

PLAINTIFFS 
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!>ACIFIC SALMON FOUNDATION. HER !\-IAJESTY THE 
~UEEN I~ RIGHT OF CANADA. THE :VIINISTER OF 
FISHERIES .AND OCEANS 

:l.. r FIDA\" IT 

DEFENDANTS 

I. 3:\.RBARA LA~E. Anthropologist. of 4151 San Mateo Place. in the City of 

"."ict:>!"ia. ::! :he ?rovince of 3ritish Columbia, :\tAKE OATH AND SAY AS 

::'0LLOWS: 

: ~ rn rn Anthropologist specializing in the ethnography and ethnohistory of 

,ative 9eo9le 0f the Northwest Coast. ~ow produced and shown to me and marked 

=:xhibit ".~·· :"J this my Affidavit is a photocopy of my curriculum vitae which sets 

"JUt a plirtb.i Est oi my academic credentials, expedence and publications. 
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2. ~ have given expert opinion evidence in the Courts of British Columbia. 

_\laska. :'lashington State and elsewhere on anthropological questions concerning 

the histor!es and cultures of some of the native ~eoples of Western ~·forth America. 

I have studied t!"le culture and history of the ;>eo9le comprising the Indian Bands 

which are the Plaintiifs in this action. 

3. I am familiar ~vith the Saanich people inhabiting the Saanich Peninsula 

area of Vancouver Island. I have read the available published and unpublished 

anthropological literature concerning these people, studie<l -the archeological and 

:tistorical records, and I have done ethnographic field work with members of the 

Tseycum. Pauquachin, Tsartlip, Tsawout and ?.-Ialahat Bands. The following are my .· 

opinions based upon study of the anthropological evidence concerning these people. 

~.Iy opinions are based upon the best evidence available. Within the professional 

:3.nthropological comniunit'!: of •vhich I am a part. I 'Jelieve my opinions given here 

:•1ouid 5enerally Je accepted. 

It i5 iilY opinion t~at the ancestors of the peo9le known as the Tseycum. 

?auqua.cnin. Tsart!i;>, Tsawout and :'.falahat Bands were known as the Saanich Tribe 

md t!iat t~ey t::-aditionally 'Jccupied villages at !)ays around Saanich Peninsula and 

3aanich Inlet in addition to villages at !:lays and inlets on Saltspring Island and other 

'iulf I:;lancis. -r:iey were coastal ?eople ~vhose living sites · ... 1ere locs.ted on the 

5hores of the sait wat~r. In contrast to many of the neighboring coastal Indians 

vho :Ivec alons- :najor ':'iver systems. !he Saanich had a marine rather than a 

:-:ver!:le 0riemation. 3alt ·.vater f!sheries were the basis of Saanich economy in the 
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:nid-nineteenth centurv ~d had been for a very long time. The waters at the 

:nouth of the ;:Zvldstream River~ Saanich Inlet. and Satellite Channel are all within 

:e!"ritory ti"aditionally occu9ied by the Saanieh 9eo9le. 

:). T~e Goldstream River drains into the so.uth end of the Saanich Inlet. 

The 5aanich inlet se9arates the Saanich Peninsula {rom the main body of Vancouver 

Island. Satellite Channel separates the north tip of Saanich Peninsula from the 

5outh end ·JI Salts9ring Island. Salmon returning to the Goldstream River pass 

through Satellite Channel and Saanich Inlet to reach Goldsti"eam. 

T!le Saanich people had villages and camps on both sides of Saanich 

Inlet. on both ~ides of Satellite Channel~ and at Goldstream itself. Goldstream is 

:he onl~r salmon strea~ of any size in the Saanich area. It also provided the major 

39awning ~rea for Chum salmon in Saanich territory. The Saanich people depended 

.=pon ::'.'le :·:ill :~um salmon :uns to Goldstres.rrt for a major portion of their winter 

:ood su9piy. :!"ley took t!lese f!sh ~t V1irious places in the salt water along their 

::l ~351 .;ames ;Jouglas. :~en Chief Factor of the Hudson1s Bay Company 

.Jn ~:~ncouver- :sland. ·.vas a99ointed Governor of the Colony of Vancouver· Island. 

On ?~:::m!ar·: - ·3.nd 11 '!.352. ,james Douglas concluded two Ti'eaties with the 

'e?resentatives oi the Saanich Ti"ibe in the North and South Saanich Treaties. The 

ii~".':.at'Jrtes r,i :~e !"::-eaties are the ancestors of t~e Tseycum. Pauquachin. Tsartlip, 

"'!."sawout :'!.n'"! "!<3.lahat Indian 3ands. ~-Tow 9roduced and shown to :ne and marked 



Exhibit ''8" to this my . .\ffidavit is a printed co9y of the texts of the North and 

South Saa.nich Treaties. :l'ow produced and shown to me and marked Exhibit "C" to 

this my Affidavit is a co9y of the handwritten text of t!le Nort!1 Saanich Treaty. 

8. It is m_y opinion, based upon Saanich ethnohistory and ethnograi;>hy, that 

Chum salmon heading for Goldstream were taken by Saanich fishermen in the 

Satellite Channel, Saanich Wet and Goldstream area prior to the mid-nineteenth 

century. 

9. The Goldstream Chum salmon fishery was of particular importance to 

the Saanich people. Goldstream was the major Chum salmon stream for all these 

;>eople. Salmon ;vas, and still is! a staple food used in daily consumption and a 

feast food served at religious ceremonies which were and still are held throughout 

:!le winter season. Enormous quantities of salmon were preserved to provide food 

:uring the wmter and earl:.r spring end also to provide food for the hundreds of 

~uests !nvited to :?articipate in ·:1inter ceremonies. Chum 3almon were the 

;>referred f:sh for smoke-<lr:ring bec3.use they had better :<ee9ing qualities than 

other salmon. 

10. 7he superior keeping GUS:iities of Chum salmon and the fact that 

'~oldstream :vas a major C!&um spawnint?; ground in Saanich tert"itory combined to 

:nake the Goldstream Chum salmon fishery a particularly important fishery for all 

~he 5aanich peor;:ile. 
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· l. It is :ny opinion that in 1852 there were no non-Indians fishing in the 

-.vaters set out in paragraph 6 herein. 

12. I ~ase the foregoing opinion on the lack oi non-Ipdian settlement in the 

Saanich area. ug to 1852. The few settlers who were in the area. north of Victoria. 

were attempting to farm. None of the settlers at that date were attempting to 

fish. Contemporaneous written documents report that the Indians were the sole 

fisher:nen in the area in 1852. For example, in 1857 a Parliamentary Select 

Committee heard testimony relating to the activities of the Hudson's Bay Company 

on Vancouver Island. )'Ir. John ~Iiles~ who had been in Vancouver Island as an 

employee of t!le Hudson's Bay Company, testified that he had been on Vancouver '- ·. ·· ·· 

Island a fortnight in 1852 and six months in 1854. He further testified that he had·.. '.2.(~f;(J ·t. 

?:>een about fifteen mlles north of Victoria arid that he had visited Saanich InletJ:'..Y.',;;· ··. :c·;:: 

·.1r. :.tiles was asked about t!le fisheries. The question and his response were· a..S 

:!Jllows: 

·.3. 

··~658. With regard to· the fisheries. do you think that 
:!'iey are likely to be very ~reductive? - They will be in 
~curse of time. when you begin to know how to fish 
:!'ler~; but at ;>resent they '3.r~ not much used. excepting 
:~e salmon and herring round the island by the Indians 
:hemselves."' 

;ow '.:)reduced and shown to :ne and marked Exhibit "'D" to this my 

Af~' ~~vit :s ~!1 extract !'rom the i?arliamentary Select Committee dated 9 June 

~ :as7. =:xhibit ··::>"contains the testimony of :Vtr. :'.1iles quoted above. 
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l-1. _\not!1er witness before the Select Committee ·.vas The Honourable 

c.:'l.W. C'itz".vliliam. ~l.P .• :vho had visited the Saanich area in 1353. This witness D 
aiso testified thet t!le Indians were the only fishermen at the time of his visit and 

that no non-Indians had entered into the fisheries at that ti.me. Portions 'of his 

testimony are set _out in questions 2259, ~260 and ~366 in paragraph 17 below. IJ 
15. It is my opinion that t~e Saanich Indians were fishing as commercial 

fishermen in 1852 and had been doing so for a long time prior to that date. 

TI 
. t6. The facts upon which I base the foregoing opinion are as follows. :'ish, 

cured saimon in particular. :vas a commodity which was widely traded among Indian 

g-roups ;>rior _to the fil'rival oi non-Indians. .;.fter non-Indians arrived, this , :· ;, . :iJ rJ D 
~ommerce ~vas expanded to include sale oi fish to the Rudson1s Bay Company, to 1 '".::-t .. '' . '-':< 

-settlers. ~nd others who exported the fish. ?ort Langiey was established by the .. ' ' 

:~ucson's 3ay '':.:>:npany :11 :.a27. Initi:3.il:l .salmon and other :ish were purchased 

::o:n t~e i:ldia:is to ;>revision the fort and the fur :Jrigades. :mt soon an eX9ort trade 

.!eveloped :and ~!ie Company shipped salted fish !n barrels to Hawaii (then the 

3and-.vich Islandsi ;1nd elsewhere. :arge amounts of salmon were !;>Urchased from 

:'.1e :ndians i::ir :hipment 0Ve!'seas. :""!"le :=ort !..angley Journal -=if 1827 and 1828 

-:1ent!ons Saanich Indians ~ominl$ :rom ~!ieir -:ockeye fishery at Point Roberts to 
._D 

::-~ce 2.t FtJrt !..a.n~ley. 

D 
... =!sh ·.vere eXJ_Jorted f:-om ::art Victoria in the early 1350s. .\gain. we 

:·:nd ~ontem9oraneous documentation ~n the testimony given in 1857 !Jefore the D 
.0 
.D 
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Select Committee on the Hudson's Bay Company. The Hon .. C.W.W. Fitzwilliam. 

LJ :.'.lemoer oi Pqrliament and a member of the Committee, testified that he visited 
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•:ancouver Island in '\larch and -~pril of 1853. He noted that he had been up the 

east coast of the Island as far as Nanaimo and along the coast about ten miles west 

. of Victoria. The Saanich territory lies between Victoria and Nanaimo. He was 

asked about the fisheries. 

._ ·3. 

~259. What opinion have you of that country with regard to 
its resources. as to fisheries·? - Nobody who has not seen 
the enormous quantity of fish can possibly credit the value 
and extent of the fisheries. I do not know the number of 
barrels: but many thousand barrels of salt salmon are sent 
annually from Victoria to the Hudson's Bay Company's depot 
at t!le Sand\vich Islands. 

·?260. Do the neighbouring seas abound with other· fish, 
":>esides salmon? - Herring are very numerous indeed. _To 
give some idea of how numerous they are~ the method of 
~atching herri~as is. that t-.•10 Indians go in a. ca.noe 1 one 
:>addling in the stern and the other standing in the bow. The 
:,dian in the bow has a lath of wood about eight or nine feet 
:-:Jng: .:;tudded with nails. He scoops down into the water and 
: ll?aies the fish on those nails. . In two or three hours they 
;et ~ fair load in the canoe. 

~366. ~ t!iere !!ny speculation in those fisheries of which 
_-au ~poke~· further than t!'le mere fishing in canoes; is there 
."!.!l\' ':.ppearance of companies being formed. for the purpose 
): :9ecul~ting in these fisheries·? - None whatever. The 
·-:ucson:s Bay Company traded the fish from the Indians. and 
::!1nuaily sent down a great deal of salt fish to their depot at 
:~e 5andwich Islands. 

··:ow 'Jroduced anc shown to :ne and marked Exhibit "E" to this my 

:\ffidavit :s an extract from the P'3.rliamentary Select Committee dated 5 :Ylarch 

:-357. :'.xhibi:: ··=:·'contains the testimony of :vir. Fitzwilliam. 



1.9. :lese ~assages quoted from ~Ir. ~:mes and :\lr. Fitzwilliam are accounts 

:Jased ~n f:::st :1and observation ":Jy 2en who had visited the Saanich area. :\Ir. 

?itz-.... iiliam had 'Jeen there in 1353 about a year subsequent to the negotiation of 

::he :forth Saanich and South Saanich tre:ities. '-lr. ~.mes visited Saanich in 1854. 

~~- 3G~h ·.1r. ~-liles and ~.Ir. Fitz~villiam reported that the Indians were the 

'Jniy ones engaged in the fisheries and that they sold great quantities of fish to the 

!!udson:s 3a•! C:>moany. ~Ve know that t~e Saanich Indians had been selling fish to 

.:he.Hudson's Bay Company at Fort Langley at least as earlY. as 1827 or 1828. 

-21. It !s my opinion~ based upon the evidence before the Select Committee 

in 1357. ~hat Ltcian :ishermen availed themselves of new material to improve their . . -

-;:-adit!onal ::sning cevices or to :nake their construction easier~. For examp~e~ it is 
. . 

::ite!"estin~ ::> -:ote !n ·t!le description of herring fishing that the Indians were using 

-::i.iis : 1 · ~~~ie ::~e fish ~n t:ie :-ake in ?lace of t!1e shar9ened wooden teeth 

:.n~ia:u:e.j :.1 :'.:e shaft ·:>i :::-:e !'!lke f:ir:ne!'iy. 

-·~"' :'Jre~oing opinions -ruld supporting evidence have been focussed 

;>ri:i:~r:l~: ;~;;~ :~e •::oldst:ee.m C'hu:"a :'ishe!."'J as of 1852. What has been said above 

·~~~re:::~ : :'= '~:;iortance :o the 5aanich people ')f t!'le Goldstream Chum salmon 

~·:she:-·· '"!.~?;.~:?5 ·15 ·.11P.il to the time inte!"venin~ _betw·een 1852 and the present. I also 

-:ote ::;at · .1 ~ 577 t:-ie joint =ederal-?rovincial Indian Reserve Commission visited 

:!le -:.<\.an:c:-: :·st::!-:!: and reported on t~e importance of this fishery to the Saanich 

Jeooie. 
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·:!3. :::;ilbert ~llalcolm '39roat. the joint commissioner re;::iresenting both 

-:;-overnments. addressed an offic!ai reoort to the :.Iinister of the Interior, dated ~9 
~ -
~.tare!": 1377. L'1 that re9ort :'.ie follo~ving passage <:i.99ears: 

Saanich 

There were few questions between white men and Indians 
in this district. ..\n unsurveyed and at present unoccupied 
pre-emption at Goldstream appears to be close to the old 
fishing station of the Saanich Indians, ilear the mouth of the 
Goldstream, 11hich is the only salmon river in the Inlet. 
Such a spot could not 'Je legally pre-empted. The Indians 
said that the pre-emptor some years attempted to prevent 
them from fishing. The Commissioners marked off a 
suitable area for the Indians on the bank of the stream, and 
told them that nobody could interfere with their fishing 
:eights. 

The above quoted report ;ef ers to the fishing station of the Saanich Indians near 

the mouth of the Goldstree.m ~iver as the ·1old fishing stationa. It also_ supports my 

)inion that t~e Commission reco~nized the importance of the GoldStream fishery 

to t!':e 5aanic?'l ?eo9le and assured t~e Indians t!'lat t!"le rights to this fishery would 

·,e -;r-otected. ~fow produced and shown to :ne and ~arked Exhibit "~n is a co9y of 

:he !ian<iwritten re9ort by Gilbert Sproat. 

3"';v0RN' 3EFORE ~.IE at t!":e City 
-,f •:ictoria. ~il ;:he Province 
-Ji British Columoia. this 

D ·:!5t~ of October. 1988 • 
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TR!.;L DIVISION 

BETWEEN: 

AND: 

DAVID PAUL, CHIEF OF THE TSARTLIP INDIAN BAND, 
LOUL~ CLAXTON, CHIEF OF THE TSAWOUT INDIAN 
BAND, TOM HARRY, CHIEF OF THE MALAHAT INDIAN 
BAND, ED MITCHELL, CHIEF OP THE PAUQUACHIN 
INDIAN BAND, DA YID BILL, CHIEF OF THE TSEYCUM 
INDIAN BAND, each on their own behalf and on behalf of 
each of the members of their respective ban~s 

PACIFIC SAL:V10N FOUNDATION. HER ~IAJESTY 1'HE 
QUEEN IN RIGHT_ OF CANADA, THE MINISTER OF 
FISHERIES AND OCEANS 

AFFIDAVIT 

PLAINTIFFS 

DEFENDANTS 

I, BARBARA LANE, Anthropologist, of 4151 San Mateo Place, in the City of 

Victoria. in the Province of British Columbia, MAKE OATH A.ND SAY AS 

FOLLOWS: 

1. I am an An~hropologist specializing in the' ethnography and ethnohistory of 

native people of t~e Northwest Coast. :low produced anc1 shown to me and marked 

Exhibit "A":! to this my Affidavit is a photccopy of my cu:"!"iculum vitae which sets 

out a partial Ii.st of my academic credentials. experience nnd publications. 
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2. I have given expe::-: opinio!1 evidence in the Courts of British. Columbia, 

Alaska~ Washington State and elsewhere on !3-nthrapologica.l questions concerning 

the histories and c~ltures of some of the native peoples oi Western North America. 

I have studied the culture and history of the people comprising the Indian Bands 

which are the Plaintiffs in this action. 

3. I am familiar with the Sa.anich ~eoQle inhabiting the Saanich PeninsUla. 

area of Vancouver Island. I have read the available pub~ished and unpublished 

anthropological lit::rature concerning these people, studied the archeologics.l. and 

historical records, and I have done ethnographic field work with members of the 

Tseycum, Pauquachin, Tsartlip, Tsawcut and Malahat Bands. The following are my 

opinlons based upon study of the anthro£)ological evidence concerning these people. 

My opinions Are based upon the best evidence availablt!. Within the professional 

anthro9ological corn munity cf which I am a part, I believe my opinions given here 

would generally be eccepted. 

.. 
""• It is my opinion that the ancestors· of the people known as the Tseycum, 

Pauque.chin, Tsart~ip, Tsawout a.nd Mal.aha.t Bands were known a.s the Saanich Tribe 

and that they tre.Citionally occupied 'villages at bays around Saanich Peninsula and 

Saanich Inlet in addition to villages at bays and inlets on Sa.ltspring Island and other 

Gulf Islands. They were coastal people whose living slti=s were located· on the 

shores of the salt ·.vater. In contrast to many of the neighboring coastal Indians 

who lived along r.iajor river systems~ the Saanich had a marine rnther. than a 

riverine orientation. Salt wate!' fisher:es were the basis of Saanich economy in the 
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mid-n!neteentr: century enc had been for a very long time. The waters at the 

mouth of the Goldstream River, Saanich Inlet, and Satellite Channel are all within 

territory traditionally occupied by the Saa.nich people. 

5. The Goldstree.m River drains into the south end of the Saanich Inlet. 

The Saanich Inlet separa:tes the Saanich Peninsula from the main body of Vancouver 

Island. Satellite Channel separates the north tip cf Saanich Peninsula from the 

south end of Saltspring Islllnd. Salmon returning to the· Goldstream River pass 

through Satellite Channel and Saanich Inlet to reach Goldstream. 

6. The Saanich people hed villa.ges and camps on both sides oi So.c.nich 

Inlet. en both sides of Satellite Channel, a.nd at Goldstream itself. Goldstream is 

the only salmon stream of eny size in the Saanich area. It also provided the major 

spawning area fer Chum salmon in Saanich ter:-itory. The Saanich people depended 

upon the fall Chum salmon runs to Goldstres.m for a major portion of their winter 

food supply. They took these fish at various places in th.e salt water along their 

migration route. 

7. In 1851 James Douglas. then Chief Factor <Jf the Hudson's Bay Company 

on Vancouver Tsland, was a!)pointed GovemoC' o! the Colony of Vancouver Island. 

On February 'l end 11 1S51, James Doug-las concluded two Treaties with the 

representatives of the So.anich Tribe in ~:ie North and South Saanich Treaties. The 

signatc:-ies of the Tres.ties are the ancestors of the Tseycum, Pauquachin, Tsartlip, 

Tsawout and :\{alahat Indian Sands. Now produced and shown to me and marked 
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Ex.'Ubit nB'1 to this my Affidavit is a printed copy of the texts of the North and 

South Sae.nich TLeaties. Now produced and s_hown to me and marked Exhibit "C" to 

this my Affidavit is a copy of the handwritten text of the North Saanich Trea.ty. 

8. It is my opinion, based upon Saanich ethnohistory and ethnography, that 

Chum salmon heading for Goldstream were ts.ken by Saanich fishermen in the 

Satellite Channel, Saanich Inlet and Goldstream area prior to the mid-nineteenth 

century. 

9. The Goldstream Chum salmon fishery was of particular importance to 

the Saanich people. Goldstl'ea.m was·the major Chum salmon stream for all these 

peo9le. Salmon was, and still is, a staple food used in daily consumption end ~ 

feast food served at religious cere~onies which tver"e and still are held throughout 

the winter season. Enormous quantities of salmon were preserved to provide food 

during- the winter end early spring and also to provide food for the hundreds of 

guests invited to participate in winter ceremonies. Chum salmon were the 

pi:-eferred fish for smoke-<:!rying because they hs.d better keeping qualities than 

other salmon. 

10. The superior kee?ing c;ualities of Chum <>almon and the fact that 

Goldst&eam was a major Chum spawning ground in Saanich territory combined to 

make the Goldstream Churn salmon fishery a particularly important fishery !or all 

the Saanich people. 
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11. It is my opinion that in 1852 there were no non-Indians fishing in the 

wate!'s set out in pare.gra9h 6 herein. 

12. I base the foregoing opinion on the lack of non-Indian settlement in the 

Saanich area up to 1852. Tue few settlers. who were in the e.rea north of Victoria 

were attempting to farm. None of the settlers at that date were attempting to 

fish. Contemooraneous written documents reoort that the Indians were the sole . ... ... -

fishe:-:nen in the area. in 1852. For exam9le, in 1851 a Parliamentary Select 

Committee heard testimony relating to the activities of the Hudson's Bay Company 

on Vancouver Island •. Mr. John \.Tiles, who had been· in Vancouver Island a.S an 

emolovee of the Hudson's Bay Companv, testified that he had been ·on VancoUver' ,. · -=- ::f .. - . . -
Isle.nd a fortnight in 1852 and six months in 1854. He further testified that ·11e-··had 

been about fifteen miles north of Victoria and that he had vi.sited Sa.anich Inlet:· · 

:Vlr. :'.tiles was asked about the fi,sheries .. The question and his response were as 

fol!cws: 

"4658. With regard to the fisheries, do you think that 
they are li.'<ely to be very productive? - They will be in 
course of time, when you begin to knO\v how to fish 
there; but at present they are not much used. excepting 
the salmon e.nd herring round the island by the Indians 
themselves.u 

13. Now produced and shown to me and marked Exhibit "D" to this my 

Affidavit is an extract from the Parliamentary Select Committee dated 9 June 

1857. Exhibit "D" contains the testimony oi Mr. '.\'tiles quoted above. 
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14.. Another witness before the Select Committee was The Honourable 

c. W.W. Fitzwilliem7 ~.P., who had visited. the Saanich e.ree. in 1853. This witness 

also testified that the Indians were the only fishermen at the time of his visit and 

that no non-Indians had entered into the fisheries at that time. Portions of his 

testimony are set out in questions 2259, 2260 and 2366 in par~graph 17 below • 

15. It is my opinion that the Saanich Indians were fishing as commercial 

fishermen in 1852 and had been doing so for a long time prlor to that date. 

16. The facts upon which I base the foregoing- opinion _are es follows. Fish, 

cured salmon in particulR.r~ was a commodity which was widely traded among Indian 

groups pt"ior to the arrival ·or non-Indians. After non-Indians arrived, this 

commerce was expanded to include sal~ of fish to the Hudson's Ba.y Company, to 

settlers, and others who exported the fish. Fort Langley was established by the 

Hudson's Bay Company in 1827. Initially salmon and other fish were purchased 

from the Indians to provision the fort and the fur brigade~, but soon e.n export trade 

developed and the Company shipped salted fish in barre!s to Hawaii (then the 

Sandwich Islands) and elsewhere. Large amounts of salmon were ourchased from 

the L."'ldians for shipment overseas. The Fort Langley Journal of t827 and 1828 

mentions Sa.anich Indians coming from their sockeye fishe~y at Point Roberts to 

t:-s.de at Fort Langley. 

17. Fish were exported from Fort Victoria in the eR.rly 1S50s. Again, we 

find conterr.pcre.neous documentation in the testimony giYen in 185i before the 
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Select Committee on the Hudson's Bay Company. Tl~e Hon. C. W.W. fitzwUliam, 

J.·Ienoer of Parliament and a membe!." of the Committee, testified that he visited 

Va.'!ccuver Island in i\"larch and April of 1853. He noted that he had been up the 

ee.st coast of the Island as far as Nanaimo and along the coast about ten miles west 

of Victoria. The Saanich territory lies between Victoria and Nanaima. He was 

asked about the fisheries. 

2259. What opinion have you of that country with regard to 
its resources, as ta fisheries? - Nobody who has not seen 
the enormous quantity of fish can possibly credit the value 
and extent of the fisheries. I do not know tne number of 
barrels, but many thousand barrels of salt salmon are sent 
annually from Victoria to the Hudson's Bay Company's de;:>ot 
at the Sandwich Islands. 

2260. Do the neighbouring seas abound with other fish, 
besides salmon? - Herring are very numerous indeed. To 
give some idea of how numerous they are, the method of 
catching herrings ls, that two Indians go in a canoe, one 
paddling· in the stern and the other standing in the bow. The 
Indian in the bow has a lath of wo<Xi about eight or nine feet 
long, studded with nails. He scoo9s down into the water and 
imp.ales the fish on those nails. In two or three hours they 
get a fair loe.d in the canoe. 

2388. Is the!'e any speculation· in those fisheries of which 
you spoke, further the.n the mere fishing in canoes; is there 
any appearance of cornpti..nies being formed, !or the purpose 
of speculating in these fishet"ies? - None whatever. The 
Hudson's Bay Com()any t:::-aded the fish from the Indians, and 
annually sent down a great deal of salt !ish to their depot at 
the Sandwich Islands. 

18. Now produced and shown to me and marked Exhibit ''E" to this my 

Aifidavit is an extract from the Parliamentary Select Committee dated 5 March 

1857. Exhibit "E" contains the testimony oi Ml'. Fitz·N!lliam. 
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19. These passages quoted from ~lr. Mile~ and :..1r. Fitzwilliam are accounts 

based on first hand observation by men who had visited the Saanich area. Mr. 

Fitzwilliam had been there in 1853 about a year subsequent to the negotiation of 

the North Saa.nich and South Saanich tres.ties. '.'vtr. Miles visited Saanich In 1854. 

20. Both :\fr. ~Jiles and Mr. Fitzwilliam reported that the Indians were the 

.only ones engaged in the fisheries and that they sold great quantities of fish to the 

Hudson's· Bay Company. We know tha.t the Sa.anich Indians had been selling fish to 

the Hudson's Bay Company at Fort Langley at least as early as 1827 or 1828. 

21. It is my opinion, based upon the evidence before the Select Committee 

in 1857 ~ !:hat Indian f~hermen availed themselves ot new ·material to improve thei~ 

tradition1tl fishing devices or to make their construction easier. F9r example, it Is 

interesting to note in the description of herring fishing that the Indians were using 

nails to impale the fish on the rake in place of the sharpened wooden teeth 

implanted in the shaft of the rake formerly. 

22. The f cre~oing opinions smd supporting evidence have been ·focussed 

primarily upon the Goldstream Chum fishery a.s of 1252. What has been sa.id e.b<>ve 

regarding the impol'ts.nce to the Saanich people of the Gold.stream Chum salmon 

!lshery applies as well to the time intervening between 1852 and the present. I also 

note that in 1877 the joint Federal-Provincial Indian deserve Commission visited 

the Sae.nich District and :-eported on the importance of this fishery to the Saanich 

people. 
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23. Gilbert Malcolm Sproat. the joint comrr.iS3ioner representing both 

governm~ms, addresse<! an official re~ort to the Minister of the Interior, dated 29 

),larch t877. In that report the following passage appears: 

Sae.nich 

There were {ew questions between white men and Indians 
in this district. An unsurveye<i and at present unoccupied 
pre-emption at Goldstream appears to ·be close to the old 
fishing station o! the Saanich Indians, near the mouth of the 
Goldstree.m, which is the only salmon river in the Inlet. 
Such a spot could not be legally pre-empted. The Indians 
said that the pre-emptor some years attempted to prevent 
them from fishing. The Commissioners marked off a 
suitable area for the Indians on the bank of the stream, and 
told them that nobody could interfere with their fishing 
rights. 

The above quoted report refers to the fishing station of the Saa.ni.ch Indians ne~l" 

the mouth of the Goldst~es.m River as the "old fishing station11
• It also supports my 

opinion that the Commission recognized the importance of the Goldstree.m fishery 

to the Saanlch people and assured the Indians that the rights to this fishery would 

be protected. Now produced and shown to me and marked Exhibit •tptr is a. copy of 

the handwritten re~ort by Gilbert Sproat. 

SWORN' BEFORE ME at the City 
of Victoria, in the Province 
of British Columbia, this 
26~ of October 8. 
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8_.\RB . .\RA LANE 

CO~SULTI~G ANTHROPOLOGIST 

. .\ddress 

.,n;J l San :'.Iateo Place. \"ictoria. 3.C:.~ Canada VSN 2J9 
·ao4J -177--!95:! 

.\cece::iic :~'iinin:s 

t.946 
:948 
~953 

. .\.B. (Anthrooolo~) 
:.1.A. < .~nthropology) 
?h.D. (:\nthro9ology·1 
:'ostdoctorai Study 

Doctoral ;)issertation 

University of Michigan 
University of !\-Iichigan 
University of Washington 
. .\ustralian National University 

An anal'rtic and comoarative studv of some esoects of Northwest Coast 
~dian Religion. University of wa.Sni11::.oi:on, Seattle. Washington. 1953. 

~thnograpnic :=ielc Research 

: .:>ast 5~iish Lrtdians 
:.'.)wichan and Saanich of '.'ancouver Island 1948-52. 1963-. 

:<me :::1dians 
:::iicotin ')I •.vest ~entral B<itish Columbia 1950. 

- .. r .. . 
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1970-76 
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Research Associate. F~r :C:astern and Russian Institute, 
University of Washington. 

Research Fellow, Bernice P. Bishop !\luseum, Honolulu. 
Associate Editor, Ethnology, an international journal of 

anthropology. 
Co-Director, Ethnographic Field Training Program for 

Graauate Students in Anthropology, U.S. :N'ational Science 
Foundation. 

Curriculum Develo9ment Specialist, Indian Association of 
Alberta. 

Research Co-ordinator, Land Claims Centre, Union of British 
Columbia Indian Chiefs, Victoria, B.G. 

Board of Directors, Institute for the Develooment of 
Indian Law (Washington, D.C.) • 

Editorial Board. Northwest Coast volume, Handbook of 
• .\merican Indians. Smithsonian Institution. 

1976-77 Director, Quinault Indian Bicentennial Project {History 
and Culture} 

·.978-79 Co-Director, ~.Iuckleshoot Indian Historical Research 
Training Prag.am · 
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U .s. v. Washington CD 
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~.tr. :.!alcolm ::\1aclean 
Davis .&. Company 
=~::~:e!"s :.: 5ol~~itors 
'2300 Park P!ace 
566 Bur:-ard Street 
Vancouve!'. 3.C. 
\'GC :z:-

Dea: :.!r. : :aclean: 

Dr. Barbara Lane 
~151 San :Vlateo Place 

Victoria. Eri~ish Columbia 
VSN 2J9 

3.e: David Paul et al v P~c!fic Selmon Foundation et al 

::iis is furthe!' to my .:\.ffida•lit dated 26 October 1988 tn connection 

'N&:::: :::e =-~eve ~atter. 

·-:it:: this letter I senc ::ou t-.·10 wemor.anda. In the fi.-st, I draw your 

~t:.::::::cn :~ :-:.n i::advertent omission !:& t!":e text of my Affidavit. The material 

~-:hie::. ~ ::e~!ected to discuss in tr.e te~ is included in Appendix "E!1 attached to my 

_.!.f::-:=.vi.:. =~ :'.'as my intent to hig:Uight this :-:iaterial by quoting it in the text. 

r ~ase ::::: c:)inion that in the : S50s t!&e L'ldians were acting as independent 

~o:.1.:::e:ci::.i :·:.snermen in ;>art on statements such as this. I alert you oi my 

0mi:ss:.o:: ::: :·1se :-·au wish to cr~w the Court's attention to this 9oint. 

:·:c~nd. I note for your i:iformation additional testimony before the 

?~:::::.:::E:~:2.::: :3eiect Committee on the Hudson:s oay Company which I intention

:?.ily ~:c ::ot ~:te i:i my Afficavit. The nature of this testimony and the reasons for 

not i::ci'..!Cin~ :t i:& the conte~ of a ?rima facie showing are discussed in the second 
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\ttached to t~e second memornnciu:n is a copy oi t!le compiete 

testi:non:: oi "ilr. James Coo9er given oef0re the Select Committee on the Hudson's 

- .,1 '1 13~-Bay c_,o:npeny, - _, ay ;:i,. 

!f you should "Nish to contact ::ie further regarding these matters. I can 

~e reac~ed in Victoria :\!oncay and Tuesday next. ~ut will ~e out of town for the 

~aiance of the week. 

Yours truly, 

Barbara Lane 

3 encl. 

. ; 

_., 



"?o: 
?ro:.1: 
:le: 
"Jate: 

~-lalcolm :'vlaciean 
3aroara Lane 
fnCian Commerce in F!sh in the 1350s 
~3 Oetober 1938 

: z-i::cemly supplied you with an . .\fficavit dateri 26 October 1988 in 

··"!°lich r set om c~!"tain opinions regarding Saanich Indian fisheries prior to and up to 

:s·sz. 
in paragraph 15 of my Affidavit I stated my opinion that "the Saanich 

I.,dians ~vere fishing as commercial fishermen in 1852 and had been doing so for a 

long ti:;ie prior to that date.n . 
L-1 paragraphs 16 and 17 I noted some of the kinds of evidence on which I 

:-elied for that opinion. 

!n ;>aragraph l'i of my Affir!3.vit I quoted from the testimony of Mr. 

':. : .. ·• ~-.-. Z'itzwi.iliam before the Parliamentary Select Committee on the Hudson1s 

3ay Company in 1857. The quoted material in the text of my Affidavit ends with 

-~ues!icn and s.nswer 2366. I meant to inciude question and answer 2367 which 

:ollow ir.unediately after. but I fail~d to do so. :Vly opinion stated in paragraph 15 

:-el!es :n ~art i:n statements such as that i::1 2367. it is a clear and succinct 

5tate:.1ent :~at the Indians were not fishing as employees of the Company, but 

:i.cted BS fnce~endent commercial f:shermen trading their fish to the Company. 

:i":e material which I neglected to quote in the body of my Affidavit is 

::lcluced ::. . ..\;>;>endix "'S11 to my Aifidavit at 2367 on page 119. It res.ds as follows: 

2267. Do the Company claim a monopoly oi that fishery; 
:o :~ey claim the exclusive r!~ht of fishery upon the coasts 
1r· ·:'incouver Island? - They do not fish themselves; the 
:mlians are the Cishermen~ and they trade their f"ish to the 
:~mp.any. 

<emphasis added~ not in original) 
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To: 
From: 
Re: 
Date: 

~.talcolm :\laclean 
3aroara Lane 

·.1 E ~.l 0 R. ~\ N D C ;\l 

Testimony of James Cooper before Select Committee on HBC 
~S October 1988 

I recently supplied you with an Affidavit dated 26 October 1988 in 

which I set out certain opinions.regarding Saanich Indian fisheries prior to and.:.up to 

1852. 

In paragraph 12 of my aifidavit~ I quoted from testimony given in 1857 

by :\1r. John Miles before a Parliamentary Select Committee on the Hudson's Bay 

Company. :vtr. :\1iles' testimony was attached to my Affidavit as Appendix "D". 

In para.graphs 14 and l'i' I commented on testimo_ny given by Mr. C.W.W. 

Fitzwilliam, :\-1.P. before the same Select Committee. Mr. Fitzwilliams' testimony 

was attached to my Affidavit as Appendix "E". 

I note for your information that there was another '.vitness \vhose testi

:nony before the Select Committee included statements concerning fisheries in the 

waters around Vancouver Island. This witness was Mr. James Cooper. an independ

ant settler on Vancouver Island from 1851 to 1857. I did not refer to or cite Mr. 

Coooer's testimonv in mv Affidavit. . - -
~.Iy primary reason for not doing so is that some of :'.tr. Cooper's state

:nents need to be understood within the larser ~ontext of his commercial relations 

with the Hudson's Bay Company. This context is alluded to, but is not adequately 

set out in the course of his testimony before the Sele~t Committee. :'o provide 

!idequate background and context fer some of his statements would have entailed 

:nore extended discussion than appeared appropriate for a prima facie showing of 

the bases for :ny opinions. As well, extended discussion would have required the 

attachment of a large number of supporting documents. 

Attached to this memorandum is a copy of the entire text of Mr. 

Cooper's testimony given 21 :\lay 1857 before the Select Committee. 

In the remainder of this memorandum I provide an abbreviated glimpse 

of relevant background data. Immediately following are extracts of the Cooper 

testi;nony which ceal with fisheries matters. In closin!5', I briefly comment briefly 



-)n t·.vo state:nents ;.-;hich could be ~isles.ding i: =-~e.d without understancing of the 

:-elevam backJ$round materials. 
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3riei Background Notes on Captain James Cooper 

Capta::l James Coo9er ente:-ed the service of t!le Hudson's Bay 

r::om9any in lSH .. '3.s master of a. vessel sailing between London and Fort 

':::tnc.Quv~!". Iri 1S49 he was ~aster of ~~e bark Columbia. He left the service of 

:!le Company and came out to Vancouver Island in 1851 as an indepencent settler. 

intending to trade with the Indians. 'for this trade. he brought out from England. fo 

sections. a small !:on vessel which was put together in Victoria. In 1852 the vessel 

went to the Fraser River where Cooper purchased cranberries and potatoes from 

the natives and shi9ped them to San Francisco. The. export of cranberries was a 

lucrative trade~ initiated by Cooper. and one which was immediately taken over by 

the Company. Cooper was prevented from trading with natives on the mainland. 

He was particularly bitter about the Company's claim of exclusive trading rights on 

the mainland. Cooper had interpreted those rights to apply only to the fur trade, 

and not to other commodities such as fish, potatoes, and cranberries. 

Cooper had to confine his operations to trade with the Indians on 

Vancouver Island. -..vhere the Company heid no exclusive rights of trade. He 

exoerienced severe financial reverses because of actions taken bv the Comoanv to . - - -
~hwe.rt his comme!"cial ventures. The Company managed to hold the monopoly of 

::ade both to San F!"an~isco and Honolulu. markets in which Coo9er had hoped to 

!.aunch a successful business career. He was resident on Vancouver Island between 

~351and1357 and is the :ropposition:' t~ading at ~owichan. noted in ~Ir. 

:itz~viiliam:s re~onse to question 2368. Cooperts testimony before the inquiry into 

~he Hudson:s Bay Company needs to be :ead against this background. 

~Ir. Cooper's.statements. given 21 l1ay 1857, refer to fishery matters in 

:he context of the Reciprocity Treaty between Great Britain and the United 

5tates. offer comparisons of the relative value of the fisheries of Vancouver Island 

.and F:aser River. and include observations regarding the nature and value of the 

:isheries markets in San Francisco and Honolulu •. These are all matters beyond the 

3ccoe of the ooinions in mv Affidavit. However. his comments about t!'le . - . . - . 

·.mimportance of fisheries at Vancouver !sland and the smallness of the market for 

:ish in Honolulu need to be assessed in light of his business failures and his 

[rust<ation at being excluded from the Fraser River business by the Company. 



fisheries. 
The following ~re ~xtrnc::s from :\tr. Cooper's testimony which bear on 

3585. ls there >my ~xport at all of produce to the 
Californian mar~et now from Vancouver's Island? .... 

3587. You would chiefly send bread-stuffs and timber? -
. .\nd coal and salt fish. 

3589. The rivers and waters of Vancouver's Island abound in 
fish. I believe? - They do; there are no rivers in 
Vancouver's Island of any extent; but the Straits of Juan de 
Fuca and all the salt water inlets around Vancouver's Island 
abound in fish. 

3590. Are there not salmon in the rivers? - Salmon are 
caught in salt-water, and also in Fraser's River on the 
mainland~ in respect of which the Hudson's Bay Company 
have the exclusive right of trade~ very much to the 
drawback of the settlers and colonists there. 

3738. Was there any impediment thrown in your way as a 
~olonist in that countr:.r? - Yes. 

3739. What? - I was e;<clusively confined to my operations 
.Jn ~:ancouver:s Island. I had the i:npression when I went 
:!:ere fi:-st~ that the ~ainland also was 09en for trade for 
set:lers: but I found afterwards that it was not. 

37 .;o. ~\That sort of trade? - In fishing, for instance. There 
-?..re ~arge fisheries _in Eraser's River_., which exclusively 
=>eicng to the Hudson's Bay Company. 

:7.;1. And you are prohibited from using that fishery? 
:.·es. 

·~733. Chairman.] Do the Indians get their subsistence 
.!niefly !::>y fishimf? - Yes: all the Indians on Vancouver's 
:.Sland subsist by fish as the staple article. 
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::337. The duty -.11hic:-i you :~entioned is upon fishing, is it 
:10~·? - No. the!"~ ~s no duty whatever, either import or 
•:?X:::>ort. in Vancouver':: Island. P.Xcepting the tOd. n load 
~e~tione<l nbove. 

-~530. You mentioned something_ about the fishing; will you 
zi'.·e ,; Ettie information on that subject·? - There is no 
~ishing of im9ortance on ·~·ancouver's Island. only on the 
:-:·:ers :·rnd coasts of ~~e mainland; and there the Hudson's 
3?-y C~mpany l:old the i:xclusive right of trade. according to 
:!":ei: -:harter. of the mainlanc. 

2381. In the Fuca Strait what is the case? 
:!1ere. 

It is all open 

338'.!. .~ny one may :ish there? - Yes; but in Fraser's 
_·_:·.:er. ~11hich is the oniy inlet to t!"le mainland, in fact, no 
~ne is allowed to fish. 

::883. ts that where the salmon is principally taken? - It 
.. ::. 

3384. Chairmani That !s a very valuable fishery, is it not? 
!'~ •<: ... ·-· 
~385. 3885. :.1r. Groganj If any quantity of fish were 
::i;.;:en :,y any of :he emigrants that chose to devote their 
.:.t:ention to it. what :'louid oecome of it; have they the 
-::e~ms of exporting and ·selling it? - Not very ample means. 

~335. :lave they mee.ns at all? - ~o; they would have 
;:-c:>ably to charte!" an American vessel to take it to some 
;.:o:-~ 3outh. or to !he Sandwich Islands. 

:ss-:. :!ave the Company any vessels that trade in fish 
:~emseives~? - ?es: :iut :hey .very often refuse to take 

·5. :.tr. Gr~ani :fith respect to the fish. we understand 
·: :.: extremely abundant there'? - Yes. 

;'.;7. .~nd that ~!1ere ·.vould :ie a ready sale for· it in the 
::~ncwich Islands'? - To a certain extent; it is only a small 
-::e.r;.:et in the Sandwich Islands. 



3898. Has nny attem;it eve!" ::>een made by the colonists to 
09en a :narket there for !"ish '? - Yes. 

3899. Has it succeeded·? - Yes. 

3900. ..\nd ther~ !s no i:nr.>ediment ~vhatever in the WAV of 
sending any quantity of fish which the colonists could sell 
into this market ii they pleased? - No, I believe not. 

3901. You have never known any instances of that kind? 
~o. 

3966. :\Ir. J.H. Gurney] With reference to the fisheries in 
the Straits, what are the fish caught there? - Salmon. 

3967. The same as in the R·iver Fraser·? - Yes. 

:\Ir. Coo9er1s characterization of the relative value of the fisheries of 

rraser River and Vancouver Island is correct in that the Fraser River fisheries 

-.vere more extensive and contributed t!"le bulk of the cured fish used in the export 

::ace. Howeve!'. Saanich Indians and other Indians on .. 1e Island had been trading 

:!sh and !'ish products (such as om to fort Victoria since before the Treaty of 

:5 June 1346 when Britain asserted sovereignty over Vancouver Island. 

:'ihile the-:raser River !isheries were more important in terms of 

~mount of fish cured and shipped. Cooper:s statement (se~ 3880 above) that tt"fhere 

:s ~o fishing of !;nportance on Vancouver:s Island, only on the rivers and coasts of 

:!i.e mainland: ..• <!could be misleading, if taken literally. I think his statement 

::-:eeds to be reed !n the context of his frustration at being excluded from trading 

:'lit!l the L'"ldians at Fraser River. See his statement (at 3783) that "all the Indians 

Jn \"ancouver:s Island subsist ~y fish as the staple article." Com9are also his 

.:ts.tement (5ee 3589 above; that "~ll the salt water inlets around Vancouver Island 

·:.oound !n fish". 

Similarly, his statement (at 3397) that "it is only a small market at the 

.Sandwich Islanes" needs to be understood in the context of efforts by Victoria 

'.':'lerchants to have the Colony of Vancouver Island included in the Reciprocity 

:-.-es.ty. -:-:<ports to the San rranc!sco market and to markets in Washington and 

'Jr-=~on Ter:-itor:es were severely handicapped because of the duties imposed at 
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:hese . .\medcan [>Orts. ;\'hile it is t:-!!e t!-:at the San Franc!sco market was larger 

~han the Haw!iiian market. ! think Cooper may have downplayed the potential of 

;:he Hawaiian r:iarket because !:!s s!li? was really suited only to the coastwise trade. 

.jus;: :!S he wanted to be able t0 par~:cipate in the trade wi::h Indians Rt the Fraser 

:liver. he wanted to be able to compete in t~e San Francisco trB-de. 
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l+I Department of Justice 
canada 

400 - 655 West Hastings St. 
Van¢0U~ B.C. 
V6B 5G3 

Ministere de la Justice 
Canada 

PROTEC'FED/SOLICITOR-CUENT PRlVILEGE 

DATE: June 16, 1995 

Memorandum. To: Distribution 

From: Hugh A. MacAulay, Counsel 
DOJ - Vancouver Regional Office 

Subject: Reasons fol" Judgment: R. ... Hunt 
Our File: 134247 & 118354 & 131553 

I am enclosing, for your infonnation, a copy of the Reasons for Judgment of the 
Honourable Judge Saunderson inR. v. Hunt which were released today. This important 
case involved the interpretation of right to "carry on fisheries as formerly" under the 
Douglas Treaty an~ in particular. whether that right encompasses the right to fish 
commercially. Saunderson, P.C.J., in refreshingly brief reasons, made the following 
significant rulings: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

That there is no commercial component to the Douglas Treaty permitting Douglas 
Treaty signatories to sell fish; 

That tb.c Douglas Treaty does not include the right to engage in a deep water 
interception fishery for chum salmon stocks; 

That bad a Douglas Treaty right to fish commercially been found to exist, that 
right was extinguished; and 

.. 4) That if it had been proven that Douglas Treaty rights had been infringed, any such 
infringement would be justified pursuant to the Supreme Court of Canada's 
decision in R. "· Sparruw. 

Judge Saunderson concluded that the Douglas Treaty right to "carry on fisheries as 
formerly" was analogous to the aboriginal right to fish as interpreted by the majority of 
the British Columbia. Court of Appeal inR. v. Van der Peet. 

Canada 
GCQO nnni ~nn.., al't •IT 
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Narman W.P. Fl::'aser 

.KUn c. Roberta 

Catx!pbal.1 River 

l7.·21to2l, 28 to lO, 1994 

1. !l'ha da~endattts are charged vith various offences under the 

u .::r:t.oharies Ac::t in October of 1992. :In detenc:e. they ass.rt that the 

ianpuqned activities are permitted by treatias mada between the 

LJ QU.akeol.th and (Jueac:Jcar tribes of Fort Rupert and Chief Factor Jamet1 

LJ 
t>aug'las on behal.f af' the Bud.son• s Bay COJ11Pany, a.nd that the.y are 

en1:i:t.l.ad to the benefit cf those tl:'•aties. 

·u 
'.rbe. i~aue ·£er th• cout::t is whether the. treaties can ba construed. a; u permi ttinq lndiall invol VQ\ent in today 1 B Ccmtlercial chum $alm.on 

fishery, 'Wi'th th• priority afforded by S.35(1.) Of the Coiist:it12:tiO!i 

u llat, 1982. 

--· --- . 
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Many tacts have been il9%'eed by counsel, and c~ain otheru ar• net 

seriously dieputed. Briefly, an Oc:tober. 22, 1992 the Kwakiutl &and 

council, through its 2lanagel:",. tha. d4!3t:liln4ant. David Hunt, instructed 

the. defendant Roy. cram«r to 'e.nc;ag-e 11'). a f'god f 1.shaey for ccci•tal 

and cera•oni1'.l pux-poses for th~ s~pa:rt o~ the. Native Brotherhood. 

convention tO be. held the. following" month in )'ort Rupert. ' A fQW · 

dnye later Mr. cranmer, operat.inq a Comllle.reial ~e~nG va5sel near 

th$ western entrance to Johnstone Strait, on tbe north .coast of 

VarLcouver Isla.ncl, caufiJht 1,,6;!6 ch~ salmon wG.igbinq :i.6,040 pounds, 

by meana or a purse seine. He deliveracl the. cat.ch to a f.ish-plloking 

vessel operated ~ the 4•f11mdants P•te~ and Ma})1a Knox Vha,. it 

appa-.rs .. either accapte.d the fish for sala an consignment, or acted 

as broken i:o e:f:fect: a sale of the ~ish to purchasers - 'l'he K'Wakiutl 

Band realized_ just over $11,_ ooo 'from tha sale, a transaction Which 

was unquestignably c~e~eial in natUl:'e. Tho•e sale proceeds were 

usad by the Band to cover axpansQ ·for a.ir ~a.res, hoti!l" 

acconan.odat1on, a~d meals inc:w:red by delega.tes a.ttrandin9 the Native 

Brotherhood convention in Fort·aupart in Ko~er i992. 

At the tilne~ and plac~ tbe f i~h ware caaght, th~a was a closure 

in -.f'tect tor the commer·eial 5abion fishery. 

The. treaties provide for tb~ s"Urrander to the Sucbsc:n' s Say Company 

o~ a tvo mile vida strip gf land along the· coast of northern 

• 
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Vancouver Island be.tween what ara now Port McNeill and Port Haxdy. 

:rho land incluclas Fort Rupert:, Whic:h. today is an Indiari reservation 
\ 

adjacent t.o the easterly limit Qf Port aa~y. For the ~enafit at 

the Indians, the trea.ti"'c contain tha .tollowi.iag wcrd.s: 

rt :Ls U1lds%-stood that St• are .. at liber:ty. 
our :ti.aberie# as LanrJerl.y. ~·-.· 

..... to carry on · -

From. the report cf Jchn DaWhirst I am sati$f ied tha~ the Xwakiutl 

Band is the prcas.nt name given to th• Kw~kcire.la. spe.aki.nq tribes o~ 

Fcxt :R.up~rt., a:mon9 the::. the Quakeolth a:nd QUaackar, s=iqnatorie& to 

the treaties in question. Mi:. Dewhirst is an antbropoloctist call.ad 

as a da~ence witness. l am also satJ.sfilld, through aami•sions ot 

tho Cx"ovn ~ Mr. Dewhirst •s report, and the tes_timony 0£ Emily Baker, 

that Kesa:rs, . Cl;'anmer, Eunt; and Xnox are desoenda.nts of kn~ 

signatories of' the treaties, and. therefore tha.t the de~end_ants: and 

the ~a.kiutl ~and enjoy th• benet'its ot the treaties .. 

Th• o:ovn.bas l.ai.4.the f'ol.lcwinq four cbarqes undar tha l"isha:ie• 

Act against the dofendantsa 

LJ count 1 Roy CratU11er, a~ttac1 by David HUtit, ~ishsd %'or ch.Ulll 
5al~an in • closed area. 

LJ Count 2 

n Count 3 

Messrs. cranmer and H'Unt wilawfully sold chum sa1D.on 
which vere not l89'ally caugh.t. · 

Ma.ble an'd Peter Kn~ unlavfUJ.ly purch«!sed illegally 
caught: chwa sabQD. 
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The tcnoxas and Hr. crannar were in possession of° 
illaqa1ly ca.u.ght ehua •almon. 

a.· se.cr_~on 3!i (l.J o't th• co1u1t::i.t.u.t:l.0J1.. ~ct:., 1tai p~ovides: 

%'hCI exis:tf.ng aborig.i.n4l and 'treaty r.!ghts o~ the 
aborig-b:M.1 peopia11 or Canada are h•rebY. 1:1tcognj.t:ed 
and' ar~irlaed. 

~e S~reme Court ~~ Cs.na<ia in -a. ""· spa.no~ (1990), 56 c.c.c. (Jd) 

2G3· at p. 489· sta.ted., 11We wish to elnphasllise. the. i211portanc:e of 

c:cJntext and a case-~y-case approadi to c. 35(1).~ 

9. l:h.Brl.t.i.sh Columbia, aboric;tina1· rights iµ'e based on activities ud 

practii:=es in vhich natives vere involved be.tore the assertion ot 

sovere.icpit:y' by Enql.and. In Jl~ ~· n.idk (unreported, February 16, 

l.993,. B.C .. P.e. catupbe1l. River Reg'i.stry na. 1G,S55) this court found 

tha.t captain vancauver asserted Sr1tish sovet"ei9nty over the area 

araund. Vancouver :Island· in· 1793, and that in any e"ent sucq 

scvereignt.y oceurrad not later than 1.B4G, when tJ:ta ~i:-ea:t::r of OrSl]en 

vas· bnpl.eaent:ad bet"1ea . Canad.a and the United. Stat.Gs cit' Amuica. 

'l'he. Dou91Gs Treaties in CJU•~cra were theret'cre ci~ed no •ore than 

~i.fty.:..nine years attar sov.areignty. 

l.o. l' ~ise the matter of ab0%'1g'1nal rights because the Crovn asserts 

that:. " ••• oouqlAG "n"eaty riqhts to carry on fisheries as fcrmca.rly 

are int.µnat.elY connfilcted to a~riginal practices" (written 

tl~~~nt, p. SJ. In support, the crown rs.lies: on tlla pas.s~9e. l!rom 
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M~l vih c, c, J. (as he .then was) in a.. ,,. • •~ova (unrepcrt:ad, NovembBl:' 

15~ 1989, County court o~ Vaneoavtlr I&land, Nanaimo ~egistry no. 

0469) at P• 10: 

rt :ls d1~:t1cult t:o sea hew t.be rig.ht: to "carry on 011.t"" 
&i.sb.eria& 11.s ~or1lilarI..y" .i1l 'th• t1:a.11tt:y Wlder ·con.s:l.deration 
can be anything .ore t:ben a rec::ogiUticm or the abor:ig:J.naJ. 
r.ight to .ti$b that: ex.istet.f at the ti.a• the NADJUJ110 ··Band 
en~ad .tnto the tJ:eaty vith Governor Douglas J.n 1.954. 
ff hat:ever rights tbey had at Chi?tt 'tiJ2$ were assure(;! t.:o 'them., 
by v.irtue o:r· t:hat treaty. ·· 

Cf a d.if'eerent treaty, 'Hilscn J., d.isagree.inq with the. result: but 

apparently raflectin_g the v1ev ot tha e.nt.ire court, wrote, "The. 

c.rbale. emphasis of T~eaty 8 lola.s an the J;Jreservation ot: the X:ndian' s 

t::raditional way of life"2 a. v. karsem.aii., [199~] 4 w.w.~. 97 at p. 

l.11 cs.c .. c.J 4 'rhat traa.ty contained the wo:l:'ds, ..... th• •a.id 

l:ndians ••• shall have the right to pursiie their usual vocatioJls ot 

hunti.lig, tra.pPinq attd :Cishin9 •••• " The analogy to the case. at. baJ: 
• 

is: evtdent ... 

i.LJ 'rhe De~endanta argue tha.t treaty rig-hts are not necessaril.y 

LJ 

LJ 

LJ 

identical to a~original rights. ·r aqree. A trgaty is nothing more 

ar les1i than a c::on~act .. If its ra.e21ninCJ is clear, ona need no't. leok 

beyond its tarms; oth~ise# ono. must try to discern th• intention 

of the contracting parties. 

.2. J:n this ca$e, the aea.ni.n9" cf "cart"Y Oh cur fishe:ries a$1 farm.eriyn 

LJ is nat explained in the treaties .. and there is no evidence of what 

the signatories understood it to mean. Absent such into:nuation1 it 

o~~ ·reasonable to conclude that the parties ltlUSt have 

u 
.ii1N w 16 • 95 11: 23 604 748 2733 PAGE.001' 
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contempl~ted th• continuation of t:he Ihdians' traditional rishinq 

practices. Since the treaties vere concluded within sueh a 5hort 

t.im~ cf. thG a.:sertion ot British sovereignty,. one can an1y look to 

abcri9bt•l practices ~or an Qllderatanctin9 o~ what activities tb.e 

t:i:eatiu protect • .In tb.1.s ragard. t ci:tn. ~ind no con~.lict vith t:he. 
I 

prinaipl.es of treaty intarp;r;"e~ation campil•d by the Bt'itiGh 

COlumbia Court of A52pe.al ii\ Saad.cbton Keba Xitd.. v. Claxton 

(1989), 57 D.L.a. (4th) 161, 

13. l:t shou1d ba · added that the p"rinoipl.u cf inte.:;prete.tion in th.a 

saa~ic=h-t:an decision rerer 1:0 th• manner in Which the treaty is 

construed.. ~•Y do not af~ect the eourt•s ~act-fin4ing £unct.i.on 

relating to whether a given practice exist~d betore the treaty ~as 

lllad.e-

1.4. The last ct -the prs.liZttinaey conaiderations is to dQter:111inca wha.t 

types o~ activity are protected by th• tre~tie.s. :rt ~ould appear 

tbat l'Jat a11 activities or practices ciua.l.ify ror protection; 

l:athel:. on1y those vhich 111re follhd to .ha.ve been intaqral to native 

society, not incidental to it. Ih the ~ords of Macfar1ane J.A. in 

a. 'V. V•n d~ Pea~ (1993), 80 e.c.L.R. C2d) 75 at P• 89, 

• • • 1:h• cpua.srt:1oil o~ tirhat is an abar.1.giz>•.1 right: 
d••ercting .PZ"O'tect.ion is .cot deterAi.n.ed nec:a1!>$llZ'i.1.y 
by ;re~oreAOe to 'Che .aef::LvJ;t1es J.n flrhJ.ch abor1.~in~ 
p•z:•ons were en.gag•d jn 114'. ~be ee~"t j.s whether 
such acti'Vities or practices ~QZ"e integral. to the 
dis-t:J..nctJ.vs cul't'rzrs c~ the abor.!gin•a,, an eJJ.~i.ry 
whicb :.ay or zuay not need to pre--date con-tact: wi.t:h 
the BU.ropesns. 
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Raving- provided th• 1e9~J. fraw.•wot'")( in Vb.ich the principal £a.ctua.1 

issue wil.1 b~ eonsiderad., I •hall turn tc the evidence. Th• burden 
. . 

is on the d.atfmdants to prove, an· a b~lanca o~ prot>al:ti li ties'· that . . 
the DOt\g'las ~reatias ·c:orit:uiplated the commercial sal.e Of chtUn 

s.a.llllon: R. v. Sp~rrov (aboveJ. That !lJlte.il.8 an examination of the . 
ev.i.den~e as it relates to the.. a.bcriqina.J. pra.ct.i.c:e2' of the 

dafQ~dants• a~eest:ars. Mt'. Dewhirst provided.the e~id•n=~ ior the 

defenc8 on thi• subj•c:t. 

The ••ct.ion of Mr. DeVhir•t' • r.eport w~ieh ~aals with trad.a bec;Jins 

vith tho assertion, ·•~ade ~- buying and sell.1.ng- - vas a.n 
. . 

i?1t:insic· part ot Evalc1U~l a~tana.nca. 11 He 'then gives spacific 

exaiup1es 0%" Rwakiu1;l trade ac:curring- be.fore the tl:'eatias c~ma. into 

heinsr: 

In 1841, t:he·~olllkiutis traded ~urs tc th• Rudscn•s bay 
company in return ~or blankets, to~cco, £ilas, guns, 
ammunition, and other it.ms. 

In l.192, tha Nimpk1sh ·traded. rux-e· and 111ountain qoat wool 
to tha Hoctka for Spaniah muskets. 

Xn 1838, the eoqullt bac,;ran to c:ott1pate With. .Eurcpaans by 
t~adin9 guns and ammWiitiou to Indians at Fort L~qley. 

In 1792, the GVetala supplied Galiano'• ships with sal.JDon 
from the mouth Of the. Qua.tse River (in tbe tert:-itory 
1.ater ceded by the Douc;las ~ties). 

Xn 1834, tha·c:aughquil bartered. eulaeho11s for her~inq 
spavn frOlll th• lndians at Sella Sella. 

In 1834, the LekWiltok bartered Coast Salish sl~ves 
tc the Quakaol'th and Nav1ty. 
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1n 184-S, the Rosk.f.ina traded sal11Cn and halibut to the 
Rudsotl' s t\e.y. comp atty at Fort .Rupert. 

In 1sso, tl\Q .Fort Rupert Indj,ans (presumably tbe 
Quakeoltl\ and QUeackar) sUPPlied deer, wildfowl, and 
fish to the Hudson•s Bay Co=pany~ · 

In 1eso, the •~~e Indiane ·traded bl.ankGts for oan~ec 
and carved art1tacts f'rcm other tribes • 

• 
1'he inf1uenca ot the Europeans U. obvious in most of those 

tran~actions; th&y either participated in t:he trade theilsG.lves
1 

or . . 
their products were the subject of tra.da. In either ca:sca thQ.sc;t 

cannot,_ by defini.tion, be aboriginal practices. i:ven givinq the 

dat"endants the benefit of ·the doubt by il1t.e.t-Prat.inq Jt. v. nt:qvn •s 
. -

permitting- recognition of 'fishing 1>ractices J:>etwe6ll the tbie c~ 

asse.%'t~on cf soverei911ty alld the data of the treaties, one must 

enqtiire vhethor the p=ac:ticeg vare "integra1 to the Clistinc:tive 

c:ulture. ·ot 'the. al)oriqines. '' That involve.es a determination.· er how 

salJRon -- particu1ar1y chum ~almon -- were use.d by the RYakiutl, 

a.nd whether that use was inteqral ta their distinctive culture. .. 

17 4 Dr. Sheila Robinson is an anthropalaqist spaoialJ:zing' in the 

athncgraphy B.rld et:lmahistoey of northwest caast :r.naians. She 

tastifi~cl. on behitl:t Of the 0::0\.ln.as to the nature Of thg OXehange 

oz goods by th• Kwakiutl~ In-bar opinion, the principal context in 

whic:h cnccha~a occun-ad vas: t:ha potl.ateh·, vbich tta& "'gavernad by • 

anQ 5~orc1inate to kinsbip naec!s and relation&! •• The potlatch 

~~lfi1ied the fun~tion of upolitical a.nd so~ial q1ue,n by 

'camentinq and vali~at~n9 relations, and r~intorcin9 rights to use 

each other's resources.' With the e.xception of e.ulachon oil, 
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:toodstuf~s wAre not considered 11e.1uaa1es for· the purpose Qf 

exc:han9'•· Salmon var; certainly a tood staple :tor the Kwakiutl; r;lnnti 

lllC'Z;'e so than tha other salmon spEH:Jies, for cnce· it va.s eared, be.ing 

1aan it preserved well. It wa.s cotisumed for ~u1'a1.ctan.Qe, and. aerved. 

at feasts and other socia1 and eerem.oni&l occasions, such as 'the 

s;iotla tch. 

Wbil• no doubt there wera instancec ct ~arter of salmon, as point•d 

ou~ by Mr. DeWhirst, 'the$e appQar to have been incidental to the 

central Rwt.kiutl use ct salmon. or. Robinson has provided the 

canvas trcm which a nore!I c:omplete pic:tur" ein.~es. All the evidence 

persuades me that trade ita sal.Jnon ca.ttnot ba said to have been 

integra.1 ~a Rwuiutl cu1turE.. · 

~er• is a.lso the undisputed. fact that no ca.sh econoin.y exi.sted in 

the aree1 before 1es1. There ~an be no analC)CJY be.boree~ a prehis:toric 

barter systa~ ~o satisfy food, sociai, and cerell\onial needs and a 

mo4ern comm.~cial ~ishery catarillq eo provin~iai, national, and 

In SW'll, I am parsu~ded ~y croYtt and de~anc~ avidenc:e t:ha:t. there is 

LJ no co~aergial component to ~he DQUglas Treaties. 

LJ 

LJ 
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21.. can acarry on cur fisheries as fa:rmerly" ba interpreted to include 

the ri91:tt ta en~9e in a d.eep vatu interception fishery involvinq 

passiJ19 ch1m salmon stocks? The an~~ to the questi.on 111Ust take . . 

·~,·. into ac~unt that the aboriginal right to fish .is "site and 

ilCtivity apoci~ic:'•: R.. •· Van _d.ar Pee1: (above) at p. 99. 

.22. ttl the section of biJJ rca.port . entitled ''The Annual Round.,, Mr. 

O.iirhir.-t writes, ''In Septembu and Octobe;i:, tribes moved. to their 

~ishing stations at the. mouths ct rivara= to catch chwit or dog 

sallaon. Tracli.tionally, mast chum salmoti vo.re · taken in nets, VQir,; · 

and traps." DUnc:an S1:ac:er was qualitied by the cracm as an expert 

0 
0 
0 
·O 

0 
~D 

0 
D 

0 
D 

in several. areas, ona ot: Vhich is ~original f"iGhi.nq practices on O 
the coaat o~ British Colwa.1'ia. His evidl!!nce was that ch.01n salmon 

were taken by Indians ih rivers and th•i~ estuaries, not in t:he 0 
open oc•an. er~ and. defence vithassea Zlre thus in substant"ial 

a.graaiuent that the •boriginal chum sal~on fishery w~s riverine. 

. 
23. No •Vidence vas put: before the c:Ourt sug'g'esting the K'-lakiutl wera 

i11volved in a deep water fi•het'Y as d•scribed a.·lxiove •. That is, th• 

dafQndants bave not pravad that i:heir ancestars participated in the 

spac~~ic type at act.ivity in which Mr4 Cramner was invalved and 

'lhich has resQ.lted. in the charqas a.i;ainst him - 11. c:leep ~tm: .net 

iishery for chWD salmon. That activity is not, thQ?'efcre. 1 prctected 

by the tr•Aties. 
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4lha tind.inc;J ot an al:loriqinal riv~rine, 111i opposed to deep Ttater# 

~ishery for chWll salJnOn datarmincu; the 'sita specific• aspect ~~ 

prco~ required. for the ~xistence of an aboriginal rica-ht.. In other 

voJ:Wi, ~. cra.nmer•s involve:m~t in a. d4ep va:t:e ocean: t!ishe.:y is 

inconsistent vith his aboriqinai right only to partici.p~te in a 
' 

riverine :fishery, rinc:e the latter by dra1!1n1tion ~ludes the . 
tal:'mer. Were the outcame ot this issue t~ turn an \fbet:ber the 

. . 
Quakeolth ~nd Queackar curiad an their aboriqinal fisheries in the 

general are-. in which Ml:. Cramner vas fishing in Oc:tobC'kr 1992,. the . 
result wau.J.d b• d.if:fuent. Tb.e chum sablon in 't:hi.s case were taken 

• 
at locations knovn a• Glory Hole, Paracn Bay, c:racrort Point:, arid 

!'reshwater llay at or near ;be western entrance to .Tohnstona Strait. 

Whil.e the supporting erldanc:a is not wi t:hout wal!knoss es, :r accept 

Hr. Dewhirst:•s opinion tha.t the four tishing 1ocations ~a within 

the da:fendant• • a.ncestral territory, \lhich 1nc:l\1.dad their villages 

ot origin, fall £ishing =~tions, and winter v~iiages. 

PJ::p!G]llfBM.m 

Bad a treaty right to f1ah commercially been.found to e~i~t, 1:he 

Crown voul.d then bear the burden of p~cwing that Parliament has 

~hlguiahed that right. This co¢ d.Gcidad that issue in £'11."our cf 

'the er~ in Jl. v.. Dick, in th• coht~ o~ a cl.aim :for an 

aboriginal, not a treaty, r.t.;ht .. 'l'he law nlatingo to axtinguistuuent 

"as summarized in that case, and counsel have provicl&!d e.Xtensive 

written arqumeht on the point in the case at ~~r4 I do not 'intend 

.LJ,N 16 ·as 11:2s 604 748 2733 PAGE.0l3 
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to J:"apeat' tile arguments htte, as there bas been na chanCJe 1?J the 

av since a. T. l'>iok llhieh Vaul.d dictata a different decision in 

rol.ation to these t:-eaties,. Det'enc~ Cc~e1 invite DG to aoapt: the 

d.ia•entin9 opinic.ns a~ Rutcheon and Lambert= :r:r .A~ in a. ~ .. Van der 

~-t. .. z zies:pec:t~ully daclin• to d.o so, 

Dl'BDGEMEP'l' MR .TUlflr+WtRI' 

~'· .t~ ~ had i'aund. in favour of the aefcmdan:ts on the issue of 

extinguishlle.nt, an4 had the. dafandanta:·proved th~t the c:~ercial 

:e'i.ah!.l\g' c1osure infringed t:bair trel!lty r!.gbts (about 'Which J: make 
. . 

no f'incling), I ui f:(atis~ied that any such infrint1c:mcnt .1~ justitied 

an t:b6 critoria in 1l. v. Spuzrow. 

ymm;c:r 

2~. Th• def•nce having !ai1ed tc. aatablisb that the Douglas Treaties 

giv• then a constitutional right ~ fish CQltlJDercially :!:or chum. 
11almon in p:.-io~ity to other commercial tich£ZZ1en, I :tind th• . 
gui1ty o~ the c~argas, counaal my ViSh to addrass the c~ on 

whether convictions sbould·.be entered on all counts. 

Cmnpllell River, s.c. 

June 16, 1!195 

JUN 16 '95 11:2S 
604 748 2733 PAGE.014 
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Campbell River Registry 
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·IN THE PROVINCIAL COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. 

REGINA 

v. 

DAVID J. HUNT, ROY CRANMER, 
HABLE :KNOX, AND PETER .KNOX 

) 
) 
) 
) 

T. 
) 

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT 

OF THE HONOURABLE 

JUDGE SAUNDERSON 

LJ Counsel for the Crown Thomas J. Bishop and 
Norman W.P. Fraser 

~- counsel tor tha-Defandant 

~ 
Pl.ace. o! Trial Campbell River 

Dates o! Trial November 14 to 17, 21 to 23, 28 to JO, 1994 

The dt!endants are charged ~ith various offences under th~ 

Fishorigs Act in OctobQr of 1992. In de!ence they ass~rt that the 

impugned activities are permitted by treaties made betwsen the 

Quakeolth and Q~eackar tribes ot Fort Rupert and Chief Factor Jama~ 

Douglas on behal:r of the Hudson's·. flay Company, and that they are 

en~itltd to the bene!it of those treaties. 

~ The issue for tht court is whether the treaties can be construed as 

~ per~itting Indian involvement in t~day's conmercial chu.~ sal~on 

fishery, ~ith the priority afforded by s.35(1) of t~e Constit~tion 

~Act, 19-82·; 
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FACTS 

3. Many facts have been agreed by counsel, and cGrtain oth~rs are not 

seriously di5puted. Briefly, on October 22, 1992 the Kwakiutl Band 

council, through its manager, the defendant D~vid Hunt, inst~uctQd 

the daf end ant Roy. cranm~r to 'engage. in a food fishez:y_ for .soc~'2tal 

and ceremonial purposes for the support of the: Native Brotherhood 

convention to be held the following month in Fort Rupert. ' A few 

days later Mr. Cranmer, operating a commercial seine VRssel near 

the western entrance to Johnstone Strait, on the north coast of 

Vancouve.r ·Island;-catiglif""I, 636 chum--~irn~~ .Weig-hi~~--~~-;-~~-~-- pounds I 

by means of a purse seina. He delivered thQ catch to a fish-packing 

v1r.ssel operated .by ths dafendant:s P~ter and Mabl• Knox who, it 

appears, ~i th'lr acc~pted the fish for sale an consignment, or acted 

as brokers to effect a sale of the fish to purchasgrs. Tha Kwakiutl 

Band realizQd just over $11,000 frorn the sale 1 a transaction which 

was unquestionably colillilercial in nature. Those sale proceeds were 

usad by the Band to cover expenses for air fares, hot~l 

accommodation, arid meals incurred by delegates attending the Native 

Brotherhood convention in Fc::-t R'lipert in Nove::-.ber 1992. 

4; At the times and plac~s the fish vere caug~t, there vas a closure 

in ~:tect !or the co~rnercial salmon fishery. 

5. The -t::-eaties provide fo= the surrender to the Hudson's nay Cor.pany 

o~ a t'l.lo mile "Wido st::.-:p o~ lar.d along the coast o! :-:o:::-ther:i 
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Vancouver Island batween what are now Port McN~ill and Port Hardy. 

'l'he land includes Fort Rupert_, which today is an Indian reservation 

adjacent to the easterly limit o! Port Hardy. For the benefit of 

th~ Indians, the treaties contain the !ollowing words: 

It is understood,. that we are' at liberty ... to carry on 
our fisheries as ··formerly. 

From the report of John Dewhirst I am satis!ied that the Kwakiutl 

Band is the pre~ant nam~ given to the Xwakwala sp~aking tribes of 

to-· Fort RUpQrt, a~_:>~!! t1:~~---1:h_e Q\lakE!C>lth. and. Queackar, .sdqnatorias 

~ .. --~-~- ~eaties in question. Mr. Dewhirst is an anthropologist called 

.,. 

~ 

u 
~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 

n 

as a da!ence witness. I am also satisfiad, through admissions of 

thQ Crown, Mr. Dewhirst's report, and the tQstimony of Emily Baker, 

that Messrs;. Cranmer, Hunt, and Knox are descendants o~ known 

signatories of the tr~aties, and therefore that the de~endants and 

tha K\.takiutl Band enjoy tha benetits o.! the treaties. 

CHARG&S 

The crown has laid the !ollcwing four charges under the Fisherie~ 

Act against the defendants: 

Count l Roy cran~er, ab~tted by David Hunt, !'ishad .tor chu::i 
salmon in ~ closed area. 

n Count 2 

Count 3 

Messrs. cranI:ler and Hunt unlawfully sold churn salmon 
which \Jere not 112gally caught. 

Mable and Pli?ter K:iox· unla\..lfully pu:-ch~sed illegally 
c~ugh~ chu~ ~almcn. 
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The Knoxes and Mr. cranrnQr Wtre in po~session o! 
illegally caught chum salmon. 

PRELitlINJ\..RY GDNSIDER;T!ONS 

Section 35(1) of the Constitutio~ Act, 1982 provides: 

The ~xisring aborigin~l and tr~a~y rights of the 
aboriginal. people~ of Canada are hsreby recognized 
and a.:trirmed. 

The Supreme Court o~ Canada in R. v. sparroY (1990), 56 c.c.c. (3d) 

263 at p. 289 :stated, "We wish to emphasisa the importance of 

D 

D 
D 

0 
D 

context and a case-by-case approach --to -s .. JS (1) ~- 11 --··· ---- · ··· -- ---:------ --D 

9. In British Col~mbia, aboriginal rights are based on activities and 

practices in ~hich natives ~erQ involved he!ore the assertion ot 

3overQignty by England. In R. ~- Dick (unreported, February 16, 

1993, B.C.P.C. Campbell River Registry no. 16,555) this court found 

that Captain Vancouver asserted British ~ov~reignty over the area 

around Vancouver Island in 1792, and that in any event such 

sovereignty occurrQd not later than 18 4 6, when the Treaty of Oregon 

was impl~ented betveen Canada ~nd the United States o! America. 

The Douglas Treaties in qua~tion w~re therefore signed"no more than 

fifty-ninQ y~ars a!ter sovereignty. 

10. I raise the matter of .aboriginal rightB because th~ crovn asserts 

thut " ... Douglas Treaty right~ to c~rry on fisheries as formerly 

aro intirnat:cly conn12cted to aboriginal practicQs" (wr3..tten 

arg\lf.i.e.nt, p. Sj - In suppo:::-<;:, the Crown ralies on the passnge ~~om 

D 

D 

0 
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D 
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D 
O· 
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Melvin c.c.J. (as he then was) in R. v. BroYn (unreportgd, November 

15, 1989, County Court of Vancouvar Island, Nanaimo Registry no. 

0469) at p. lO: 

It is di:f :ti cult:. to see hov the !"ight; t:o "carry on our 
fisherias as rormerly" in thG treaty under consideration 
can be illlything more than a recognition or the aboriginal 
right to fish that exis'teci at the time the Nanaimo Band 
entorad into the treaty with Governor Douglas in 1854. 
WhatQver rights they had at that time were ~ssured to tham, 
by virtue or that treaty. 

Of a dif!erent treaty, Wilson J., disagreeing with the result but 

appar~ntly reflacting the view o! the entire court, wrote, 11 The 

uhole Gmphasis of Treaty 8 Was on the preservation o! the Indian's 

traditional way of life 11
: R. v. Horseman, (1990) 4 w.W.R. 97 at p. 

111 (S.C.C.). _That treaty containad the words, " 
Indians ••• shall have the right to pursue their usual vocations o! 

hunti~g ~ trapping and fishing .... 11 The analogy to tha. case at bar 

is evident. 

The De!endant~ argue that treaty rights are not nec~ssarily 

identical to aboriginal rights. I agrsa. A traaty is nothing more 

or less than a contract. If its ~eaning is clear, onQ need not look 

beyond its tarrns; other-vise, one must try to discern tha intention 

of the contracting parties. 

In this case, the meaning of 11 car::y on our fisheries as formerly" 

is not explained in the treaties, and there is no evidence of what 

the $ignatories understood it to mean. Ahsent such intor~a~ion, it 

seemg-- - -reasonable to co::-:clud~ t~at the parties wust have 
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contemplated the continuation of the Indians• traditional !ishing 

practices. Since the treatie~ vere concluded within such a short 

timG of the assertion o! British sov~reignty, one can only look to 

aboriginal practices tor an 'l.md~r:standing o.f what activities thQ 

treaties protect. In this r~gard I can !ind no conflict with thQ 

principles -·of treaty interpretation compil"tEo by the British 

Columbia Court of Appeal in s2anichton Harina. Ltd. v. Claxton 

( 19 s 9 ) I 5 7 D • L. R • ( ~th) 16 l • 

It should be added that the principl~s of interpretation in the 
- ... ··-·--- ····-----·· ·--· ·--- ... 

sa.anichtcn decision re.rer to th1i manner in which the treaty is 

const:nied. They do not af!ect the court's fact-finding function 

relating to whether a giv~n practica existgd before the tre~ty ~as 

lllade_ 

14. The last of th~ preliminary considerations is to deter:r:iins what 

types or activity are protected by th~ t~eaties. It would appear 

that not all ac'ti •1ities or practices qualify !or protec:tionj 

rather, only those ~hich are found to have been integral to native 

society, not incid~ntal to it. Iri·the words o~ Macfarlane J.A. in 

R. v. Va.n der Peet (1993), so B.c.L.R. (2d) 75 at p. 89, 

... ~hs question of what is an aboriginal right 
deserving p.rotec~ion is no~ determined necessarily 
by rererence to the activities in which aboriginal 
pe~sons wer• engagsd in 1846. The test is whethgr 
such ~ctivities or practic~s wers int9gral to tpe 
distinctive culturs of thG aborigin~s, an enquiry 
which may or ~ay not need to pre-da~g contact with 
the Eurcpeans. 
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IS THERE A GOM.HERCIAL COMPONENT TO 'l'JIB 'l"REATI~S? 

Having provided tha legal fram~work in vhich the principal factual 

issue will be considered, I shall turn to the evidence. ThQ burden 

is on the de!endants to prove, on a balanc~ or: probabilities, that 

the Douglas Treaties cont~mplated the ··commercial sale of chu:m 

salmon: R. v. Sparrow {abov~). That entails an examination of th~ 

~vid~nce as it relates to thQ aboriginal practices ot the 

defendants' ancestors. Mr. Dewhirst provided the evidance !or the 

defence on this subjact. 

The s~ction of Mr. Dewhirst 1 s report which dQals with trade begins 

vith thg assertion, "Trade buying and selling was an 

intrinsic::: part o! Kwakiutl sustenance. 11 He then give.s specific 

exa~ples of Kwakiutl trade occurring before the tr~aties cam• into 

being: 

In 1841, thQ Komkiutis traded !urs to the Hudson's Bay 
Co~pany in return for blankets, tobacco, filQs, guns, 
ammunition, and other itQms. 

In 1792, the Nimpkish traded furs and mountain goat wool 
to the Nootka for Spanish hl~skets. 

In 1838, the Coquilt began to compete with Eu=apeans by 
t=ading guns and ammunition to Indians at Fort Langley. 

!n 1792, the Gwetala suppli~d Galiano•s ships with sal~on 
tram the mouth of the Qua~se River (in the territo~y 
later ceded by the Douglas Treaties). 

In 1834, the caughquil bartered eulacho:tis for herring 
spa~n fro~ tha Indians at Bella Bella. 

!n 1834, the L~kwiltok bartered Coast Salish slaves 
t-o·th~ Quakeolth and Navity. 
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ln 1849, the Koskirno traded salmon and halibut to the 
Hudson's Bay company at Fort Rupert. 

In 1850, the Fort Rupert Indians (pr~sumably the 
Quakeolth and Queackar) supplied daQr, wildtowl, and 
fish to the Hudson's Bay Company. 

In 1850, the ~aroe Indians traded blankets for canoes 
and carved artifacts from other tribes. 

The inf.l uenca of the Europeans is obvious in most of those 

transactions; they either participated in thQ tra.de themsGlves, or 

their products were the ~u!:>ject of trade. In Gither case the~Q 

cannot, by definition, be aboriginal practices. Even giving the 

defendants the benefit cf·th.e doubt by interpreting R.. v. llrcvn as 

perrni tting recognition of fishing practices between the tilne of 

assertion of sovereignty and the date of the t~eati«s, one must 

enquire tlhether the practices \.lQre "integral to the distinctive 

cul tur~ o! the aborigines. 11 That involves a detGrmination· o:r how 

salmon -- particularly churn salnon -- werQ used by the K~akiutl, 

~nd whether that use was integral to their distinctive c~ltur6!.. 

17. Dr. She.ila Robinson ·is an anthropologist sp&cializing in the 

ethnography and ethnohistory of northwest coast Indians. She 

testified on behal! of the cro~n as to the nature o! thg exchange 

o! goods by thQ Kwakiutl. In her opinion, the principal context in 

which exchange occur:-ed was the potlatch, which \.las "governed by 

and subordinate to kinship needs and relations," The potlatch 

fulfilled the function of 11 political and social glue," by 

'ce~enting and validating ~~lations, and reinforcing =ights to uss 

each othe!"' 's resources. ' With t::e u:ception of «.Ulachon oil, 

···- .... -·. -·-. 
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roodsturrs were not considered valuables for the purpose of 

exchange. Salmon ~as certainly a !cod staple for the Kwakiutl; chu~ 

more so than the other s~lmon speoies, for once it was cured, being 

lean it preserved well. It Wa$ consumed !or subsistance, and served 

at !Qast5 and other social and ceremonial occasions, such as the 

potlatch. 

While no doubt there were instancss of bart~r of 5almon, as pointed 

out by Mr. Dewhirst, these appQar ·to have been incidental to the 

central Kwakiutl use a! salmon. Dr. Robinson has provided the 

canvas. from which a:· niora···-camplete pictlJ.re . em~rges. All. the e~idance 

persuades m~ that trade in salmon can·not be said to have been 

integral to Kwakiutl culture. 

TherQ is also the undisputad fact ~hat no cash economy e~isted in 

the area before 1851. There can be no analogy between a prehistoric 

barter system to satisfy !ood, social, and ceremonial needs and a 

modern commercial tishery catering to provincial, national, and 

!'orgign markets. 

In su.~, I arn persuaded by Crovn and defence GVidQnce that thera is 

no conmercial component to the Douglas Treaties. 
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THE NATYR~ OF THE ABORIG!NAt KW1\KIUTL FISHERY 

Can 11 carry on.our fi:sheries as formerly" be interpr'2.ted t:o include 

the right to engage in a deep watar interception !ishery involving 

passing chum salmon stocks? The answer to the question must take 

into account that the aboriginal right to::::fish is "site and 

activity specific": R. v. Van der Peet (above) at p. 99. 

In the section of his report enti tle.d 11 The Annual Round", Mr. 

Dewhirs:t writes, 11 In September and October, tribEis moved to· their 
..... ·-· ······ ·- . ···-·. ---·--- ---------··- -····· -·--··· ······ 

fishing ~tations at the mouths cf rivers: to catch chum or dog 

salmon. Traditionally, most chum salmon were taken in nets, YGir~. 

~nd traps:." Duncan Stac~y was qualified by the crown as an expert 

in several a.rGas, one of which is aboriginal fishing practices on 

the coast ot British Columbia. His evidence was that chum salmon 

WQrQ taken by Indians in rivers and thQir estuaries, not in the 

open ocean. Crown and de!ence witnesses are thus in substantial 

agrQement that the aboriginal chum salmon fishery was riv~rinc. 

No evidence ~as put before the court suggesting the Kwakiutl w~re 

involved in a.deep water fishery as dQscribed above. That is, tha 

defsndants have not proved that their ancestors participated in the 

specific type of activity in ·-which Mr. Cranmer vas involved and 

which has resulted in the charges against him -- a dQep water net 

!ishery for chu~ salmon. That activity is not, therefore, protec~ed 

by "':.he tre~ties. 
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The finding of an aboriginal riverine, as opposed to deep water, 

fishery for chum sal~on determines the 'site specific• aspect ot 

proo! required for the existence of an aboriginal right. In other 

word~, Mr. cranm4r's involvement in a deep vater ocQan fishQry is 

inconsistent with his aboriginal right only to participatG in a 

riverine fishery I s·inCEL:-.the latter by da!inition eXClUdeS the-

!armer. Were the outcomG ot this issue to turn on whether the. 

Quakeolth and Queackar carried on their aboriginal fisheries in the 

gct.neral area in ~hich Mr. Cranmer was fishing in October 1992, the 
4' 

result would ba different. The churn sal~on in this case were taken . 
• ""'"" •O •• • • •• o • •• ~ ••••-• -•-•• ·-OOHO o o o o o o 

at locations known as Glory Hole, Parson Bay, Cracraft Point, and 

Freshwater Bay at or near the western an·:rance to Johnston• Strait. 

While the supporting 4Vidanca is not without weaknesses, I accept 

Mr. Dewhirst•s opinion that the four !ishing locations are within 

the defendants• ancestral territory, which included their villages 

ot origin, fall fishing stations, and ~inter villages. 

1.iXTINGUISHHEN'l' 

5. Had a treaty right to fish commercially been.found to exist, thg 

LJ C~own Yould then bear the burden of proving that Parliament has 

~ extingui~hQd that right. This court decid2d that issue in favour of 

the Crown in R. v. Dick, in tha context o~ a claim for an 

LJ 
aboriginal, not a tr~aty, right. The law relating to extinguishment 

~as summarized in that case, and counsel have provided extensive 

~ w~itt~n_argurnent on the point in the case at bQr. I do not intend 

' .. ~ .. 
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to rQpeat thQ arguments here, as there ha~ bean no change in the 

law sines R. v. Dick ~hich would dictata a diff~rent decision in 

relation to these tr~aties. Detencs coun~el invite me to adopt the 

dis5enting opinions of Hutcheon and Lambert JJ.A. in R. v. Van dQr 

Peet. I respecttully declina to do so. 

INrRINGf!MENT AND JUSTIFIC~TION 

'26. I! I had round in favour o:f the defendants on the issue of 

extiilguishment, and had the defendants proved that the commercial 

::fish.fng· ·e:1os;;ure in!J;'.'inged thair treaty rights {about \Jhich .I "D;~k&. 

no finding) , I am satisfied that any such infringement is juati!ied 

on the criteria in R. v. Sparrow. 

V.tF.DICI 

27. Ths defQnce havinq tailed to e~tablish that the Douglas Traaties 

giva. them a constitutional right to fish commercially tor chum 

5lalmon in priority to other collllnercial !ish~:nnen, I !ind them 

guilty o! the charges. counsel··· may 'Wish to addrllss the court on 

whether convictions should b~ entered on all counts. 

Campbell River, B.C. 

Juna 16, 1995 
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UPDATE ON MARSHALL CASE RULIN . Fislier1.,, . . . 
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f} 
OCT - f 1999 ~ ;-::-

As you know, two weeks ago the Supreme Court handed down its decision Oji the r · . · · · 
Marshall case. I want to reassure ~~u that.we respect the Supreme Court deQiS)-on. 01r·; .. ~.:ire: ·-:~ 
Whatever ·action we take, whatever decisions are made, they will be in the spiri(j>~.ffie:•:i• 1;: Jceans ~ '!-
judgement. · 0.) // I ._; \ \ ~ \ \. 

For the past two weeks there has been much confusion and tension. B~ along with this 
uncertainty, there has also been good will and restraint. 

I applaud those who have led the call for calm, for restrain~ and for patience -your 
leadership has been invaluable, and we know that we can count on your continued 
support, and all communities working together. · 

This issue is my top priority. I believe that through the cooperation and dialogue that has 
taken place between all groups, aboriginal and non~aboriginal alike, we have made 
positive steps towards clarifying this complicated situation. 

Titls has been an extremely difficult time for so many. I understand the fears, and that we 
are all facing lincertrunty. But we must remember that we share many goals - conserving 
the resource, respect for the law, ensuring access to the resource for all. and producing 
certainty. This step today will not give us all the answers7 but it will be a positive step 
towards teaching these goals. 

As rve said over the past two weeks, .we must not do what is easiest, but what is right 
We will figure this ·out, but it won't be easy, and it won1t be immediate. It will t.alce time, 
and it will only happen if we work together. 

Since the Supreme Court announcement of September 17, the interpretation and 
assessment of what it means in practical tenns has been a preoccupation for me 
personally~ and all who have an interest in the Atlantic fishery. 

While there are many outstanding issues which are not yet resolved, the dimensions of 
the judgement as it pertains to the fishery, are becoming clearer. 

My intent today, as the Minister responsible for the conservation and management of the . 
fishery, is to explain our approach as we move forward to give effect to this judgement in 
a step by step and responsible manner. 
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First, let me summarize what we understand about the judgement. 

The Court has affirmed that the beneficiaries of the Treaty have a right to, among other 
things, fish, hunt and gather, and trade the products of these activities for "necessaries". 

Translated into modern tenns, the judgement indicates this right entitles the beneficiaries 
to have the opportunity to gain a .. moderate livelihood'' from the exercise of their fishing, 
hunting and gathering activities. -

The Court has also told us that the right is !United; it does not e}..'tend to the open-ended 
accuntulation of wealth, nor does it provide for an unregulated harvest. 

While the Court haSmade it clear that there is a Treaty right to fish, it has also made it 
clear the exercise of the right is subject to regulation by Goveinment. Catch limits that 
would reasonably be expected to provide a moderate li'\"elihood can be enforced without 
infringing the Treaty right. 

There .are many considerations that will be central to our efforts as we move forward in 
concert with all parties. 

For example •. w.~ co~i~er this to be 8: communal right and not an individual right. To be 
clear, even if the right is exercised by individuals, it is for the benefit of the collective. 

Another issue is fundamental to the interpretation of the judgement- in order to 
8CCOmmodate the Treaty right we must understand who are the current beneficiaries of 
the right. 

The Supreme Court of Canada's judgement indicates that the Treaty applies to the 
·.Aboriginal communities that best represent the "modem manifestation" of the original 
signatories. 

We will start to work initially with Bands on issues related to Treaty eligibility so that. 
enforcement measures can be taken with regard to fishing activities beyond the scope of 
the Treaty"right. We will also talk to other organi2:ations to clarify this matter. 

I will be instructing my staff to take enforcement action against fishing activity of those 
who are not the beneficiaries of the Treaty. 

We now need to focus on putting in place a process that will allow us to accommodate 
the Treaty right. We will involve in this process all who are directly concerned with the 
sustainability and viability of the Atlantic fishery. 
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Through this process, we will continue to develop a more contemporary relationship 
arn<?ng government, Aboriginal communities and the traditional fishing sector. That 
process must take a long-term view. It will not be quick or easy. It will depend on good 
will, mutual respect and a shared commitment to conservation and sustainability of the 
resource. 

I will not attempt to place timeframes on this process - this is too important to rush, but I 
know that the task will not be completed in days or even weeks. This will be a significant 
challenge for all of us. 

In developing the new framework for the Atlantic fishery, I will be guided by the 
following principles: 

First: Conservation 

Future well-being of the fishery resource will not be compromised; fishing arrangements 
must be designed to ensure, above all, conservation requirements will be respected. As 
Minister, I have the responsibility to protect the resource. Actions that jeopardize 
conservation will be addressed through appropriate enforcement response. 

Second: Fairness 

Fisheries must be managed in a manner consistent with the Marshall decision. In 
developing the :framework for the fishery, the government will be sensitive to the impacts 
on individuals and on the -viability of the commercial fishery. We will, as part of the 
process, carefully consider the impacts on those directly and most affected by changes. 

Third: Transparency 

The process of dialogue and negotiation will be conducted in an open and inclusive 
manner to avoid uncertainty and surprise. 

Fourth: Partnership 

As we proceed, my Department will work collaboratively with Aboriginal communities, 
the commercial fishing sector, Provincial governments and other federal Departments. 

Having spoken about the long-te~ I arn also keenly aware of the immediate need for an 
orderly fishery. 

There are questions that cannot await the conclusion of our broader consultations. The 
rights afiirmed by the highest Court of the country apply now. 
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To ask those who have awaited that decision for so long to simply forgo legitimate 
opportunities to begin exercising rights that have been affirmed by the Court, is asking 
too much. However, this fishery must be conducted in an orderly and regulated manner, 
consistent with conservation. I will not allow a free for all on the water. 

Consultations will begin immediately with Bands and other fishing organizations with a 
view to reaching agreement quickly on short term interim fishing arrangements. Our aim 
is to ensure that Treaty beneficiaries have access to the resource in a manner that is 
consistent with these objectives. We will take into account the interest of those who may 
be directly affected. 

I want to state ver;,y clearly that such interim arrangements will not influence or prejudice 
the outcome of the "longer-term process. Meetings are already being ananged and we will 
proceed as _e>..']Jeditiously as possible. 

Although we do not have answers to all the questions today, we are making progress. We 
respect the Treaty right for access to the fishery. 

We have clarified who are the beneficiaries of this Treaty right. We are initiating as of 
today a short and long-term strategy to manage this decision. We have outlined the 
authority of the federal government to regulate this :fishery and ensure that conservation is 
not compromised. 

Every challenge is an opportunity. The opportunity here is for all of us to demonstrate 
some of the values that make this country great: our tolerance, our generosity, our 
willingness to work together, and our respect for the law and the Supreme Court. 
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Chief Federal Rop~t$l'e ._: 

zoo Kent S~. 
Ottawa. Ontmo. 

November 29, 1999 

· Mr.IohnG. Paul 
.Atlanfic Polley CoJwess 
P .0. Box. 3<5 
Amhers~ Nova Scotia 
B4R3Y6 

Dear Mr .. Paul; 
. . . 

KIA OM 

. . ... . . . . . ........ 
: .. ·"' 

Attaclied for your information is a copy of the d~ c'lhe Marshall 
Decision: Inte:ipretatioD;r Il:npli~ons and ln1crlm Guidelines".. The 
dcx:um.cnt oUtlines DFO's position and approach with.teSpect to the Sl.lpiemc 
Coutt afCanada"s dccisioninR. v. Marshall on September 21st mid the 
Conrt's subsequentdeclaiononNovember.21Sl, 19.99. 

I ~ ~ 

The document is being provided to DFO ~onal Director Generals 3=41~ll 
as to DFO field sta:ffto p:Ovide guidance in their actions. .·, ... 
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TH~ MARSJ-IALL DECJSJON: . . I . .. ... 
Interpretation, Implications and Interim GuideUnes 

1. Context . 
.. ·- .: 

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans• policies regarding Aboriginal ··_.· · -· 
iiShing in Canada have tapidly evolved since 1990 when the Supreme Court 
found in R.. v. Sparrow 1'h2!.t an Abotl · 41 ri~ht ·existed to fish for foo~ 
social, and cere · ·a1 u · · es. s a n:sult, a regu1at0ry an pQ 

cwork is ctntcntly in place at is flC4ible and allows DFO and 
Aboriginal communities to ca-manage: n wide variety of actiVities ranging 
from subsistence to COl'lltnetcial fisheries. 

The Mar.shall decisiou is a Significant step towards increased Aboriginal 
invalvcmen:t in commercial fisheries. As with the Sparrow deci5iou before 
i~ lhe Mar.shall decision will require a rc-exanxination of existing p.olicic:S 
and ntan.e.genient regimes ss discussions with Aboriginal groups and the ~- ~. · 
commercial industry proce~d.. · ·- · · .-· .... 

2.. The Marsball Decision: What It Said 

Tue Supreme Court found·. that a 1760 Treaty of Peace and Friendship 
between the British Crown and the Mitkmaq, affirmed th~ right .of the 
Mi2kmaq people to continue to provide for their o"1n sustenance by taking 
the products of their huntfu& :fisbing, and gathering activities and trading 
them for what in 1760 were descn"bed as ''n~ssrles~'. The Court noted Wat 
the genesis Qf tbis Mi~kmaq trade clause catnQ from c:arlier negotia~·~ 
the Maliseet and Passamaquoddy, who lived in present-de.)' N~ B~~~ 
The Mi'kmaq agreed to 1 'lllake peace upon the same eonditions.n · · · 

The Court concluded that in today''s terms securing ''necessaries"' is 
cquivaleut to a '':m<>d~tc livelihood". In~ this was interpreted to . 
include basics such as fuod, cfotlllng and housing supplemt:nred by a few · 
amenities. It does not extend to the accumulation of wealth. The Conn 
went on to conclude that in order to exerciSe this rlgbt to.trade in a 

· meaningful wey. the Treaty beneficiaries have an implied t!&ht to hunt, fi~h . 
and gather in order to h~'Ve something ta trade fat" neccssanos. It added 'tMt 
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this right to harvest and t;rade fpr necessaries can be regulated by 
GoV'emment and conl~~tid within limits. 

... 

On November 17 ~ 19991 in its :-e3.Sons for dismissing a motion for a rehearing 
of the Marshall apj)eal and a stay of the judgemexit. the Court explained and 
clarified a number of aspocts of its earlier decision. For example, the Court 
emphasized the regulatory authority of fcdetal government to regulate the 

. trea~ right. It clarified that treaty rlsh...~ are collective in nature,, but may be 
~etcised by .members of the ~ommunities holding these rights undct the 
authotitr of these communities. Further> it notcd·tbatthe cxerc!se of treaty: .·. 
rights is 1illlited to the area ?raPttionaUy used by the local connnnnity with-·,~- · · 
which the pmticular treaty was made and in connection to wildlife, fish and: · ··. 
resources trzidiuonally "gathefCd" in mi Aboriginal economy. ·· 

. 
3 .. The !llar:.s.ha/[ Decision, Interpretation· 

The Departz:rient of Fisheries and Oceans' view is that the following points 
are clear from the Marshall decision and reafiittned in the.reasons !or 
judgement in previous case hw. 
• The Treaty benefits apply ta the Canadiau 5Ueeessor groups. oftho_se·. : .:~ 

Mi'kmaq,, Mztliseet, and Passamaquoddy gro11ps ~t signed the ~oaij: of 
1760 and similar treaties in 1761. .-·_. :-

• Treaty bene:ficiarles have the right to harvest fishctics resources so that · 
they pin sell .fish in support of a «moderate: livelihood" but not for the · · 
accumula.tion of wealth, 

• The tight is Commun& m nature. Although individuals may fisb. llllder the 
ri~ the :ri ht is held qy the collcotl~~~ommuni~ and it may ®ly be -
c:x.eroised e area ttaa1tio1ifill us :....\-. . 

• The right can ere la~ziQ.tJill.tegulntcmL~ge~ rlibt ) 
• Even in cases where regulation of the tight may infringeme rlght to some 

extent, sueh infringement can take place fOt" legitimate reasons such as ·.: · 
conservation. publfo health l!Ild safety, maintaining the ordc:rly : .... ~. :: 

· :management of1he fi&he.rless region:al and economic faimcss, and ~!r. 
into account lrlstorlcal reliance on the fishetY by otb.ets. : · · 

·-;-~In regulating the right, wlthjusti.:fication, criteria can be established With 
:respect to the area to ~e fishe~ the amount ta be fished, the gear to be 
usedJ monitoring and reporting requirernen~, and closed s"3Sons. 
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0 The treaty right does _not have to be satiSfied ahead of all other users, 
What is required is. :"equita.ble access"~ to the resource for the purpose of 
treaty beneficiaries eamillg a.madetato living. 

4. The Marshall Decision, Jmpllcat~ons 
, ... 

Ulider the Aborlginal F~herl.es Strategy, DFO has ptovidcd Aboriginal : .. 
groups with access to fish far food, ~oQal., and oercm.ooid putposes, as W!'U--: 
as access to coilllllercial fisheries through the Allocation Tl:ansfcr: Progi-ain_ 
and other means. The Mor.shall &cision will require DF'O tt> provide Ticaty 
beneficiaries 'With addili~ access to fi.Sberles in response to the Tre~ ·. 
right. ! · 

Most commercial fisheries arc more--or-less fully' subscn"bed, and 
participation in thcin is limited by licence. The accommodation of new · 
entrants into suoh fisheries wm need. to be care.ful1y managedJifu addition) 
previous Supreme Court ~clsions emph!size·the importance of Govenmi~ 
discussing isaues SU.Ch a!>. access With Aboriginal people involved; DF91s ·. 
'also committed to consult'Vwith commercial i~ an the bcstway ~-: · 
~onn:i~gnow entrmits to fully subscribed ti~ These . r • •• .;. -

discussions Will take ~o to complete. _ · . 1. 
I 

The Marshall decision wm result in significmt adjustment to the 
commercial fishay in A1iantlc Canada.. In the ~urse of discussions, 
alternative fishcri.~ llWl.agament models may be proposed. DFO is open to 
nlJW approaches to fishetj.cS management provided they arc fair and 
effectiv7., and meet gove:;mnent standard5 te~ding health and safety of the 
fQodsuppl)\ · · 

5. Response 

Tue Minister of Fisheries and Oceans has appointed Mr. James Mac.K.eilzie 
as Chief Federal Representative responsible for discussions on new fisbing 
arrangements for Aboriginal groups. These discussions are currently 
underway and are initially focused on the process to be followed over the 
course of the Winter. ' . 
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. 
Discussions will take pJacie over the winter to reach interim agreements . 
between Aboriginal grOU.ps and the Federal Govcrmncnt an fuhing 
arrangements for the year 2000 :fisheries. It is hoped that these fishing " 
arrangements can be completed by April 2000 to provide commercial 
hBrvesters.7 both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal. with stability in the coming· -
.year. 

To assist-Mr. MacKenzie; Mr. Gilles Th6riiul.t has been· appointed as 
Assistant Federal Representative. ·rt is his job to liasc and fa~litate 
consultations with commercial and other interests. He repous dircccly to Mr. 
~cK.enzi.e r.nd represents au integral part cf the overell process, which 
seelcs to fairly aoeonixnoda!.e new entrants into fully subscribed fisheries. 

Fishing by some Abori~ groups commenced immediately after the : '_'" ~ : 
Septembor 17~1 1999 Supreme Court decision.. Pending the completion (3f _.{ 
agreements between Aboriginal groups and DFO o~ fishing mLangements~ · 
interim measures must be adopted to ensur~ among other things~ that 
conservation goals arc m~ that tho flsbezy is orderly2 and tha? the interests 
of other users of the resow.cc are considered.. These mtsnm measures Will be 
b~ed on the existing po~ and regulatory fim:n~od:: as aqju~ted to 
accomm.adate 'the Tta.ty ;ight. 

While these mm ded ta accommodate the Treaty right in the 
near ... tenn, they do not pr~lude cl:J.tmges to en g rcgunes ~ 
the longer-tetm that may arise in tb.e course of discussions to accQ~te 
Aboriginal access. .· ; -~· -· · . .-... 

-6. Interim Guidelines 
: 

DFO will be guided by the following interim gui~clines that will a_pply, 
pending the outcome of discussions Aboriginal groups. These interim 
atra.ngemcnts are without prejudice to the legal positions of PFO and 
Aboriginal groups. ar the longer-term arrangements to bo agreed upon in the 
ongoing discussions. . 

DFO will respect the. Treaty right in the follow.Ing mruiner: 

.. 
. : : .... 
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0 DF~vill negotiate ·ap~ess ~o commercial fisheries with Aboriginal 
groups. 

0 DFO will provide ill~ fisheries access to Aborigina.1 groups on a case 
by case basis takmg into account: . 

1:1 The primazy importan~ of c;onsorvation goals and the prccau.tiona:ry ·. . ~ 
approach when dc.velo¢.ng ways to accommodate new entrants. · · : 

0 The displacement or impact 'Upon existing harvesters. and economic .. : --~ 
~d regional faitn~ issues. . · · 

• DFO ~ill consult with AbQrWn.al groups on the management of thci:r 
fisheries, and where agreements are reached, ensure that steps are taken 
to have their comm.unities play arolo in the management of their fishcrl~ 
consi,stent with the agreement and COilllll.unal licence. · · 

• In cases where no agreement is rea.chod, DFO will .issue a comzmmat 
licence. The licenco will e3tablisb conditions for harvest. -

Pending the outco:me of dis\-:Ussions 011 fishery access, DFO will regul~~~. _: . 
all fisheries~ including th-0~t,: conducted With respect to ~e Treaty tigl;1.~ . 
in the following manner: · : · · 

Fishing activity in fisheries riianaged by DFO must be authorised by DFO. 
In the commercial fishety7 ~is achieved through licences issued to 
individual ot coxporatc:fishC!ts and fishing cnteiprlses, and in Aboriginal 
fisheries through communal licences issued to Aboriginal gr~ (unless 
altcme.tlvc means become available), To accommodate the Ttcnty right on 
an interim basis_, DFO will: 
• Issue colll?ll1,Ulal lic:cnces, that! 

• esta.blish enforceable conservation measures such as type and qnantn;y. 
of fishing gear> :. . . _ . · . : . i 

• establish an agrccd-~on ~JY./<fiio~ the fi.sheri~ or in the.,-~ .. : 
absence of an agreement. establisha°reasona.ble quantity/quota for-the 

• :!~~ th~~~e ~~4 ~~ ~~h~ where roquirecl. 
• establish moni.tOriilg and reporting ptocedw:c.s. . 

• ln ~ddition to 'the fisheries management measures described above, 
_):larvesrlng wi:!J..!?~_'?QB...<l~cted in compliance with regulations relating to 

y·;ublic-hcalth an_Q. safety~ . 
• ~OpiOfeci the integrity of tho Treacy right and to ensure the orderly 

man2.gement of tho fuhet]'1 if requested by oitber a Guardian or a Fishery. 

: . ~ .... s 
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r ··c;ffi;er, those peis~fi~g und;;~ ~~~~~of a co~ licence: 
\ must provide proof ~f aesignation by the Aboriginal group that has been . 
~ authorised to fish. -. · \- · - - - - · -·· -·---·- . . _ _ . . .. 

• • _J • 

6:Uruessoffiermsc~ to bctwccn an Aboriginal group and DFO, 
nOin:l.31 enforcement procedures will a;pply to non .. Aboriginal people on 
board a vessel \lSed to fish. outside of 2L'U!b.orls~ licensed commercial 
fisheries. , 

· .... · o Unauthorised entrjl into~ a;nd fisbing in, Canadian watcrs,bypersons who 
· \ are.not citizens of Canada. will be subject to cnforcelllCJlt action under tho · 

Coasral Fisheries Protection. Act regannoss of miy c1ahn by them-to be· 
Treaty beneficimies. · :- ·. . · . . 

~ 

t .... , • 

7~ Next Steps • · :> i • .. -
~--. ~ 

DFO will continue discussiO?S witb.Aborl~ps and commercial 
interests and will be nt.oving toward JSUtbliShing fishing agret;01ents between 
DFO and Aboriginal gro~for70QO. This process is not meant to yield 
final arrnngemcn~ .that define the Treaty right Rather its purpose is to 
establish pmcl:ical fishing atiangemcn~ to iu;comm.oda!o fishing imerests of 
Aboriginal groups. The interim measures noted above will rem.sill in effect . · -' 
un1il they arc supcrcc:ded by revised.management :measures derived fh:im. ~e: · 

-discussion process. · .· 
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PART II- GROUP WORK 

INSTRUCTIONS: (30 minutes) 

After you have finished the rank order procedure, you will form 3 or 4 groups of 5 or 6 
individuals. Your group work task is to develop consensus on the five things your group believes 
are the most important aspects of the relationship between Canada and Aboriginal people. 

In developing consensus the group should attempt to achieve unanimous support from all group 
members on the five things. This may require some compromising based on a good "give and 
take" discussion process. 

After your group has arrived at its consensual position, a member of the group should be 
appointe4 to report the results. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

· U:\USR\SHAREDIR\MTPIBLOCKS-123\Aboriginal\Bindci\Whai I know about aborigim.J.wpd 
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Supreme Court of Canada Gour supr~me du Canada 

September l 7, 1999 le 17 septembre 1999 

nJGEMENT 

DONALD JOHN MAR.SHALL. JR. v. HER MAJESTY 1HE QUE}ili"- and - IBE 
ATIORNEY GENERAL FOR NEW BRUNS\VICK. THE WEST NOV A 
FJSHERMEN'SCOALIDON.TIIENAifVECOUNCILOFNOVASCOTIA!UJdlliE 
LJtIION OF NEW BRUNSWICK INDIANS (26014) (N.S.) 

-coRAM: The Chief Justice and L'Heureux~DubC. Gonthier, 
Cory. McLachlin. Iacobucci and Binnie JJ. 

I . 
The appeal is allowed and an acquittal on all charges is ordered,· Gonthier and 

McLachlin JJ. dissenting. The constitutional_ question is answered as follows: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Are the prohibitions on catching and retaining fish without a licence. on 
fishing during the close time, and on the unlicensed sale of fish, contained 
in ss. 4(l)(a) and 20 of the Maritime Provinces Fishery Regulations and 
s. 3 5(2) of the Fishery (General} Regulations, inconsistent with the treaty 
rights of the appellant contained-in the Mi'kmaq Treaties of 1760-61 and 
therefore of no force or effect or application to him, by virtue of ss. 35(1) 
and 52 of the Constitution Act, 1982? 

Yes. Gonthier and McLachlin JJ _ would answer in the negative. 

Le pourvoi est accueilli et l'acquittement est ordonne a l'egard de toutes les 
accusations. Les juges Gonthier et McLachlin sont dissidents. La question 
constitutionnelle re9oit la reponse suivante: 
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L'interdiction de prendre et de garder du poisson sans pennis, ainsi que 
cell es de pecher pendant la periode de f ermeture et de vendre du poisson 
sans pennis, prevues respectivemenl par ral. 4(l)a) et l'art. 20 du 
Reglement de peche des provinces maritimes ainsi que par le par. 35(2) du 
Reglemenc de peche (dispositions generale.s), sont-ellesincompatibles avec 
les droits conferes a l'appclant par les traites condus par les Micmacs en 
1760 ct 1761 et, par consequent, inoperantes a son endroit, par l'effet du 
par. 35(1) et de !'art. 52 de la Loi constitutionnel/e de 1982? 

Oui. Les juges Gonthier et McLachlin repondraient par la negative. 
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A VIS/NOTICE 

I:i·version fran~aise des motifs de jugement n 'est pas disponible pour !'instant. 
Elle le sera dans les meilleurs delais. 
--

The French version of the reasons for judgment is not available at this time. The 
French version will be issued at the earliest possible time. • 
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and the Union of New Brunswick Indians 
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File No.: 26014. 

1998: November 5; 1999: September 17. 

Appellant 

Respondent 

lnterveners 

Present: Lamer C.J. and L'Heureux-Dube, Gonthier, Cory, McLachlin, Iacobucci and 
Binnie JJ. 

on appeal from the court of appeal for nova scotia 

Indians -- Treaty rights - Fishing rights -- Accused, a Mi 'kmaq Indian, 

fishing with prohibited net during close period and selling fish caught without a licence 

in violation of federal fishery regulations -- Whether accused possessed treaty right to 

catch and sell fish chat exempted him from compliance with regulations -- Mi 'kmaq 
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Treaties of 1760-61 --Maritime Provinces Fishery Regulations. SOR/93-55, ss. 4{l){a), 

20 -- Fishery (General) Regulations, SORJ92-53, s. 35(2). 

The accused, a Mi'kmaq Indian, was charged with three offences set out in 

the federal fishery regulations: the selling of eels without a licence, fishing without a 

licence and fishing during the close season with illegal nets. He admitted that he had 

·caught and sold 463 pounds of eels without a licence and with a prohibited net within 

close times. The o~ly issue at trial was whether he possessed a treaty right to catch and 

sell fish under the treaties of 1760-61 that exempted him from compHance with the 

regulations. During the negotiations leading to the treaties of 1760-61, the aboriginal 

leaders asked for truckhouses "for the furnishing them with necessaries in exchange for 

the"ir peltry" in response to the Governor's inquiry ''whether they were direcLed by their 

.. Tribes to propose any other particulars to be treated upon at this time". The written 

document. however, contained only the promise by the Mi'kmaq not to "traffick, barter • 
or exchange any commodities in any manner but with such persons or the "managers of··-

such truck houses as shall be appointed or established by His Majesty's Governor". 

While this "trade clause" is framed in negative terms as a restraint on the ability of the 

Mi 'kmaq to trade with non-government individuals, the trial judge found that it reflected 

a grant to them of the _positive right to bring the products of their hunting, fishing and 

gathering to a truck.house to trade. He also found that when the exclusive trade 

obligation and the system of trockhouses and licensed traders fell into disuse, the "right 

to bring'' disappeared. The accused was convicted on all three counts. The Court of 

Appeal upheld the convictions_ It concluded that the trade clause does not grant the 

Mi 'kmaq any rights, but represented a mechanism imposed upon them to help ensure that 

the peace between the Mi'kmaq and the British was a lasting one, by obviating the need 

of the Mi 'kmaq to trade with the enemies of the British or unscrupulous traders. 

vu.1.u '" V/ LU 
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He/d(GonthierandMcLachlin JJ. dissenting): The appeal should be allo\ved 

and an acquittal entered on all charges. 

Per Lamer CJ. and L'Heureux-Dube, Cory, Iacobucci and Binnie JJ.: 

When interpreting the treaties the Court of Appeal erred in rejecting the use of extrinsic 

evidence in the absence of ambiguity. Firstly, even in a modern commercial context, 

extrinsic'" e·vidence is available to show that a written document docs not includ.e all of the 

teIDlS of an agreement. Secondly, extrinsic evidence of the historical and cultural 

context ofa treaty may be received even if the treaty document purports to contain all of 

the terms and even absent any ambiguity on the face of the treaty. Thirdly, where a 

treaty was concluded orally and afterwards written up by representatives of the Crown, 

it-Would be unconscionable for the Crown to ignore the oral terms while relying on the 

_ .. wtj tten ones. 

There was more to the treaty entitlement than merely the right to bring fish 

and wildlife to truckhouses. While the treaties set out a restrictive covenant and do not 

say anything about a positive Mi 'krnaq right to trade, they do not contain all the promises 

made and all the terms and conditions mutually agreed to. Although the trialjudge drew 

positive implications from the negative trade clause, such limited relief is inadequate 

where the British-drafted treaty document docs not accord with the British-drafted 

minutes of the negotiating sessions and more favourable terms are evident from the other 

documents and evidence the trial judge regarded as reliabk. Such an overly deferential 

attitude to the treaty document was inconsistent with a proper recognition of the 

difficulties of proof confronted by aboriginal people. The trial judge's narrow view of 

what constituted "the treaty" led to the equally narrow legal conclusion that the Mi' kmaq 

trading entitlement, such as it was, terminated in the 1780s. It is the common intention 

of the parties in 1760 to which effect must be given. The trade clause would not have 
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advanced British objectives (peaceful relations with a self-sufficient Mi'kmaq people) 

or Mi'kmaq objectives (access to the European .. necessaries" on which they had come 

to rely) unless the Mi'krnaq were assured at the same time of continuing access, 

implicitly or explicitly, to a harvest of wildlife to trade. 

This appeal should be allowed because nothing less would uphold the honour 

and integrity of the Crown in its dealings with the Mi'kmaq people to secure their peace 

and friendship, as best the content of those treaty promises can now be ascertained. If 

the law is prepared to supply the deficiencies of written contracts prepared by 

sophisticated parties and their legal advisors in order to produce a sensible result that 

accords with the intent of both parties, though unexpressed, the law cannot ask less of 

thelionour and dignity of the Crown in its dealings with First Nations. An intetpretation 

·-of events that turns a positive Mi'kmaq trade demand into a negative Mi'kmaq covenant 

is not consistent with the honour and integrity of the Crown. Nor-is it consistent to 
-.._~, 

conclude that the Govemor9 seeking in good faith to address the trade demands of the 

Mi 'kmaq, accepted the Mi'kmaq suggestion of a trading facility while denying any treaty 

protection to Mi'krnaq access to the things that were to be traded, even though these 

tirings were identified and priced in the treaty negotiations. The trade arrangement muse 

be interpreted in a m~er which gives meaning and substance to the oral promises made 

by _the Crown during the treaty negotiations. The promise of access to .. necessaries" 

through trade in wildlife was the key point, and where a right has been granted, there 

must be more than a mere disappearance of the mechanism created to facilitate the 

exercise of the right to warrant the conclusion that the right itself is spent or 

extinguished_ 

There is a distinction to be made between a liberty enjoyed by all citizens 

and a right conferred by a specific legal authority, such as a treaty. to participate in the 

VVJ.V, fr.LUI .lU 
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same activity. A general right enjoyed by all citizens can be made the subject of an 

enforceable treaty promise. Thus the accused need not show preferential trading rights, 

but only treaty trading rights. Following the enactment of the Conslitution Act. J 982, the 

fact the content of Mi'kmaq rights und~r the treaty to hunt and fish and trade was no 

greater than those enjoyed by other inhabitants does not, unless those rights were 

extinguished prior to April 17, 1982, detract from the higher protection they presently 

offer to the Mi'kmaq people. 
·~· ··'-. 

The accused's ueaty rights are limited to securing .. necessaries" (which 

should be construed in the modern context as equivalent to a moderate livelihood), and 

do not extend to the open-ended accumulation of wealth- Thus construed, however, they 

ar.Y.J.reaty rights within the meaning of s. 3 5 of the Constitution A ct. 1982. The surviving 

substance of the treaty is not the literal promise of a truckhouse, but a treaty right to 

continue to obtain necessaries through hunting and fishing by trading th<; products of 

those traditional activities subject to restrictions that can be justified under the Badger ., 

test What is contemplated is not a right to trade generally for economic gain, but rather 

a right to trade for necessaries. The treaty right is a regulated right and can be contained 

by regulation within its proper limits. Catch limits that could reasonably be expected to 

produce amoderate livelihood for individual Mi'kmaq families at present-day srandards 

can be established by regulation and enforced without violating the treaty right. Such 

regulations would accommodate the treaty right and would not constitute an infringement 

that would have to be justified under the Badger standard. 

The accused caught and sold the eels to support himself and his wife. His 

treaty right to fish and trade for sustenance was exercisable only at the absolute 

discretion of the Minister. Accordingly, the close season aml the imposition of a 

discretionary licencing system would, if enforced, interfere with the accused's treaty 
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right to fish for trading purposes, and the ban on sales would, if enforced, infringe his 

right to trade for sustenance_ In the absence of any, j'Ustificanon of tj1e regulatory 

prohibitions. the accused is entitled to an acquittal. 

Per Gonthier and McLachlin JJ. (dissenting):· Each treaty must be 

considered in its unique historical and cultural context, and extrinsic evidence can be 

used in interpreting aboriginal treaties, absent ambiguity. It may be useful to approach 

the inte1pretation of a treaty in two steps. First, the words of the treaty clause at issue 

should be examined to determine their facial meaning, insofar as this can be ascertained, 

noting any patent ambiguities and misunderstandings that may have arisen from 

linguistic and cultural differences. This exercise will lead to one or more possible 

'iiit~rpretations of the clause. At the second step, the meaning or different meanings 

_ .-which have arisen from the wording of the treaty right must be considered against the 

tre;.ty•s historical and c;:ultural backdrop. A consideration of the historicaJ background 

may suggest latent ambiguities or alternative interpretations not detected at first reading:·-

The treaties of 1760-61 do not grant a general right to trade. The core of the 

trade clause is the obligation on the Mi'kmaq to trade only with the British. Ancillary 

to this is the implied promise that the British will establish truckhouses where the 

Mi'kmaq can trade. These words do not, on their face, confer a general right to trade_ 

Nor does the historic and cultural context in which the treaties were made establish such 

a right. The trial judge was amply justified in concluding that the Mi'kmaq understood 

the treaty process as well as the particular tenns of the treaties they were signing. On the 

historical record, moreover, neither the Mi 'kmaq nor the British intended or understood 

the treaty trade clause as creating a general right to trade. To achieve the mutually 

desired objective of pc:ace, both parties agreed to make certain concessions. The 

Mi'kmaq agreed to forgo their trading autonomy and rhe general trading rights ihc:y 
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possessed as British subjects, and to abide by the treaty trade regime. The British, in 

exchange, undertook co provide the Mi'kmaq wirh stable trading outlets where European 

·goods were provided at favourable terms while the exclusive trade regime existed_ Both 

the Mi'krnaq and the British understood that the "right to bring" goods to trade was a 

limited right contingent on the existence of a system of exclusive trade and truckhouses. 

The finding that both parties understood that the treaties granted a specific, and limited, 

right to bring gogg,s to truckhouses to trade is confirmed by the post-treaty conduct of the 

Mi'kmaq and the British. Soon after the treaties were entered into, the British stopped 

insisting that the Mi 'kmaq trade only with them. and replaced the expensive truckhouses 

with licenced traders in 1762. The system of Iicenced traders, in turn, died out by the 

1780s. The exclusive trade and truckhouse system was a temporary mechanism to 

ac::hie\re peace in a troubled region between parties with a long history of hostilities. 

Jl!ien the restriction on the Mi'kmaq trade fell, the need for compensation for the 

removal of their trading autonomy fell as well. At this point, the Mi'kmaq were vested 

with the general non-treaty right to hunt, to fish and to trade possessed by all other 

British subjects in the region. The conditions supporting the right to bring goods to trade 

at truckhouses, as agreed to by both parties, ceased to exist. 

It follows from the trial judge's finding that the "right to bring" goods to 

trade at truckhouses died with the exclusive trade obligation upon which it was premised 

that the treaties did no_t grant an independent right to truckhouses which survived the 

demise of the exclusive trade system. This right therefore cannot be relied on in support 

of an argument of a trade right in the modem context which would exempt the accused 

from the application of the fisheries regulations. 
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Donald John Marshall, Jr. Appellant 

v. 

Her Majesty The Queen Respondent 

and 

The Attorney General for New Brunswick, 
the West Nova Fishermen's Coalitio~, 
the Native Council of Nova Scotia 
and the Union of New Brunswick Indians lnterveners 

Indexed as: R. v~ Marshall 
File No.: 26014. 
1999: November 17. 
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Present: Lamer CJ. and L'Heureux-Dube, Gonthier, McLllchlin, Iacobucci and Binnie JJ. 
MOTION FOR REHEARING AND STAY 
Indians -- Treaty rights -- Fishing rights -- Accused. a Mi'kmaq Indian. acquitted of 
charges of fishing -in violation of federal, fishery regulations --Accused found to possess· 
treaty rights exempting him from compliiince with regUlations -- Whether accused should 
have been acquitted absent new or farther triQ/. to detennine justification of regulations --
Whether government can regulate treaty right to fish by licensing regulations and closed 
seasons -- Scope of government power to regulate treaty right --Whether judgment should 
be stayed pending disposition of rehearing if so ordered. 
Appea/,s -- Supreme Court of Canada -- Jurisdiction -- Rehearing -Intervener in appeal, 
applying for rehearing -- Whether Supreme Court has jurisdiction to entertain 
application -- Rules of Supreme C()urt of Canada.. SOR/83-74, r. 1 ''party". 
An intervener in the Marshall appeal. the West Nova Fishermen's Coalition, applied for a 
rehearing of the appeal and, if granted, for a stay of the judgment pending the rehearing. 
The Coalition also sought a further trial limited to the issue whether the application of the 
fisheries regulations to _the exercise of a Mi'kmaq treaty right could be justified on 
conservation or other grounds. The parties and other interveners opposed the rehearing 
and any further trial. The intervener's application was primarily directed to the presumed 
effects of the Court's judgment on the lobster fishery. The Marshall appeal, however, 
related to fishing eel out of season contrary to federal fishery regulations. In its judgment 
of September 17, 1999, a majority of the Court concluded that Marshall had established 
the existence and infringement of a local Mi'kmaq treaty right to carry on small scale 
commercial eel fishery. The Crown had not attempted to justify either the licensing 
restriction or the closed season to limit the exercise of the appellarit's treaty right. The 
appellant was therefore acquitted. The issue of justification was a new issue neither raised 
by the parties nor decided in this Court nor dealt with in the courts befow. 
Held: The motion for a rehearing and stay of the judgment should be denied. 



In light of the extended definition of "party" in Rule 1 of the Supreme Court Rules, this 
Court has jurisdiction to entertain an intervener's application for a rehearing but will only 
do so in exceptional circumstances. Not only are there no such circumstances here but the 
intervener's application also violated the basis on which an intervener is permitted to 
participate in the appeal in the first place, namely acceptance of the record as defined by 
the Crown and the defence. In so far as the Coalition's questions are capable of being 
answered on the trial record in this case, the responses are already evident in the majority 
judgment and the prior decisions of this Court referred to therein. 
The Crown elected not to try to justify the licensing or closed season restriction on the eel 
fishery in this prosecution, but the resulting acquittal cannot be generalised to a 
declaration that licensing restrictions or closed seasons can never be imposed as part of 
the government's regulation of the Mi'.kmaq limited commercial "right to fish". The. 
factual context for justification is of great importance and the strength of the justification 
may vary depending on the resource, species, community and time. 
The federal and provincial governments have the authority within their respective 
legislative fields to regulate the exercise of a treaty right where justified on conservation 
or other grounds. The Marshall judgment referred to the Court's principal 
pronouncements on the various grounds on which the exercise of treaty rights may be 
regulated. The paramount regulatory objective is ~onservation and responsibility for it is 
placed squarely on the Minister responsible and not on the aboriginal or non-aboriginal 
users of the resource. The regulatory authority extends to other compelling and 
substantial public objectives which may include economic and regional fairness, and 
recognition of the historical reliance upon, and participation in, the fishery by non- c 

aboriginal groups. Aboriginal people.are.entitled to be consulted about limitations on the 
exercise of treaty and aboriginal rights. The Minister has available for regulatory 
pwposes the full range of resource management tools and techniques, provided their use 
to limit the exercise of a treaty right can be justified on conservation or other grounds. 
The Coalition's application is based on a misconception of the scope of the Court's 
majority judgment of September 17, -1999 and the appellant should not have his acquittal 
kept in jeopardy while issues much broader than the specifics of his prosecution are 
litigated. 
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MOTION FOR REHEARING AND STAY of R. v. Marshall, rendered September 17, 
1999. Motion dismissed. 
Written submissions by A. William Moreira, Q.C., for the applicant the West Nova 
Fishermen's· Coalition. 
Written submissions by Bruce H. 'Wildsmith, Q.C., for Donald John Marshall, Jr., 
respondent on the motion. 
Written .submissions by Graham Garton, Q.C., and Robert J. Frater, for Her Majesty the 
Queen, respondent on. the motion. 
Written submissions by D. Bruce Clarke, for the Native Council of Nova Scotia, 
respondent on the motion. · · 
Written submissions by Henry J. Bear, for the Union of New Brunswick Indians, 
respondent on the motion. · 
Solicitors for the applicant the West Nova Fishennen's Coalition): Daley, Black & 
Moreira, Halifax. 
Solicitor for Donald John Marshall, Jr., respondent on the motion: Bruce H. Wildsmith, 
Barss Corners, Nova Scotia. 
Solicitor for Her Majesty the Queen, respondent on the motion: The Attorney General of 
Canada, Ottawa. 
Solicitors for the the Native Council of Nova Scotia, respondent on the motion: Burchell, 
Hayman, Barnes, Halifax. 
Solicitors for the Union of New Brunswick Indians, respondent on the motion: Getty, 
Bear, Fredericton. · · 
ffiIECOUR.T: 
1 The inteivener, the West Nova Fishermen's Coalition ("the Coatition"), applies for a 
rehearing to ~ave the Court address the regulatory authority of the Government of 
Canada over the east coast fisheries together with a new trial to allow the Crown to 
justify for. tonservation or other purposes the licensing and closed season restriction on 
the exercise of the appellant's treaty right, and for an order that the Court's judgment, 
dated September 17, 1999, be stayed in the meantime. The application is opposed by the 
Crown, the 'appellant Marshall and the other irtteiveners. 
2 Those opposing .the motion object in different ways that the Coalition's motion rests on 
a series of misconceptions about what the September 17, 1999 majority judgment decided 
and what it did not decide. These objections are well founded. The Court did not hold that 
the Mi'kinaq treaty right cannot be regulated o~ that the Mi'kmaq are guaranteed an open 
season in the fisheries. Justification for conservation or other purposes is a separate and 
distinct issue at the trial of one of these prosecutions.· It is up to the Crown to decide 
whether or not it wishes to support ~e appllcability of government regulations when 
prosecuting an accused who claims to be exercising an aboriginal or treaty right. 
3 The Attorney General of Canada, in opposing the Coalition's motion, acknowledges 
that the Crown did not lead any evidence at trial or make any argument on the appeal that 
the licensing and closed season regulations which restricted the exercise of the 'treaty 
right were justified in relation to the eel fishery. Accordingly, the issue whether these· 
restrictions could have been justified in this case formed no part of the Court's majority 
judgment of September 17, 1999, and the constitutional question posedin this 
prosecution was answered on that basis. 
The September 17, 1999 Acquittal 



4 In its majority judgment, the Court acquitted the appellant of charges arising out of 
catching 463 pounds of eel and selling them for $787 .10. The acquittal was based on a 
treaty made with the British in 1760, and more particularly, on the oral terms reflected in 
documents made by the British at the time of the negotiations but recorded incompletely 
in the "truckhouse" clause of the written treaty. The treaty right permits the Mi'kmaq 
community to work for a living through continuing access to fish and wildlife to trade for 
"necessaries", which a majority of the Court interpreted as "food, clothing and housing, 
supplemented by a few amenities". 
5 The Coalition argues that the native and non-native fishery should be subject to the 
same regulations. In fact, as pointed out in the September 17, 1999 majority judgment, 
natives and non-natives were subject to the unilateral regulatory authority of successive 
governments from 1760-61to19~2. Until adoption of the Constitution Act, l?._82, the 
appellant would clearly have been ·subject to regulations under the federal Fisheries Act 
and predecessor enactments in the same way and to the same extent as members of the 
applicant Coalition unless given a regulatory exemption as a matter of government 
policy. 
6 As further pointed out in the September 17, 1999 majority judgment, the framers of the 
Constitution caused existing aboriginal and treaty rights to be entrenched in s. 35 of the 
Constitution Act, 1982. This gave constitutional status to rights that were previously 
vulnerable to unilateral extinguishment. The constitutional language necessarily included 
the 1760-61 treaties, and did not, on its face, refer expressly to a power to regulate. 
Section 35(1) simply says that "[t]he existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal 
peoples of Canada are hereby recognized and affirmed". In subsequent cases, some 
aboriginal peoples argued that, as no regulatory restrictions on their rights were expressed 
in plain language in the Constitution, none could be imposed except by constitutional 
amendment. On the other hand, some of the Attorneys General argued that as aboriginal 
and treaty rights had always been vulnerable to unilateral regulation and extinguishment 
by government, this vulnerability was itself part of the rights now entrenched in s. 35 of 
the Constitution .t4_ct, 1982. In a series of important decisions commencing with R. v. 
Sparrow, (1990] 1 S.C.R. 1057, which arose in the context of the west coast fishery, this 
Court affirmed that s. 35 aboriginal and treaty rights are subject to regulation, provided 
such regulation is shown by the Crown to be justified on conservation or other grounds of 
public importance. A series of tests to establish such justification was laid out. These 
cases were referred totn the September 17, 1999 majority judgment, but the applicable 
principles were not elaborated because justification was not an issue which the Crown 
chose to make part of this particular prosecution, and therefore neither the Crown nor the 
defence h_ad made submissions respecting the government's continuing powers of 
regulation. The Coalition recognizes that it is raising a new issue. It submits "that it is 
plain in the Reasons for Judgment, and in the earlier decisions of the Provincial Court of 
Nova Scotia at trial and of the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal on initial appeal, that that 
issue [of regtdatory justification] has been neither considered nor decided." 
7 The Coalition nevertheless says it would be an "injustice" to its members if the 
appellant is not put through a new trial on the issue of justification. The Coalition asks 
the Court in effect to transform the proceeding retroactively into an advisory reference or 
declaratory action. The Attorney General of Canada objects to this transformation. It was 
the Crown's decision to proceed against the appel1ant by way of an ordinary prosecution. 
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The appellant responded to the Crown's evidence. He was found not guilty of the case put 
against him. 
No Stay of Judgment 
8 The appellant, like any other accused who is found to be not guilty, is ordinarily 
entitled to an immediate acquittal, not a judgment that is suspended while the government 
considers the wider implications of an unsuccessful prosecution. The Attorney General of 
Canada did not at the hearing of this appeal, and does not now in its response to the 
Coalition's motion, apply for a stay of the effect of the Court's recognition and 
affirmation of the Mi'kmaq treaty right. Should such an application be made, the Court 
will hear argument on whether it has the jurisdiction to grant such a stay, and if so, 
whether it ought to do so in this case. · 
Status of the West Nova Fishermen's Coalition ·· 
9 Those in opposition challenge the status of the Coalition to bring this application. It is 
argued thatthe Coalition, being an intervener, does not have the rights of a party to ask 
for a rehearing. The Coalition was added as an intervener to this proceeding by order 
dated April 7, 1998. Pursuant to s. 1 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada, 
SOR/83-74, as pointed out by the Coalition in its Reply, an intervener enjoys the ~tatus of 
a party to the appeal unless the text of a particular rule provides otherwise or unless the 
context of a particular rule does not so permit. While it would only .be in exceptional 
circumstances that the Court would _entertain mi intervener's application for a rehearing, 
the extended definition of "party" ins. l of the Rules gives the Court the jurisdiction to 
do so. Not only are there no such exceptional circumstances here, but also the Coalition's 
motion violates the basis on which interveners are permitted to participate in an appeal in 
the first place, which is that interveners accept the record as defined by the Crown and 
the defence. Moreover, in so far as the Coalition's questions are capable of being 
answered on the trial record in this case, the responses are already evident in the 
September 17, 1999 majority judgment and the prior decisions of this Court therein 
referred to. The Crown, the appellant Marshall and the other interveners all oppose a new 
trial on the issue of justification. They are right to do so, for the reasons which follow. 
10 The Coalition requests a rehearing on the following issues: 
1 Whether the appellant is entitled to have been.acquitted on a charge ofunlicensed sale 
of fish, contrary to s. 35(2) of the Fishery (Gerzeral) Regulations, in the absence of a new 
(or further) trial on the issue of whether that Regulation is or can be justified by the 
government of Canada; 
2 Whether the appellant is entitled to have been acquitted on a charge of out-of-season 
fishing, contrary to Item 2 of Schedule ID of the Maritime Provinces Fishery 
Regulations, in the absence of a new (or further) trial on the issue of whether those 
Regulations are or can be justified by the government of Canada; 
3 Whether the government of Canada has power to regulate the exercise by Mi 'kmaq 
persons, including the appellant, of their ireaty right to fish through the imposition of 
licensing requirements; 
4 Whether the government of Canada has power to regulate· the exercise by Mi 'kmaq 
persons, including the appellant, of their treaty right to fish through the imposition of 
closed seasons; 
5 In any event, what is the scope of regulatory power possessed by the government of 
Canada for purposes of regulating the treaty right; and 



6 ... pursuant to section 27 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada, requests an 
Order that [the Court's] judgment pronounced herein on the 17th day of September, 1999 
be stayed pending disposition of the rehearing of the appeal, if ordered. 
11 These questions, together with the Coalition's request for a stay of judgment, reflect a 
basic misunderstanding of the scope of the Court's majority reasons for judgment dated 
September 17, 1999. As stated, this was a prosecution of a private citizen. It required the 
Court to determine whether certain precise charges relating to the appellant's participation 
in the eel fishery could be sustained. The majority judgment of September 17, 1999 was 
limited to the issues necessary to dispose of the appellant's guilt or innocence. 
12 An order suspending the effect of a judgment of this Court is infrequently granted, 
especially where (as here) the parties have not requested such an order. This was not a 
reference to determine the general validity of legislative and regulatory provisions, as ... 
was the case, for example, in Reference re Manitoba Language Rights, [1985] 1 S.C.R. 
721, where the Court suspended its declaration of invalidity of Manitoba enactments until 
"the expiry of the minimum period required for translation, re-enactment, printing and 
publishing". Nor was this a case where the Court was asked to grant declaratory relief 
with respect to the invalidity of statutory provisions, as in M. v. H., [1999] 2 s.C.R. 3, 
where the Court suspended the effect of its declaration of invalidity of the definition of 
. "spouse" for the purpose of s. 29 of the Ontario Family Law Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. F. 3, for 
a period of six months to enable the legislature to consider appropriate amendments. 
13 Here the Crown elected to test the treaty issue by way of a prosecution, which is 
governed by a different set of rules than is a reference or a declaratory action. This appeal 
was directed solely to the issue whether the Crown had proven the appellant guilty as 
charged. In his defence, the appellant established that the collective treaty right held by 
his community allowed him to fish for eels in what was described as "a small-scale 
commercial activity to help subsidize or support himself and his common-law spouse". 
and that the existing regulations under the Fisheries Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. F-14. had not 
recognized or accommodated that treaty right. . · · 
14 As stated in para. 56 of the September 17, 1999 majority judgment, the treaty right 
was "to continue to obtain necessaries through hunting_ and fishing by trading the 
products of those traditional activities subject to restrictions that can be justified under 
the Badger test" (emphasis added). The Badger test (R. v. Badger, [19961 I S.C.R. 771) 
will be discussed below. The Crown, as stated, did not offer any evidence or argument 
justifying the licensing and closed season restrictions (referred to in the statute and 
regulations as a "close time") on the appellant's exercise of the collective treaty right, 
such as (for example) a need to conserve and protect the eel population. The eel 
population may not in fact require protection from commercial exploitation. Such was the 
assertion of the Native Council of Nova Scotia in opposition to the Coalition's motion: 
... Mr. Marshall was fishing eels. There are no possible conservation issues involving the 
eel fishery. They are not an endangered species and there is no significant non-native 
commercial fishery. They are a traditional harvest species, being harvested by Mr. 
Marshall in a traditional method and in relatively small quantities. There is simply no 
justificatory evidence that the Crown could have led. , 
The Attorney General of Canada's written argument on the appeal to this Court 
speci_fically stated that "[s]ince no such treaty rights have been established in this case, 
then there was no requirement for the Crown to justify its Fisheries Act regulations in 
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accordance with R. v. Sparrow, [supra], or R. v. Gladstone, [[1996] 2 S.C.R. 723)". The 
written argument of the Attorney General for New Brunswick did not refer to the issue of 
justification at all, and neither the Attorney General of Nova Scotia nor the Attorney 
General of Prince Edward Island intervened on the appeal. The majority judgment 
delivered on September 17, 1999, therefore directed the acquittal of the appellant on the 
evidence brought against him. The issue of justification was not before the Court and no 
judgment was made about whether or not.such restrictions could have been justified in 
relation to the eel fishery had the Crown led evidence and argument to support their 
applicability. 
Grounds on which the Coalition Seeks a Rehearing 
1. Whether the appellant is entitled to have been acquitted on a charge of unlicensed sale 
of fish, contrary to s. 35(2) of the Fishery (General) Regulations, in the absence of a new· 
(or further) trial on ihe issue of whether that Regulation is or can be justified by the 

·government of Canada. · 
15 The appellant, as any other citizen fa~ing a prosecution, is entitled to know in a timely 
way the case he has to meet, and to be afforded the· opportunity to answer it. The 
Coalition seeks a new trial on a new issue. The September 17, 1999 majority decision 
specifically noted at para. 4 that the treaty right 
... was always subject to regulation. The Crown does not suggest that the regulations in 
question accommodate the treaty right. The Crown's case is that no such treaty right 
exists. Further, no argument was made that the treaty right was extinguished prior to 

. [enactment of the Constitution Act, 1982], and no justification was offered by the Crown 
for the several prohibitions at issue in this case. [Emphasis added.] 
The Attorney General of Canada affirms in opposition to the Coalition's motion the 
limited nature of the issues raised at trial: 
In this case, the intervenerwishes to contest the appellant's entitlement.to an acquittal by 
raising issues as to whether the regulations under which the appellant was charged could 
be justified in accordance with the test in R. v. Sparrow. That would clearly be a new 
issue in the proceedings. It is not open to the intervener to raise an iss1,1e that did not arise 
between the parties to the appeal. [Emphasis added.] 
In its Reply, the Coalition argues that to require the parties to deal with the issue of 
regulatory justification in the same trial as treaty entitlement "would be to impose an 
unreasonable and unworkable burden in aboriginal rights litigation at the trial level". 
Whatever may be the advantages or disadvantages of splitting these issues into a two
stage trial, no such proposal was made to the trial judge by the parties, and no such 
procedure was considered, much less adopted, in this case. As stated, the Crown here 
opposes a rehearing and opposes a new trial. The issues of con.cem to the Coalition 
largely relate to the lobster fishery, not the eel fishery, and, if necessary, can be raised 
and decided.in future cases that involve the specifics of the lobster fishery. It is up to the 
Crown to initiate enforcement action_in the lobster and other fisheries if and when it 
chooses to do so. 
2. Whether the appellant is entitled to have been acquitted on a charge of out-of-season 
fishing, contrary to Item 2 of Schedule III of the Maritime Provinces Fishery Regulations, 
in the absence of a new (or further) trial on the issue of whether those Regulations are or 
can be justified by the government of Canada. · 



16 The Coalition argues that a rehearing and a further trial are necessary because of 
"uncertainty" about the authority of the government to manage the fisheries. The 
Attorney General of Canada, acting on behalf of the federal government which regula_tes 
the fisheries, opposes the Coalition's position. 
17 In the event of another prosecution under the regulations, the Crown will (as it did in 
this case) have the onus of establishing the factual elements of the offence. The onus will 
then switch to the accused to demonstrate that he or she is a member of an aboriginal 
community in Canada with which one of the local treaties described in the September 17; 
1999 majority judgment was made, and was engaged in the exercise of the community's 
collective right to hunt or fish in that community's traditional hunting and fishing 
grounds. The Court's majority judgment noted in para. 5 that no treaty was made by the 
British with the Mi'kmaq population as a whole: f'_· . 
... the British signed a series of agreements with individual Mi'kmaq communities In · . 
1760 and 1761 intending to have them consolidated into a comprehensive Mi'kmaq treaty 
that was never in fact brought into existence. The trial judge, Embree Pr<>V. Ct. J", found 
that by the end of 1761 all of the Mi'kmaq villages in Nova Scotia had entered into 
separate but similar treaties. [Emphasis added.] 
The British Governor in Halifax thus proceeded on the basis that local chiefs had no 
authority to promise peace and friendship on behalf of other local chiefs in other 
communities, or to secure treaty benefits on their behalf. The treaties w~re local and the 
reciprocal benefits were local. In the absence of a fresh agreement with the Crown, the 
exercise of the treaty rights will be limited to the area traditionally used by the local 
community with which the "separate but similar'' treaty was made. Moreover, the treaty 
rights do not belong to the individual, but are exercised by authority of the local 
community to which the accused belongs, and their exercise is limited to the purpose of 
obtaining from the identified resources the wherewithal to trade for "necessaries". 
18 The September 17, 1999 majority judgment further pointed out that the accused will 
be required to demonstrate (as the appellant did here) that the regulatory regime 
significantly restricts the exercise of the treaty right. The majority judgment concluded on 
this point, at para. 64, that: -· · 
In the circumstances, the purported regulatory prohibitions against fishing without a 
licence (Maritime Provinces Fishery Regulations, s. 4(1)(a)) and of selling eels without a -
licertce(Fishery (General) Regulations, s. 35(2)) do primafacie infringe the appellant's 
treaty rights under the Treaties of 1760-61 and are inoperative against the appellant 
unless justified under the Badger test. [Emphasis added.] 
19 At the end of the day, it is always open to the Minister (as it was here) to seek to 
justify the limitation on the treaty nght because of the need to conserve the resource ill 
question or for other compelling and substantial public objectives, as discussed below. 
Equaily, it will be open to an accused in future case_s to !fY 'to show that the treaty right 
was intended in 1760 by both sides to include access tci resources other than fish, wildlife 
and traditlcmally gathered things such as fruits and hemes. The word "gathering" in the. 
September 17, 1999 majority judgment was used in connection with the types of the 
resources traditionally "gathered" in an aborig!nal economy and which were thus . 
reasonably fa the contemplation of the parties to the 1760-61 treaties. While treaty rights 
are capable of evolution within limits, as discussed below, their subject matter (absent a 
new agreement) cannot be wholly transformed. Certain unjustified assumptions are made 
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in this regard by the Native Council of Nova Scotia on this motion about "the effect of 
the economic treaty right on forestry, minerals and natural gas deposits offshore". The 
Union of New Brunswick Indians also suggested on this motion a need to "negotiate an 
integrated approach dealing with all reso.urces coming within the purview of fishing, 
hunting and gathering which includes harvesting from the sea, the forests and the land". 
This extended interpretation of "gathering" is not dealt with in the September 17, 1999 
majority judgment, and negotiations with respect to such resources as logging, minerals 
or offshore natural gas deposits would go beyond the subject matter of this appeal. 
20 .The September 17,' 1999 majority judgment did not rule that the appellant had 
established a treaty right "to gather" anything and everything physically capable of being 
gathered. The issues were much narrower and the ruling was much narrower. No 
evidence was drawn to our attention, nor was any argument made in the course of this 
appeal, that trade in logging or minerals, or the exploitation of off-shore natural gas 
deposits, was in the contemplation of either or both parties to the 1760 treaty; nor was the 
argument made that exploitation of such resources could be considered a logical 
evolution of treaty rights to fish and wildlife or to the type of things traditionally 
"gathered" by the Mi'kmaq in a 1760 aboriginal lifestyle. It is of course open to native 
communities to assert broader treaty rights in that regard, but if so, the basis for such a 
claim will have to be established in proceedings where the issue is squarely raised on 
proper historical evidence, as was done in thi~ case in relation to fish and wildlife. Other 
resources were simply not addressed by the parties, and therefore not addressed by the 
Court in its September 17, l999 majority judgment. As acknowledged.by the Union of 
New Brunswick Indians in opposition to the Coalition's motion, "there are cases wending -
their way through the lower courts .dealing specifically with some of these potential 
issues such as cutting timber on Crown lands". 
21 The fact the Crown ~lected not to try to justify a closed season on the eel fishery at 
issue in this case cannot be generalised, as the Coalition's question implies, to a 
conclusion that closed seasons can never be imposed as part of the goveniment's 
regulation of the Mi'kmaq limited commercial "right to fish". A "closed season" is clearly 
a potentially available management tool, but its application to treaty rightS will have to be 
justified for conservation or other purposes. In the absence of such justification, an 
accused. who.establishes a treaty right is ordinarily allowed to exercise it. As suggested in 
the expert evidence filed on this motion by the Union of New Brunswick Indhms, the 
establishment of a closed season may raise very different conservation and other issues in 
the eel fishery than it does in relation to other species such as salmon, crab, cod or 
lobster, or for that matter, to moose.and other wildlife. The complexities and techniques 
of fish and wildlife management vary from species to species and restrictions will likely 
have to be justified on-a species-by-species basis. Evidence supporting closure of the wild 
salmon fishery is not necessarily transferable to justify closure of an eel fishery. 
22 Resource conservation and management and allocation of the permissible catch 
inevitably raise matters of considerable c~mplexity both for Mi'kmaq peoples who seek 
to work for a living under the protection of the treaty right, and for governments who 
seek to justify the regulation of that treaty right. The factual context, as this case shows, 
is of great importance, and the merits of the government's justification may vary from 
resource to resource, species to species, community to community and time to time. As 
this and other courts have pointed out on many occasions, the process of acconunodation 



of the treaty right may best be resolved by consultation and negotiation of a modem 
agreement for participation in specified resources by the Mi'kmaq rather than by 
litigation. The Chief Justice emphasized in Delgamuukw v. British Colwnbia, (1997] 3 
S.C.R. 1010 (a case cited in the September 17, 1999 majority decision), at para. 207: 
On a final note, I wish to emphasize that the best approach in these types of cases is a 
process of negotiation and reconciliation that properly considers the complex and 
competing interests at stake. · 
23 The various governmental, aboriginal and other interests are not, of course, obliged to 
reach an agreement. In the absence of a mutually satisfactory solution, the courts will 
resolve the points of conflict as they arise case by case. The decision in this particular 
prosecution is authority only for the matters adjudicated upon. The acquittal ought not to 
be _s.et aside to allo~ the Coalition to add@ss new issues that were ~ither raised by the 
parties nor determined by the Court in the September 17, 1999 majority judgment. 
3. Whether the government of Canada has power to regulate the exercise by Mi'kmaq 
persons, including the appellant; of their treaty right to fish through the imposition of 
licensing requirements. -
24 The Government's power to regulate the treaty right is repeatedly affirmed in the 
September 17, 1999 majority judgment. In addition to the reference at para. 4 of the 
majority decision, already mentioned, that the treaty right "was always subject to 
regulation", the majority judgment further stated, at para. 7, 
In my view, the treaty rights are limited to securing "necessaries" (which I construe in the 
modem context, as equivalent to a moderate livelihood), and do not extend to the open
end_ed accumulation of wealth. The rights thus construed, however, are, in my opinion, 
treaty rights within the meaning of s. 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, and are subject to 
regulations that can be justified under the Blldger test .... [Emphasis added.] 
At para. 38, the majority judgment noted that: 
Dr. Patterson went on to emphasize that the understanding of the Mi'kmaq would have 
been that these treaty rights were subject to regulation, which I accept. 
At para. 58, the limited nature of the right was reiterated: 
What is contemplated therefore is not a right to trade generally for economic gain, but 
rather a right to trade for necessaries. The treaty right is a regulated right and can be 
contained by regulation within its proper limits. [Emphasis added.] 
At para. 64, the majority judgment again referred to regulation permitted by the Badger 
test. The Court was thus most explicit in confirming the regulatory authority of the 
federal and provincial governments within their respective legislative fields to regulate -
the exercise of the treaty right subject to the constitutional requirement that restraints on 
the exercise of the treaty right have to be justified on the basis of conservation or other 
compelling and substantial public objectives, discussed below. 
25 With all due respect to the Coalition, the government's general regulatory power is 
clearly affirmed. It is difficult to believe that further repetition of this fundamental point 
after a rehearing would .add anything of significance to what is already stated in the 
September 17, 1999 majority judgment. 
26 As for the specific matter of licences, the conclusion of the majority judgment was not 
that licensing schemes as such are invalid, but that the imposition of a licensing 
restriction on the appellant's exercise of the treaty right had not been justified for 
conservation or other public purposes. The Court majority stated at para. 64: 
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... under the applicable regulatory regime, the appellant's exercise of his treaty right to 
fish and trade for sustenance was exercisable only at the absolute discretion of the 
Minister. Mi'kmaqlreaty rights were not accommodated in the Regulations because, 
presumably, the Crown's position was, and continues to be, that no such treaty rights 
existed. In the circumstances, the purported regulatory prohibitions ... are inoperative 
against the appellant unless justified under the Badger test. [Emphasis added.] 
27 Although no evidence or argument was put.forward to justify the licensing 
requirement in this case, a majority of the Court nevertheless referred at para. 64 of its 
September 17, 1999 decision to R. v. Nikal, [199611S.C.R.1013, where Cory J., for the 
Court, dealt with a licensing issue as follows, at paras. 91 and 92: 
With respect to licensing, the appellant [aboriginal accused] takes the position that once 
his rights have been established, anything which affects or interferes with the exercise of 
those rights, no matter how insignificant, constitutes a prima facie infringement. It is said 
that a licence by its very existence is an infringement of the aboriginal righ~ since it infers · 
that government permission is needed to exercise the right and that the appellant is not 
free to follow his own or his ·band's discretion in exercising that right. 
This position cannot bf correct. It has frequently been said that rights do not exist in a 
vacuum, and that the rights of one individual or group: is [sic] necessarily limited by the 
rights of another. The ability to exercise personal or group rights is necessarily limited by 
the rights of others. The government must ultimately be able to determine and direct the 
way in which these rights should interact. Absolute freedoin in the exercise of even a 
Charter or constitutionally guaranteed aboriginal right has never been accepted, nor was 
it intended Section 1 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms is perhaps the · 
prime example of this principle. Absolute freedom without any restriction necessarily 
infers a freedom to live without any laws. Such a concept is not acceptable in our society. 
28 The justification for a licensing requiiement depends on facts. The Crown in·this ·case 
declined to offer evidence or argument to support the imposition of a licensing . 
requirement in relation to the small.,.scale commercial eel fishery in which the appellant 
participated. · 
4. Whether the government of Canada has power to regulate the exercise by Mi'kmaq 
persons, including the appellant, of their treaty right to fish through the imposition of 
closed seasons. 
·29 The r,egulatory device of a closed season is at least in part directed at conservation of 
the resource. Conservation has always been recognized to be a justification of paramount 
importance to limit the exercise of treaty and aboriginal rights in ·the decisions of this 
Court cited in the majority decision of September 17, 1999, including Sparrow, supra, 
and Badger, supra. As acknowledged by the Native Council of Nova Scotia in opposition 
to the Coaiition's motion, '.'Conservation is clearly a first priority and the Aboriginal 
peoples accept this". Conservation, where necessary, may require the complete shutdown 
of a hunt or a fishery for aboriginal and non-aboriginal alike. . 
30 In this case, the prosecution of the appellant was directed to a "closed season" in the 
eel fishery which the Crown did not try to justify, andthat is the precise context in which 
the majority decision of September 17, 1999 is to be understood. No useful purpose ~
would be served for those like the Coalition who are interested in justifying a closed 
season in the lobster fishery tf a rehearing or a new trial were ordered in this case. which 
related only to the closed season in the eel fishery. 



5. In any event, what is the scope of regulatory power possessed by the government pf 
Canada for purposes of regulating the treaty right? 
31 On the face of it, this question is not raised by the subject matter of the appeal, nor is it 
capable of being answered on the factual record. As framed, it is so broad as to be 
incapable of a detailed response. In effect, the Coalition seeks to transform a prosecution 
on specific facts into a general reference seeking an advisory opinion of the Court on a 
broad range of regulatory issues related to the east coast fisheries. As was explained in 
Reference re Secession of Quebec, f 1998] 2 S.C.R. 217, the Court's jurisdiction to give 
advisory opinions is exceptional and can be invoked only by the Governor in Council 
under s. 53 of the Supreme Court Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. S-26. In this instance, the. 
Governor in Council has not sought an advisory opinion from the Court and the Attorney 
General of Canada opposes the Coalition's attempt to initiate what she.·calls a "private 
reference". 
32 Mention has already been made of "the Badger test" by which governments may 
justify restrictions on the exercise of treaty rights. The Court in Badger extended to 
treaties the justificatory standard developed for aboriginal rights in Sparro,w, supra. Cory 
J. set out the test at para. 97 as follows: · 
In Sparrow, at p. 1113, it was held that in considering whether an infringement of 
abodginal or treaty rights could be justified, the following questions should be addressed 
sequentially: 
First, is there a valid legislative objective? Here the court would inquire into whether the 
objectiv~ of Parliament in authorizing the department to enact regulations regarding 
fisheries is valid. The objective of the department in setting out the particular regulations 
would also be. scrutinized .... 
At page 1114, the next step was set out in this way: 
If a valid legislative objective is found, the analysis pr~ to the second part of the 
justification issue. Here, we refer back to the guiding interpretive principle derived from 
Taylor and Williams and Guerin, supra. That is, the honour of the Crown is at stake in 
dealings with aboriginal peoples. The specfal trust relationship and the responsibility of 
the government vis-a-vis aboriginals must be the first consideration in determining 
whether the legislation or action in question can be justified .... 
Finally, at p. 1119, it was noted that further questions might also arise depending on the 
circumstan~es of the inquiry: . . 
These include the questions of whether there ha8 been as little infringement as possible in 
order to effect the desired result; whether, in a situation of expropriation, .. fair 
compensation is available; and, whether the aboriginal group in question has been 
consulted with respect to the conservation measures being implemented. The aboriginal 
peoples, with their history of conservation-consciousness and interdependence with ' 
natural resources,_ would surely be expected,' at the least, to be informed regarding' the 
determination of an appropriate scheme for the regulation of the fisheries. · 
We would not wish to set out an exhaustive list of the factors to be considered in the 
assessment of justification. Suffice it to say that recognition and affirmation requires 
sensitivity to and.respect for the rights o.f aboriginal peoples on behalf of the government, 
courts and indeed all Canadians. (Emphasis added [by Cory J. in Badger].) 
33 The majority judgment of September 17, 1999 did not put in doubt the validity of the 
Fisheries Act or any of its provisions. What it said, in para. 66, was that, "the close 
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season and the imposition of a discretionary licensing system would, if enforced, interfere 
with the appellant's treaty right to fish for trading purposes, and the ban on sales would, if 
enforced, infringe his right to trade for sustenance. In the absence of any justification of 
the regulatory prohibitions, the appellant is entitled to an acquittal" (emphasis added). 
Section 43 of the Act sets out the basis of a very broad regulatory authority over the 
fisheries which may extend to the native fishery where justification is shown: 
REGULATIONS 
43 The Governor in Council may make regulations for carrying out the purposes and 
provisions of this Act and in particular, but without restricting the generality of the 
foregoing, may make regulations 

. (a)for the proper management and control of the sea-coast and inland fisheries; 
(b)respecting the conservation and protection of fish; 
(c)respecting the catching, loading, landing, handling, transporting, possession and 
disposal of fish; 
(d)respecting the operation of fishing vessels; 
(e)respecting the use of fishing gear and equipment; 
(e. l)respecting the marking, identification and tracking of fishing vessels; 
(e.2)respecting the designation of persons as observers, their duties and their carriage on 
board fishing vessels; 
(!)respecting the issue, suspension and cancellation of licences and leases; 
(g)respecting the terms and conditions under which a licence and lease may be issued; 
(g.l)respecting any records, books of account or other documents to be kept under this 
Act and the manner and form in which and the period for which they shall be kept; 
(g.2)respecting the manner in which records, books of account or other documents shall 
be produced and information shall be provided under this Act; 
(h)respecting the obstruction and pollution of any waters frequented by fish; 
(i)respecting the conservation and protection of spawning grounds; 
(/)respecting the ·export of fish or any part thereof from Canada; 
(k)respecting the taking or carrying of fish or any part thereof from one province to any 
other province; 
(/)prescribing the powers and duties of persons engaged or employed in the 
administration or enforcement of this Act and providing for the carrying out of those 
powers and duties; and . 
(m)where a close time, fishing quota or limit on the size or weight of fish has been fixed 
in respect of an area under the regulations, authorizing persons referred to in paragraph 
(l) to vary the close time, fishing quota or limit in respect of that area or any portion of 
that area. 
[Emphasis added.] 
(Pursuant to this regulatory power, the Governor iri Council had, in fact, adopted the 
Aboriginal Communal Fishing licences Regulations, discussed below.) Although s. 7(1) 
of the Fisheries Act purports to grant the Minister an "absolute discretion" to issue or not 
to issue leases and licences, this discretion must be read together with the authority of the 
Governor in Council under s. 43(f) to make regulations "respecting the issue, suspension 
and cancellation of licences and leases". Specific criteria must be established for the 
exercise by the Minister of his or her discretion to grant or refuse licences in a manner 
that recognizes and accommodates the existence of an aboriginal or treaty right. In R. v. 



Adams, [1996] 3 S.C.R. 101, also cited in the September 17, 1999 majority judgment, the 
Chief Justice stated as follows at para. 54: 
In light of the Crown's unique fiduciary obligations towards aboriginal peoples, 
Parliament. may not simply adopt an unstructured discretionary administrative regime 
which risks infringing aboriginal rights in a substantial number of applications in the 
absence of some explicit guidance. If a statute confers an administrative discretion which 
may carry significant consequences for the exercise of an aboriginal right, the statute or 
its delegate regulations must outline specific criteria for the granting or refusal of that 
discretion which seek to accommodate the existence of aboriginal rights. In the absence 
of such specific guidance, the statute will fail to provide representatives of the Crown 
with sufficient directives to fulfil their fiduciary duties, and the statute will be found to 
represent an infringer,nent of aboriginal rights under the Span:.ow test. [Emphasis added.] 
While Adams dealt with an aboriginal right, the same principle applies to treaty rights. 
34 The Aboriginal Communal Fishing Licences Regulations, SOR/93-332, referred to in 
the September 17, 1999 majority judgment, deal with the food fishery. These regulations 
provide specific authority to impose conditions where justified resp~ting the species and 
quantities of fish that are permitted to be taken or transported; the locations and times at 
which landing of fish is permitted; the method to be used for the landing of fish and the 
methods by which the quantity of the fish is to be determined; the information that a 
designated person or the master of a designated vessel is to report to the Minister or a 
person specified by.the licence holder, prior to commencement of fishing; the locations 
and times of inspections of the contents of the hold and the procedure to be used in 
conducting those inspections; the maximum number of persons or vessels that may be 
designated to carry on fishing and related activities; the maximum number of designated 
persons who may fish at any one time; the type, size and quantity of fishing gear that may 
be used by a designated person; and the disposition of fish caught under the authority of 
·the licence. The Governor in Council has the power to amend the Aboriginal Communal 
Fishing Licences Regulations to accommodate a limited commercial fishery as described 
in the September 17, 1999 majority judgment in addition to the food fishery. 
35 Despite the limitations on the Court's ability in a prosecution to addres.s broader issues 
not at issue between the Crown and the defence, the majority judgment of September 17, 
1999 nevertheless referred to the ~ourt's principal pronouncements on the various 
grounds on which the exercise of treaty rights may be regulated. These include the 
following grounds: . 
36 (a) The treaty righi itself is a limited right. The September 17, 1999 majority judgment 
referred to the "narrow ambit and extent of the treaty right" (para. 57). In its written 
argument, the Coalition says that the only regulatory method specified in that judgment 
was a limit on the quantities of fish required to satisfy the Mi'kmaq need for necessaries. 
This is not so. What the majority judgment said is that the Mi'kmaq treaty right does not 
extend beyond the quantities required to_ satisfy the need for necessaries. The Court stated 
at para. 61 of the September 17, 1999 majority judgment: 
Catch limits that could reasonably be expected to produce a moderate livelihood for 
individual Mi'kmaq families at present-day standards can be established by regulation 
and enforced without violating the treaty right. In that case, the regulations would · 
accommodate the treaty right. Such regulations would not constitute an infringement that 
would have to be justified under the Badger standard. [Emphasis by underlining added.] 
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LJ 37 In other words, regulations that do no more than reasonably define the Mi'kmaq treaty 
right in terms that can be administered by the regulator and understood by the Mi'kmaq 
community that holds the treaty rights do not impair the exercise of the treaty right and 
therefore do not have to meet the Badger standard of justification. 
38 Other limitations apparent in the September 17, 1999 majority judgment include the 
local nature of the treaties, the communal nature of a treaty right, and the fact it was only 
hunting and fishing resources to which access was affirmed, together with traditionally 
gathered things like wild fruit and berries. With regard to the Coalition's concern about 
the fishing rights of its members, para. 38 of the September 17, 1999 majority judgment 
noted the trial judge's finding that the Mi'kmaq had been fishing to trade with non-natives 
for over 200 years prior to the 1760-61 treaties. The 1760-61 treaty rights were thus from 
their inception enjoyed alongside the commercial and recreational fishery of non-natives. 
Paragraph 42 of the September 17, 1999 majority judgment recognized that, unlike the 
scarce fisheries resource~ of today, the view in 1760 was that the fisheries were of 
"limitless proportions". On this point, it was noted in para. 53 of the September 17, 1999 
majority judgment: 
It was established in Simon, [Simon v. The Queen, [1985] 2 S.C.R. 387], at p. 402, that 
treaty provisions should be interpreted "in a flexible way that is sensitive to the evolution 
of changes in normal" practice, and Sundown CR. v. Sundown, £19991 1S.C.R.393], ·at 
para. 32, confirms that courts should not use a "frozen-in-time" approach to treaty rights. 
The Mi'kmaq treaty right to participate in the largely unregulated commercial fishery of 
1760 has evolved into a treaty right to participate in the largely regulated commercial 
fishery of the 1990s. The notion of equitable sharing seems to be endorsed by the 
Coalition, which refers in its written argument on the motion to "the equal importance of 
the fishing industry to both Mi'kmaq and non-Mi'kmaq persons". In its Reply, the 
Coalition says that it is engaged in discussions "with representatives of the Acadia and 
Bear River Bands in southwestern Nova Scotia and takes pride that those discussions 
have been productive and that there is reason to hope that they will lead to harmonious 
and mutually beneficial participation in the commercial lobster fishery by members of 
those Bands". Equally, the Mi'kmaq treaty right to hunt and trade in game is not now, any 
more than it was in 1760, a commercial hunt that must be satisfied before non-natives 
have access to the same resources for recreational or commercial purposes. The emphasis 

-in 1999, as it was in 1760, is on assuring the-Mi'kmaq equitable access to identified 
resources for the purpose of earning a moderate living. In this respect, a treaty right 
differs from an aboriginal right which in its origin, by definition·, was exclusively 
exercised by aboriginal people prior to contact with Europeans. 
39 Only those regulatory limits that take the Mi'kmaq catch below the quantities 
reasonably' expected to produce a moderate livelihood or other limitations that are not 
inherent in the limited nature of the treaty right 'itself have to be justified according to the 
Badger test. · 
40 (b )11ie paramount regulatory objective is the conservation of the resource. This 
responsibility is placed squarely on the Minister and not on the aboriginal or non
aboriginal users of the resource. The September 17, 1999 majority decision referred to 
Sparrow, supra, which affirmed the government's paramount authority to act in the 
interests of conservation. This principle was repeated in R. v. Gladstone, C,1996] 2 S.C.R. 



723, Nikal, supra, Adams, supra, R. v. Cote, [1996] 3 S.C.R. 139, and Delgamuukw, 
supra, all of which were referred to in the September 17, 1999 majority judgment. 
41 (c) The Minister's authority extends to other compelling and substantial public 
objectives which may include economic and regional fairness, and recognition of the 
historical reliance upon, and participation in, the fishery by non-aboriginal groups. The 
Minister's regulatory authority is not limited to conservation. This was recognized in the 
submission of the appellant Marshall in opposition to the Coalition's motion. He 
acknowledges that "it is clear that limits may be imposed to conserve the species/stock 
being exploited and to protect public safety". Counsel for the appellant Marshall goes on 
to say, "Likewise, Aboriginal harvesting preferences, together with non-Aboriginal 
regional/community dependencies, may be taken into account in devising regulatory 
schemes" (empltasis added). In Sparrow, supra, at p. 1119, the Court said "We would not 
wish to set out an exhaustive list of the factors to be considered in the assessment of 
justification". It is for the Crown to propose what controls are justified for the 
management of the resource, and why they are justified. In Gladstone, supra (cited at 
para. 57 of the September 17, 1999 majority judgment), the Chief Justice commented on 
the differences between a native food fishery and a native commercial fishery, and stated 
at para. 75 as follows: 
Although by no means making a definitive statement on this issue, I would suggest that 
with regards to the distribution of the fisheries resource after conservation goals have 
been met, objectives such as the pursuit of economic and regional fairness, and the 
recognition of the historical reliance upon, and participation in, the fishery by _non
aboriginal groups, are the type of objectives which can (at least in the right_ 
circumstances) satisfy this standard In the right circumstances, such objectives are in the 
interest of all Canadians and, more importantly. the reconciliation of aboriginal societies 
with the rest of Canadian society may well depend on their successful attainment .. 
[Emphasis in originai.] . . . 
This observation applies with particular force to a treaty right. The aboriginal right at 
issue in Gladstone, supra, was by definition exercised exclusively by aboriginal people 
prior to contact with Europeans. As stated, no- such exclusivity ever attached to the treaty 
right at issue in this case. Although we note the acknowledgement of the appellant 
Marshall that "non-Aboriginal regional/community dependencies ... may be taken into 
account in devising regiilatocy schemes", and the statements in Gladstone, ~upra, which 
support this view, the Court again emphasizes that the specifics of any particular 
regulatory regime were not and are not before us for decision. 
42 In the case of any treaty right which may be exercised on a commercial scale, the 
natives constitµte only one group_of _p~icipants, and regard for the interest of the non
natives, as stated in Gladstone, supra, may be shown in the right circumstances to be_ 
entirely legitimate. Proportionality is an important factor. In asking for a rehearing, the 
COalition stated that it is the lobster fishery -"in which the Applicant's members are 
principally engaged and in which, since release of the Reasons for Judgment, controversy 
as to exercise of the treaty right has most seriously arisen". In response, the affidavit 
evidence of Dr. Gerard Hare, a fisheries biologist of some 30 years experience, was filed. 
The correctness of Dr. Hai:e's evidence was not contested in reply by the Coalition. Dr. 
Hare estimated that the non-native lobster fishery in Atlantic Canada, excluding 
Newfoundland, sets about 1,885,000 traps in in-shore waters each year and "[t]o put the 
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situation in perspective, the recent Aboriginal commercial fisheries appear to be 
minuscule in comparison". It would be significant if it were established that the combined 
aboriginal food and limited commercial fishery constitute only a "minuscule" percentage 
of the non-aboriginal commercial catch of a particular species, such as lobster, bearing in 
mind, however, that a fishery that is "minuscule" on a provincial or regional basis could 
nevertheless raise conservation issues on;a local level if it were concentrated in 
vulnerable fishing grounds. 
43 (d)Aboriginal people are entitled to be consulted about limitations on the exercise of 
treaty and aboriginal rights. The Court has emphasized the importance in the 
justification context of consultations with aboriginal peoples. Reference has already been 
made to the rule in Sparrow, supra, at p. 1114, repeated in Badger, supra, at para. 97, 
that: 
The special trust relationship and the responsibility of the government vis-a-vis 
aboriginals must be the first consideration in determining whether the legislation or 
action in question can be justified. 
The special trust relationship includes the right of the treaty beneficiaries to be consulted 
about restrictions on their rights, although, as stated in Delgamuukw, supra, at para. 168: 
The nature and scope of the duty of consultation will vary with the circumstances. 
This variation may reflect such factors as the seriousness and duration of the proposed 
restriction, and whether or not the Minister is required to act in response to unforeseen or 
urgent circumstances. As stated, if the consultation does not produce an agreement, the 
adequacy of the justification of the government's initiative will have to be litigated in the 
courts. 
44-(e)The Minister has available for regulatory purposes the fall range of resource 
management tools and techniques, provided their use to limit the exercise of a treaty 
right can be justified. If the Crown establishes that the limitations on the treaty right are 
imposed for a pressing and substantial public purpose, after appropriate consultation with 
the aboriginal community, and go no further than is required, the same techniques of 
resource conservation and management as are used to control the non-native fishery may 
be held to be justified. Equally, however, the concerns and proposals of the native 
communities must be taken into account, and this might lead to different techniques of 
conservation and management in respect of the exercise of the treaty right. 
45 In its written argument on this appeal, the Coalition also argued that no treaty right 
should "operate to involuntarily displace any non-aboriginal existing participant in any 
commercial fishery", and that "neither the authors of the Constitution nor the judiciary 
which interprets it are the appropriate persons to mandate who shall and shall not have 
access to the commercial fisheries". The first argument amounts to saying that aboriginal 
and treaty rights should be recognized only to the extent that such recognition would not 
occasion disruption or inconvenience to non-aboriginal people. According to this 
submission, if a treaty right would be disruptive, its existence should be denied or the 
treaty right should be declared inoperative. This is not a legal principle. It is a political 
argument. What is more, it is a political argument that was expressly rejected by the 
political leadership when it decided to includes. 35 in the Constitution Act, 1982. The 
democratically elected framers of the Constitution Act, 1982 provided ins. 35 that "[t]he 
existing aboriginal and treaty rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada are hereby 
recognized and affinned" (emphasis added). It is the obligation of the courts to give 



effect to that national commitment. No useful purpose would be served by a rehearing of 
this appeal to revisit such fundamental and incontrovertible principles. 
6 .... pursuant to section 27 of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Canada, requests an 
Order that [the Court's] judgment pronounced herein on the 17th day of September, 1999 
be stayed pending disposition of the rehearing of the appeal, if ordered. 
46 At no stage of this appeal, either before or after September 17, 1999, has any 
government requested a stay or suspension of judgment. The Coalition'asks for the stay 
based on its theory that the ruling created broad gaps in the regulatory scheme, but for the 
reasons already explained, its contention appears to be based on a misconception of what 
was decided on September 17, 1999. The appellant should not have his acquittal kept in 
jeopardy while issues which are much broader than the specifics of his prosecution are 
litigated. The r~uest for a stay of the acquittal directed on September 17, 1999, is 
therefore denied. 
A Stay of the Broader Effect of the September 17, 1999 Majority Judgment 
47 In the event the respondent Attorney General of Canada or the intervener Attorney 
General for New Brunswick should determine that it is in the public interest to apply for a 
stay of the effect of the Court's recognition and affirmation of the Mi'kmaq treaty right in 
its September 17, 1999 majority judgment, while leaving in place the acquittal of the 
appellant, the Court will entertain argument on whether it has the jurisdiction to grant 
such a stay, and if so, whether it ought to do so in this case. 
Disposition 
48 The Coalition's motion is dismissed with costs. 
Motion dismissed. 
Solicitors for the applicant the West Nova Fishennen's Coalition): Daley, Black & 
Moreira, Halifax. 
Solicitor for Donald John Marshall, Jr., respondent on the motion: Bruce H. Wildsmith, 
Barss Comers, Nova Scotia. 
Solicitor for Her Majesty the Queen, respondent on the motion: The Attorney General of 
Canada, Ottawa. 
Solicitors for the Native Council of Nova Scotia, respondent on the motion: Burchell, 
Hayman, Barnes, Halifax. 
Solicitors for the Union of New Brunswick Indians, respondent on the motion: Getty, 
Bear, Fredericton.re 
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